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Corruption in St, Louis
Appalling.
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Operators are Bringing
in Bedding.
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Volcanic

Disturbances Made
an Argurpent

Department Stores Can Not
Deliver Goods.

Mr, Beveridge Tried to Have Philip-

Impossible

pine Testimony Printed.
FRENCH

VISITORS

to Pick Winners in the

Intercollegiate Meet.

LEAVE.

AMERICANS

St. Louis, Mo., May 31. The April
grand jury which has been Investigating the municipal corruption with the
assistance of Circuit Attorney Joseph
W. Folk, made a final report today to
Judge Douglas. The report says:
"While there may Ie corruption in
other cities as great as we have here,
yet in no place in the world and at no
time known in history has so much
official corruption been uncovered and
evidence shown so hat all could see
These revelations
and understand.
have been so appalling as to he almost
beyond belief and it will lie years before the extent of the discoveries Is
lully realized.
"If the affairs of St. Louis had been
properly administered tor the past fifteen years, and if all the officials had
been honest, there would today have
been enough money in the treasury to
put public buildings in repair, . pave
streets now unpaved. make sewers
now unmade, and bnild the new buildings so much needed. A high tax rate,
a deplorable condition of public lnstitu.
tions, a depleted state of the city treasury are the heritage left by officials
who have proven traitors to the interests of the people and have trafficked
their votes, influence and official actions to the city's detriment."
1
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A GLIMPSE OF NATURE'S GREATEST WORK

.

midst. Miss Augustine's singing has
been a delightuil feature of the meet-ingand the people of Alhtiquerque
wil not foon forget the service she has
rendered us in the sweet ministry of
song.

Bic Amount of Money to be Expended in Southern New Mexico.

ALGODONES SMELTER.
THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC CUT OFF.
Although the El Paso & Southwestern railway has been completed from
Demir.g to it3 Arizoira terminals, there

Being Pushed as
as Possible
What A. J. Frank Says.
A. .1. Krank, who will be remembered
as having nia..e a smelter proposition
to the people of Albuquerque a year
or two ago, is in the city, coming in
from Algodones, above the city, night
before last. Mr. Frank says that the
building of the smelter at Algodones
is progressing as fast as material and
men can be obtained He hopes to be
able to have the smelter ready to be
"blown In some time in August and
not later than September. He also
Mates that the Santa Fe railway will
put rv t depot and more sidings at the
Alga.''r:t a i tr.tion. The gentleman is
lie- o p:: e hashr; t ome necessary sup-rn-- t

stiil considerable active railroad
building going on in southwestern New
Mexico, in addition to the I.ordsourg
& liachita railwav. thirteen miles ot
men and teams are stretched out be- tween Strauss in Dona Ana county and
El Paso building the terminals olVtwo
great railway systems, one of Southern
Pacific cut off, and tne other the El
Paso & Southeweetcrn railway. Although the length of line each is
is but comparatively few
expects to return to Algo-- ;
miles, yet the work is of so heavy a ll:c
THE PANAMA ROUTE.
nature that it will take to fall to com- I'tn.v Monday morning.
Minority Will Favor It Because of Vol- plete it. Fifteen hundred men are at
free cj;ir?;'t at the Orches-present employed on this work aud
0:::'
canic Disturbances.
n hall to.:io. io'.v (Sunday) after-rWashington, May 31. The minority nearly l.bOO teani3 are kept busy lea
at o o'clock. Everybody Invited.
members of the committee on the Isth- hours each- day on the two roads
each other. Over fl .Sno.tinit is
mian canal has prepared a report opposing the views of the majority. It being spent on this work to build thirNO MEW STATES.
is directed mainly to showing the im- teen miles into El Paso and engineerpracticability of the Nicaragua roue ing problems of extreme uilliculty are
and especially on account ol the vol- 'leing solved. The El Paso & Southcanic disturbances, favors the Panama western railway will have a grade of Evident Intent of Senator B?veridce
route. The report will lie presented to 1 per cent into El Paso, while the
Southern Pacific cut off will have a to Suppress Statehood Measure.
the senate today.
grade of 0 per cent, that means for the
former a rise of 02.8 feet for each mile
MR. HOAR OBJECTED.
and for the Southern Pacific a rise ol
COMMITTEE TOO S'JSY.
for the same distance. To the
Mr. Beveridge
Wanted Testimony 31.7
lessening
simple
Pacific
the
Southern
About the Philippines Printed.
the saving of thouWashington, May 31. At the conclu- of grade meanseach
A t;peciul eiispat'di to the
Denver
month In greater
of dollars
sion of routine business in the senate sands
News. Uo.n Washington, under elate ol
capacity
carrying
freight
cheaper
and
today consideration of the Philippine and
27,
May
says:
passenger service and justi
bill was resumed. Mr. Ueveridge, of fies faster
Friends of the omnibus hill granting
the expenditure of $7oO,onu. In the state
Indiana, presented certain excerpts of economy
hood to New Mcxie'o, Arizona and
of railroads today there is a
testimony before the Philippine comallowance in dollars and cents Oklahoma have discovered that there
mittee and requested they be printed certain
for every foot saved in grade rise and is evidently no intention whatever of
in the Congressional Hecord. Mr. Hoar every
foot saved in distance. Even a the chairman of the senate committee
thought a compilation of that kind
spent in reducing a bad on territories using any haste or puncought to have the sanction of the Phil- million dollars
tuality in bringing the bill up for the
rade is economy in the end.
ippine commhtee and moved the matconsieleration ot the committee. The
Pacific
off
cut
cn
Southern
the
The
be
Mr.
to
ter
referred
that committee.
statehood bill passed the henisesome
Ueveridge said the widest, latitude has in New Mexico, wnen completed, win
headers out of EI time ago, was taken into the senate
been afforded the minority in the publi- abolish the double
Paso and does away with three helper and there let'eneel to the territories
cation of matter in the record and he engines
and crews now maintained for committee'. Senator Ueveridge), of Inbe
thought it scarcely lair objection
purpose.
It will save half a mile diana is the chairman of the committhat
made to his request.
passenger time be tee and it is very plain that the statein
a
the
minute
Mr. Allison hoped Mr. Hoar would
El
Strauss. It gives hood measure has not found in him a
Paso
and
tween
withdraw his motion and made some six months' employment
to Stto men zealous friend.
Criticism of the Massachusetts sena-- '
Senator Ueveridge during the proamong
$23,000
them
and
distrinutes
r's action. As M Hoar would not each month in wages. The plan of this cess of the Philippine debate today
thdraw his motion, Mr. Ueveridge cut off was prepared by the late C. P. was asked if the re were any prospects
m undrew his request, anno'tnring that
of the bill by the
as early ns ISUj. Work on for an early
later he would read the matter, if nec- Huntington
way last year committee, it being a well known fae:t
begun
a
small
in
was
it
essary to get it in the records.
November, and more than $75o.tti that the advocates of the bill in the
In resuming his speech begun Thurs- in
will be expended on the work. The house have been asking and patiently
day, Mr. SiHioner said that one of the old
grade was 52.8 feet per waiting for an opportunity to appear
weaknesses of the discussion and one mile,maximum
grade is 31.7 feet per before the committee and set forth the
new
the
of the wicked elements was the fact
greatest curves are salient pednts of the measure. Senator
present
mile.
The
in
question.
He
are
the
sides
there
"Well,
per cent is the great- Ueveridge was
thought there ought to be no "Bides on 1" per cent. Fivegrade.
The new track you can see how busy we are here,"
new
on
est
the
is,"
Philippine
he
debate."
"It
said,
the
inferring to this discussion of
cross the Kio Grande on a steel he said,
"a question which belongs to the Amer- will
the Philippine bill.
thirty-fivhigher
air
in
the
bridge
feet
deliproblem
a
people.
is
It
of
ican
cannot the statehood measure
cacy and some danger and the weapon man does the old track. All the new be "Hut
heard by the committee of which
t.tone. The
of no man and no party. The Interest culverts are of Iron and long
and sev- you are chairman without conflicting
of all men in public and private life is greatest fill is l.ono teet
cubic with the Philippine bill?" was asked.
high.
7ti.nni
enty
It
ontains
feet
opinget
private
to
the truth without
per "Too busy," said Ueveridge and walk53
work
is
ot
yards
The
earth.
party
been
or
not
"I
have
ion
strife.
ed away.
13.3
completed.
cent
obi
is
The
track
permanent
over
dominion
in favor of
.Mr. Ueveridge nej eleuibt justifies his
2."oo
long,
new
is
track
miles
the
Spooner,
the Philippines." said Mr.
in regard to the statehooel 1.411
action
work
a
day
train
Each
feet
lonrer.
I
by
that that have
"but do not mean
by the fact that he is on the Philippine
different
of
the
rounds
the
makes
been In favor of United States running camps bringing new men.
fresh beef, committtee. He makes no promises
away like a coward and abandoning
big tank and it remains to be seen whether or
barley,
live
and
flour,
feed,
the people who have come under our cars filled with water, their capacity
not he will call his committee together
them to
protection or sunendering
on the bill next week when the Philip) gallons.
is
The
water
being
37.
tyrannv. anarchy ami chaos."
gallons ca- pine debate is finished. The delegates
pumped Into tanks of 3
He said he had never been able to pacity
tej be affect eel by
alongside
of
track. tmni the;
the
built
coi template with equanimity the ad- They occur at convenient distances the bill are bringing every pressure to
mission ;t the Philippines as a state or
each camp. The men are paid bear on the chairman of the committee
This government should be con Irom $1.5"
to $1.75 pT day for common to get him to have the bid considen
from
lined to this continent.
dumping and filling and before' the session has extended too
$2
or;
la!
for
Quntins from the diary of Aguinaldo ll.r.o per day
hlacksniithintr work;. leuifc.
Mr. Spocner said Hint when Philippine Tliey
Senatois Elkins, Quay. Penrose anil
.f.o per
charged from
to
independence' was established Aguin- week are
Patte immi ate hearty supporters of t
for boarel.
aldo and his friends would go to Eu
bill in tie3 senate and pre urging that
rope viil; an app'ont iat ion of a million
the committee give the delegates the'
Meeting.
The
Tent
for expenses.
v
at the lent the last two hearing the elesire.
The servie-erights have been well attended. The
French Visitors Leave.
Since then, an Associated Press disrioston. May SL P.eautiful weather evangelist ilelivered two able and
patch
s that the senate commitprevailed on this, the last day's stay
lecture s n the P.ible. Sun- tee n stat
t rrite.ries
elecieled against
in America of the members of the day at 7:30 p. m. the hist service in the
a time tor the consideration of the
Prcnch Ito hambeau mission. Tomor series will be held. Le t everybody at- omnibus
statthooel bill provieling for
row thev will sail home on the French tend this farewell meeting.
'In- admission of Oklahoma. New
Today they re
among
us
battleship (Junto's.
stay
his
month's
Dunne
and Arizona into the union.
ceived a w leoine from Massachusetts Mr. Smith has won the respect of a'l
uniTloston
and
city
of
by
by
Harvard
he
has
ability
which
the
the
Who Pays for Strikes?
versity. Major Herthelot,
the counsel eif God. and has endeared
is one elementary principle
There
Urugrere.
of
the
commander
to General
himself to all by his earnest Oiristian
French army, and one of the delegates spirit. The sympathy of the whole which those who direct the action of
country ha-- i gone out to hiry in the sad labor unions generally fail to compreof the French mission, had a leg
in an accident today.
bereavement he has suffered In our hend, and that Is, that any interruption
Is

j

g

or curtailment of production !3 a loss
that cannot lie confined to their employers. Workinjmcn may see what a
strike costs them in the loss of wages
which they hope to make up by securing better terms for the future, but
they are apt to Imagine that the rest
of the cost falls upon the capitalists
with whom they are contending. Some
of it will ilo so
but in the
main it falls upon the community of
consumers, including worklngmen, and
the employers aimed at suffer the li'ast
In the long run, for they are in a position to make up their Iofscb.
CHANGE

a. m. elnily.

croft at 5:30
i t 8

Keturn train leaves Cloudp. m., arriving at Alamo-gord-
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Passengers for these trains can take
breakfp t at Alamogordo and 6 o'clock
Cloudcroft.
dinner

g
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Alamocjordo & Sacramento Mountain
Railway.
Effective June 2nd first class passenger train w!ll leave Alamogorelo at 8
a m., arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:50

-

-

Tittstnn, Ph., May 31. The Erie
Railroad company today brought a
train load of cots and bedding and provisions here and distributed them
among their various collieries. Several cooks accompanied the geiods and
a number of strange men appeared.
FINE RACES.
Many engineer, firemen and pump
men whose night shift ended this
morning, took their working clothes
away
from the mines.
for
Program
the Races Was Arranged
Fences Put Up.
Last Night.
Wilkesbarre, Pa., May 31. There Is
every reason to believe the pnmp runners will responel with practical unaGOOD PURSES OFFERED.
nimity on next Monday to President
Mitchell's order for a strike unless
granted an
day and other
as prescribed by the
The program of races for the fair conditions
convention.
was arranged last night at a Joint
That the operators do not propose to
s
meeting of members of the
Driving association and Secre- yield was In evidence by the high
tary P. F. McCannu of the Fair asso- fences and barbed wire which were
placed around the collieries. Hundreds
ciation at Zeiger's last night. It was of
extra coal and iron policemen have
decided to appropriate $3,5oo for
purses and as the track will be kept in been employed and armed with rethe best of condition during the sum- volvers.
expected. A nummer line raeen-a- re
SITUATION IS SERIOUS
ber of California and Colorado horses
are expected to be entered. The proPolice Were Called to Guard Departgram and conditions are:
ment Stores.
Tueseiay races, first day 2:18 pace,
Chicago. May 31. The teamsters'
purse $300; 2:40 trot, purse $300; run
ning race, half mile dash, purse $150; strike today spread to the department
teamsters who
burro race,
half mile, $10. stores. Eighty-ninWednesday, second day 2:25 pace, were working for tho Fair struck and It
purse $300; 2:25 trot, purse $300; run is stated 400 more men employed by
stores .will I ovit
mne, puree $llu; pony other
ning race,
race, half mile, for horses that have The effect. It was saiel, will be prao
tically a shut oft of delivery of goods
never raced, $10.
Thursday, third day 2:30 trot. $300; to customers and the bringing in of
pace, $100; 3:00 trot and new stock. The department store teaml
pace lor noises owned and in New sters union recently formed and affilMexico previous to July 15, 1902. $250; iated with the national organization
on the same foeiting as the one at the
running race.
mile dash, $150.
Friday, fourth day 2:30 pace, $300; yards. The men make the same demand as the packers' teamsters for
trot, $400; running race,
mile, $150; running race, half mile better hours, higher wages anil a recognition of the union.
The police
dash, no entrance fee, $30.
All trotting and pacing were called to guard the Fair.
Conditions
to be in harness and to be governed by
IN GREAT DOUBT.
the rules of the American Trotting
unless otherwise specified.
Heats, best three In five. All purses to Impossible to Pick Winners of tho
Intercollegiate Meet.
be divlele el, 60 per cent to first, 25 per
cnt to second, 1j per cent to third, Chicago, May 31. Despite tho weathund 10 per cent to fourth. Entries to er forecast calling for "ciouels and octhe tmtting and pacing races to eleise casional thunder showers." a large
with the secretary of the fair associa crowd gathered at Marshall Field totion Oc tober 1. PJ02. Five per cent of day to witness the contest of the secthe entrance money must accompany ond western intercollegiate track meet.
the entry, and 5 per cent aelditional Calculators on the form picked Michi
from all money winners. The balance gan, Wisconsin and Chicago as winto oe paid before 8 o'clock p. m., the ners In the order given, but the probaday previous to the race. A horse dis- bility of good work by "dark horses"
tancing the fie Id will receive first mon- from some of the smaller schools made
ey only. Two horses may be named the estimate on the results very uncerfrom the same stable In the same tain. The list of contestants is a notadasse'S auel held but for one entrance. ble one and seldom has there been so
Horses to be named the day before the much doubt of the winners of particrace. He'ats in each day's races may ular events. Of the fourteen contests,
Right reserved to ten are in the doubtful column. Scarcebe alternated.
change order of program or declare ly a school was representee! which did
off any race not filling satisfactorily. not have a man on whom it was rtlleitl
dash.
Hat es will be called at 1:30 o'clock to capture the
Rliarp. Management reserves the right
Americana
Won.
to start earlier.
London, May 31. The American
Applications for stabling should lie
the
made to secretary, stating the number polo team wonbytoday's gameto from
one. It
of horses to arrive. In case of bad Engllh team
weather or other unavoidable causes, was the first of a series of games for
the association reserves the right to the international cup.
dec lare all races off that have not been
THE ARMY REDUCED.
started by 4 o'clock, p. m.. on the last
day of the meeting. Entry blanks mailWestern Jeickey By Direction of the President the Or.
ed on application.
der was Issued.
club rules to geivern In as far as pracWashington. May 31. Hy direction
ticable In the running races. We are
members of the American association. of the president. Secretary Roeit Issued
the
We have a first class half mile track a general order decreasing
for harness horses, which is kept in strength of our permanent establishperfect condition. Entries for the run- ment and changing the ratio of its
as provided under the general
ning races close with the secretary on make-uthe day previous to the race at 8 p. m. order issued last May, to carry out the
The entrance money must accompany army regulation law. Under the genthe entry. The association reserves eral order of last May the total
lietween strength of the army was fixed at
the right to run or trot
and under the order Issueel today
the heats. All races require four to
e'uter and thre-- to start. No bar after It reduces tills figure to 60.41)7.

THE GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA.
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RAILROAD BUILDING.

WON.

lloute.

END OF STRIKE.

free-for-al-

San Bernardino

Boilermakers

will

Probably Return to Work.

free-for-a-

ANOTHER CONFERENCE.
San Bernardino Sun, May 28: The
situation at the Santa Fe shops in this
citj with regard to the strike in the
boiler department, which began Monday morning when, a few minutes after
the whistle, twenty boiler makers, seventeen apprentices and seve-- helpers
walked out, though practically unchanged has assumed a muedi brighter
phise than was the case on the day of
the walk out.
When the men left the yurds at the
time, it was because Division Master
Mechanic Park desired that one of
their number, George Wilson, be
to Sellgman, Ariz.
SuperinAt that time Mechanical
tendent Joughlns was on the east end
of the division, in company with Superintendent of Motive Power Henderson,
and Mr. Park being uppermost in authority, his ultimatum was final, for
Early yesterday
the time at least.
morning, however, both Mr. Henderson
and Mr. Joughlns arrived from the east
having been made acquainted with the
situation at the local shop by tele- trans-feni'-

gn.ph.
The

N

e

100-yar- d

two-goal- s

latter began an Investigation at
going about it in a way that Indl- eated he favored a quick se ttlement of
tin- trouble.
The union me-i- i me't yesterday at
their headquarters in Allen's hall on
afternoon
i'n irth street, and in the,i:e inptly at 3:30, a committee of four
number waited upon Mr.
ol their
.Iniighins at his office in the depot
building, lit re they were
received
rae-eand the difficulties discussed at le ngth,
sjnst what he said and what was agreed
t
Loth the boiler makers and the offl-- . Octobe r 1.
i;:ls refuse to divulge at the present
Extravagance of the American.
tin. e, but both gave out the assurance
In a rec ent paper on American econ
jt'iiit the trouble had been cleared up
Hapgood make's the
i.v the conference, lather than thick. emics, Hutching
plea that what is often called Ameri
e) Ml.
a committeeman last evening ca'u extravagance Is not that at all, but
a Sun leporte-r- :
"Yes you may state merely our peculiar forni of economy,
ti.at t verything is ioeiking favorable, and that the habit of the American is
end that the trouble Is likely to be to ele things on a large scale and let
are-away within a fe w elays, and in eh tails take care of themselves. He
a manner that will prove satisfactory
maintains that this Is the true econon all concerned. No, I am positives my.
The re Is truth In this, and it is worth
ihat we will not return to work tomor-io'.morning, but then everything Is considering. The people of this coun1'i.greKning nb ely, and we will e try have the defects of their virtues,
aek before long."
but It must not be forgotten that they
Mr. Henderson is still in the city to-- i have also the virtues of their defects.
ther with his private ar No. 212. but If we lose some pounds through failing
us taken no part in the me eting be to take
of the pennies, at least we
tween Mr. Joughins and the commit-- t do not h t the chance of making a fore, contenting himself with lending tune slide away through stopping to
pick up a pin.
his advice in private.
oik

i

we-1-

i

i

d

v

.

i

77.-2S-

s
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Killed by an Automobile.
New York, May 31. One man was
instantly killed ami four other persons

hurt at Grasmere, Staten Island, today,
where automobile speed tests were being maeie to break the world's records
for a iiiih. The man killed wa,s
Featherstone, assessor of the
borough of Richmond.
The accident
was due to a runaway machine.
Profitable Speculation.
Chicago. May 31. James A. Patten,
mayor of Evanston and a prominent
eoard of trade' operator, today brought
to a successful close a corner in May
oats, which has dominated the oats
market since early last fall. The profits
credited to Mr. Patten on the deal are
estimated at $I.U'mi.ihh.
An-dre-

e

T. G. Ames has purchased

the'

tin-

ning and repairing business of William Gibbs, em South Second street,
and named the place the Albuquerque
Sheet and Metal w vi'k.

.
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CLOUDCROFT

The Aivarado Pharmacy
PURE DRUGS,
PERFUMES,
TOILfcl ARIlCLES.

Full Line of Druggists' Sundries.

WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.

B. H. BRIGGS & CO., Prescription Druggist
CORNER GOLD AVENUE AND FIRST STREET.

fUUUtjumjiu
HUGHES

vani

ft McCREIQHT, Publishers
;

Thos. Hughes
W. T. McCrelgbt,

retaliation

V,uiju preaur,
Editor

Mgr. and City Ed.

Publishe Daily and Weekly.

Associated Press afternoon dispatches
Largest City and County Circulation
The Largest New Mexico Clrculatlor
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
Copies of this paper may be found
on file at Washington In the office of
our special correspondent, E. G. Signers, 918 F street, N. W., Washington,

even in the early Indian wars
"f this country. 'The atrocities of the
Filipinos have been proved beyond
Human nature is weak, and
sometimes gives way In any civlllza- tion. Nevertheless neither the Amerl
can people nor the American president
will countenance anything having the
appearance of torture, even If not really brutal. It Is also true that in all
armies there are scamps. Some Americans of that class were In the army
in the Philippines, and some of these

t'""""

The Roof Garden of the Southwest.
The season at Clouderoft will open
on June 1, the lodge, dining hall and
lunch counter having been placed under the able management of the popular hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
Waterman.
The fame of Clouderoft aa the premier summer resort of the southwest
has been heralded far and wide, and
patrons may rest assured its reputation will not be allowed to suffer this
year. Extensive Improvements have
been made In the way of accommodations and out door as well as Indoor
amusements and entertainment.
For a booklet regarding Clouderoft.
or further information regarding this
summer resort, call on nearest coupon
ticket agent, or address,
A. N. RKOWN,
I. Route.
G. P. A., E. P.--

El Paso, Texas.

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS 3TAGE LINE.
Stage leaves Trimble's stable on Second street, every Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday at 6 a. m.; quick time. A
relay of stock is kept at Zla. Arrives
at tne Springs in time for supper.
Don't be deceived by people who tell
you they will take you Just as quirk
as the stage, for they won't. Nobody
else has any change of stock on the
route. Tickets for sale at Trimble's.
J. B. BLOCK, Proprietor.

Too Many Goods, Not Enough Money.
(1

A
A
A
A
A

The
That's
Truth!
excuse
goods at
If it's necessary to

J

give some
for offering
half or less Iv
we prefer to tell the truth, and the truth is tersely told above. "
Bought twice as much as usual. Can't afford to carry any goods tv
over. But the story of our sincerity is best told by the price list

'

following.

Vw

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE
Cosmopolitan
Paper

Mail

Orders
Promptly

Patterns 10c
None Higher

Tilled

A

are evidently emitting wholesale perjuries either for money or to gratify
some private revenge, just as a hobo
may wreck a railroad train because he
32 cents
has been dragged off a brakebeam.
Just Received
China Silk, worth
yard for
Senators should be in better business
a fine lot of upholstered couches with
circulating
and
encouraging
in
than
75c.
D. C.
all steel construction. Don't fail to
slanders of our army.
see them. They are beauties. Futrelle
35 cents
New Mexico demands Statehooo
Furniture Co., west end of viaduct.
All Wool Albatross
for
yard
DUTIES OF THE SENATE:
Congress.
carpets
Ingrain
from tha
line
of
and
Also a fine
75c.
squares,
press
beginning
ranging
prices
to
worth
is
from
in
art
The eastern
Terms of Subscription:
concede that Arizona, New Mexico and $3.50 and up; cotton, ft wool and all
59 cents
ss 00 Oklahoma will be admitted to state- wool.
lNtlly, by mall, one ynr
Dally, by mall, six month
8 00
All Wool Black
for
yard
amusIs
lally, by mail, three mnni.ia. ....... 1 50 hood in the near future, and it
Special Summer Excursion.
y mall, one month
60 ing to note Lie diverse views expressed
rlly,
Storm Serge, worth $1.25.
return,
Chicago
Albuquerque
to
and
Dally, by carrier, one month
76
says the $51.50.
Weekly, by mall, per year
1 00 by the metropolitan dailies,
19 cents
Albuquerque to Kansas City and reTHE DAlLV ClTiZ.EN will be delivered Phoenix Republican. It has been genEnglish Cashmere,
In the e.iy at the low rate of 80 cents per erally assumed that partisanship was turn, $39.00.
yard for
week, or for 76 cents per month, when
to
return,
Louis
St.
Albuquerque
and
35c.
any,
In
figure
worth
determinIf
cutting
little,
monthly.
ae
rates are less than
Tl
Kid of any other
dally paper In the ing the action of congress, but there $46.50.
territory.
39 cents
Tickets on sale June 6. 7. 13 and 14,
comes the democratic Philadelphia and
24 to September 12, Inclusive.
June
Corded Wash' Silk,
for
yard
The Silver CUy Enterprise says that Times with a howl that the three terri- Final return limit October 31, 1902.
75c.
worth
city is assured of a home smelter. This tories are to be admitted to further the
F. L. MYERS, Agent,
o
diabolical purposes of the republican
Is good news to the whole territory.
85 cents
International
party. The Times Is opposed to ad- Triennial Convention,
Black Moire Velour
yard
for
Denver,
Sunday
School
Association,
opThe Ohio republicans have a good mission, of course, and it bases its
2, 1902.
26
to
July
Colo.,
June
$2.00.
worth
platform, but old man Grosvenor says position on the threadbare argument
Rate of $18.85 for round trip. Tick
platform pledges are made to be
that the equilibrium of the states will ets on sale June 24. Return limit July
69 cents
be disturbed by permitting relatively 5. 1902.
Black and Castor
yard
for
P. L. MYERS, Agent.
small communities like Arizona to
Prunella, worth $1.50.
Satin
In
with
senate
equal
voice
an
the
have
The saloons in El Paso have been orReduced Rate to San Francisco and
dered closed on Sundays, and there New York and Pennsylvania. Such ar35 cents
Return, Account Imperial Council,
will be a higera to Mexico on those guments are founded on Ignorance of
All Wool Home
for
yard
Mystic Shrine, San Francis-co- ,
Noblea
the fundamental principles of the govJays from the Pass City.
spun, worth 75c.
June 10 to 14, 1902.
ernment.
Rate of $35 for round trip; tickets
37 cents
Even a superficial acquaintance with on sale June 3 to 8 Inclusive; final reEvery man learns sooner or later
Myers,
1902.
L.
F.
31,
July
A'.i Wool Cheviot
turn
limit
would
for
of
history
constitution
yard
the
that Ella Wheeler Wilcox knew what the
sponged and bhrunk, worth 75c
she was talking about when she said: remove the worry of the kickers. It agent.
"Laugh and the world laughs with was clearly the intention of the fathers
Plumoing.
25 cents
you; weep, and you weep alone." to give the larger states power In the
We have aaaea a plumbing departBlack Mohair
for
yard
Even your best friend doesn't want to house of representatives In proportion ment and tin shop to our business.
worth 50c.
check
In
and
hold
population,
to
their
tear about your woes. Your talk
When you havo anything In this line
69 cents
about financial reverses, loss of pres- the selfishness which goes with power to be done see us about it before placrepretige, loss of position, illness and the by limiting these great states to
Black Alpacca
ing your order. Albuquerque Hard
yard for
like weary and horrify him, but he sentation In the senate on an equality ware company.
worth $1.25.
experiences a relief when you turn to with the smaller subdivisions of the
Special Rate to California Points.
the discussion of topics with more sun- union. And in cddltion to that it was Albuquerque
to Lob Angeles and
the Idea of the men who founded the
shine In them. government that a United States sen- San Diego, .35.00.
Albuquerque to San Francisco and OOOCOCOOCOCOOCOCOOCOCOCOCJOf
ator should be something more than return,
$55.00.
CAUSE OF ERUPTION.
merely a representative of his state.
Tickets on sale every Tuesday,
Amos P. Brown, professor of geolo- In a larger sense he was to represent
gy. University of Pennsylvania, says the whole nation, and the allotment of Thursday and Saturday, May to Sep- 1
Inclusive, 1902. Final return
the Indianapolis News, explains that two senators to each state was In fur- tember,
limit November 30, 1902.
the recent eruption of Mount Pelee therance of the Idea that the repreF. L. MYERS, Agent.
was without a doubt caused by the in- sentatives of the nation at large should
8
8
MONEY TO LOAN.
flowing of water Into the bed of molten come from all rarts of the union and
any
or
etc..
On
diamonus,
watcnes,
lava below the surface of the sea. The not from the overpopulated sections.
also househoM goods
contact of the water and hot lava at Accordingly, If harmony with the spirit good security;
1
with me; strictly confidential.
once generated miltions of pounds of of the constitution i,e observed. It stored
Highest cash price paid for household
Fleam, which forced its way up through makes no difference
to the nation goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
the lava, tearing everything as It went whether a state counts Its population
T. A. WH1TTEN, 114 Gold avenue,
8 BY PURCHASING A NICE 8
o
and bursting the entire top of ihe in millions or in thousands the essenDo You Want Carpets?
mountain oft in its efforts to escape. tial question being whether there is
Call and examine our samples. Our 0 GOOD 3A1H fePCNGE FOR A 8
Prof. Brown says: "St. Pierre was not sufficient population to bear the bur- carpets
are shipped direct from fac- g COLD SPONGE BATH.
g
destroyed by an eruption from the den and responsibilities of a local state tory. We can save you
money. J. H.
summit of Pelee. It will be found, I government.
Shufflebarger, 214 West Gold avenue.
X
WE HAVE SPONGES AT 8
o
think, that one side of the mountain
Carpets! Carpetsl! Carpets! II
3 ALL PRICES, 5c, 10c, 15c, 25c, g
near the town was blown out, and from
THE WORK GOES ON.
Our new spring line is complete;
this was hurled the molten rock, lava
come and see us. Our prices are the g 50c and up.
r
and red hot steam."
Albuquerque People Are Interested It muslin.
Albert Faber, 305 Railroau
avenue.
Has Much to do With Our Welfare.
STATEHOOD BILL AND POLITICS.
Never out of work.
1
Deming water is chemically pure
J. H. O'RIELLY & CO, 8
Regarding the omnibus bill for the
equal to Polan Springs.
That's the case with the kidneys.
admission of Arizona, Oklahoma and
Twenty-fouhours to the day is the
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
g
New Mexico to statehood, the steering time they put in.
Prescription Druggists
x
ROSENWALD BROS.
committee seemed determined to give
well
they're
equal
They're
to it when
o
the members of the senate no opporBut they get sick.
See the newest la ladies' neckwear g Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave. h
tunity to express themselves. The
at The Economist
Stooping positions of the body.
o
Phoenix Gazette says that from the
Straining, a fall or
We sell more shoes than all other
correspondence of the Phoenix board
Often makes the kidneys sick.
stores combined. You know the reaof trade statehood committee It would
But the work must go on.
son. Leon B. Stern.
seem fairly certain that the bill is faThey ask for help through the back.
o
vored by a majority of the members of
The back aches. It s kidney ache.
Deming, the coming city of New.
body.
Every
technicalw ad-r
that auKust
poan's Kidney Pills are kidney help- - Mexico.
w
,
,, f.
i
"vantage It seems will be Used to
liave you seen that blue enamelea
feat the will of this apparent majorThe daily work goes otli
ware at the Albuquerque Hardsteel
ity.
carpeuter,
1239
of
Wolfe,
Mr. Jacob
If some great principle were at stake North Ninth street. Third ward, St. ware company's store. It Is the most
a minority might be Justified in block- Louis, says: "When I first came to beautiful and ornamental ware ever
ing legislation. In this instance the St. Louis there was not a bridge across seen In Albuquerque.
West Railroad Avenue.
.
o
attitude of the steering committee is the river, there was only a ferry. I
VELVET RIBBONS, VELVET RIB
dictated simply by considerations of helped to build the court house over BONS, VELVET RIBBONS. ROSENparty policy.
forty years ago and worked on nearly WALD BROS.
Furthermore it puts the republican all the old buildings in the city. There
Win.
Mrs. Albright, tne Artist,
party in the light of having made a was not a railroad in St. Louis, so a
bid for votes by inserting a hypocriti- word or two from me to my many Is again in her studio, lis North Third
cal plank in its platform.
Nothing friends ami acquaintances should carry street. Parties who wish fine work in
has come up in the last two years to considerably more weight than if I artistic photography, should call and
Automatic 'phone 574
justify the republican leaders refusing lived, say in the New England states. leave their orders for the new carbon
photo,
photographic
In
latest
are.
the
2161
to carry out the pledge made at
South
Second Street,
Mrs. Wolfe and I have had more than
o
Alhnonerqne,
Mm.
one attack of backache. Mine was not
Deming Is the great mining center
remarkably severe but it was annoy- of the southwect.
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Leon B.Sterwropriltor
15

cents

cents

14

for
Granite Cloth, pair for your choice .of odds and
ends Children's Hose, worth up
worth 35c.
to 25c.
39 cents
5 cents
yard for
All Wool Cream
yard buys fine sheer Dimities,
Henrietta, worth 90c.
Lawns and Batistes, in Taney
48 cents
worth up to
for your choice of any Bunch of
15 cents
Flowers In the house, worth up yard buys finest 35c Mercerized
Foulards in the latest French deto $2.50.
signs.
yard

h

h

.

s,

lc.

$1.38

for any Ladles' Shirt Waist Hat in
the house, .worth up to $4.00.

19 cents
yard buys finest Fancy Striped Silk
Ginghams goods selling elsewhere at 40c.

19 cents
for your choice of any pair of
IO cents
Ladles' Silk Mitts in the house, yard buys finest Washable Taffeta
Silk Ribbons, No. 22, always sold
worth up to 50c.
12 cents
for your choice of any Windsor Tie
in the house, worth up to 35c.

75 cents
for your choice of any Ladies' Mercerized Sateen Petticoats, worth
up to $2.00.
98 cents
for your choice of any Childs' Gingham or Chambray Dress, worth
up to $2.00.

at

35c.

4
yard buys best

cents
8c

icoes.

Turkey Red

Cal-

5j cents

yard buys finest

White Lawn.

10c

3j cents

yard buys best 6c Whltt
Crash Toweling.
7 .J

yard buys best

cents
12V4c

Cotton

Outing

Flan-

nel.

25 cents
7 cents
yard for your choice of any Pluen yard buys Genuine '"Fruit of the
Made Appliques, worth up to 65c.
Loom" Muslin.
6 cents
cents
15
for your choice of Ladies' Long yard buys
Percale, .worth
Sleeve Vests, worth 25c.
10c.
4
h

w

1(AU
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Iron Separate

J.H.O'Rielly&Co.l

Bureaus.

with iron and brass bedsteads at price
to suit are special offerings at our store
this week. And they're going fast.
Notable bargains to be picked up in
every department here now. Handsome and durable parlor suits $15.
couches, new metal construction,
that are surpassing value for the
money, $14.85. Well made, serviceable,
first class furniture, all kinds, astonishingly cheap. Also a good line of ingrain and Brussels carpets.

HJM

Keep Cool

1

Ele-ge-

pp'uy

nt

The Futrelle FurnitureCo.
WEST END OF VIADUCT.
Corner Second street and Coal avenue.

r

--

over-exertio-

JOE RICHARDS,

-

de-;e- rt

'

CIGARS

"3

Giacsner,
Tailor.

LYING ABOUT THE ARMY.

The ti(le of the army Is beginning to
be presented before the senate committee, and, as was to lie expected, says
the San Francisco Chronicle, the
stories of brutal treatment of Filipinos
under official direction are shown to
be mostly deliberate perjuries committed in. malice or under subornation
of political bandits In search of material for the use of democratic demagogues. In the case of the corporal
who swore that be saw all manner of
atrocities perpetrated by the direction
of army officers, official records prove
that at the time he was thirty miles
distant from the scene of what he pretended to have witnessed. There was
probably never a war in which the
laws of war were not violated by subordinates. There has evidently been
some such occurrences In the Philippines, w hose punishment may be safely
left to the military authorities. Never

ing.

THE

n

Noticing Doau's Kidney Pills

Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE

$100,000

Capital

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
M. 8. OTERO, President
STRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier

' r
W. S.

WM. MclNTOSH

J. U BALDRIDGE

SOLOMON LUNA

A. M. BLACKWELL

W. A. MAXWELL.

ad-

MELINI & EAKIN

vertised induced me to get a supply
and .Mrs. Wolfe and I commenced the
treatment. If It had not performed absolutely what it promised, if the action
of the pills were not a long way ahead
of anything we ever before used, I
would be the last resident in St. Louis
to publicly recommend them."
Drop into the Aivarado Pharmacy
and ask what their customers report.
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50
Co., Bufcents per box.
falo. N, V., sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doau's and
take no

WHOLESALE

DEPOSITORY

FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & SANTA FF. RAILWAY

CIG..6

We handle everything In our line

Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor & Willia j
Lout67ille, Kentucky
111 & First St.. Albuquerque, N. IX

B. A. SLEYSTER,

Foster-Millnir-

o

Quick Sale Fruit Store.
Big red apples, si. 30 to f'i.'ia per
box; bananas, 35 cents; nuts and candies. 109 West Railroad avenue.
o
Demlng, the seat of the new county
of Luna.

LIQUORS.

Mim

si

"

ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS 1214. CROMWELL BLOCK,

Automatic Telephone

n..

'n,lri.j;i

Meat Market
Allkofnd8

Ifesn and sail Meals,

STEAM SAUSAGE

FACTORY.

174.

Deming offers the same opportunities now that the most prosperoui

li MIL KLEINWORT, Prop,

ago.

MASONIC

cities la the west ottered several yean

vn'v-i-A.v-

TIIIIJD STREET

BCILLIN6.

N. THIRD 6TRE5T

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, SATURDAY, MAY 31, 1902
run, knocking the ball over the left
fielder's head and making the round
of bases In safety. Livingston pitched
a steady game, and after the fourth inning no Silver City man crossed the
home plate. The game was short and
spirited, being played In one hour and
McNeely and thirty minutes.

SPORTING NEWS
YESTERDAY'S

BALL GAMES.

National League.
At St. Louts First game
St. Louis

Cincinnati
Batteries:
and Pietz.

son; Hayes, Newmeyer,
'
Baerwald.

1

.

.

popp and O'Neil; Hahn

Second game
Louis

5
0

Eyler and McConnell;
McPherson and Stanford.
Batteries:

Second game

St

Cincinnati
Batteries:

Dunham and O'Neil;
and Bergen.

3

Denver

1

Milwaukee

Ew-in-

g

7

17

Waterbury. Frisk and
Barber, McPherson and

Batteries:
McConnell;
Lucia.

At Brooklyn

Boston
Brooklyn
Batteries: Pittinger
Kitson and Farrell.

1
7

At Kansas City
2
St. Joseph
and Normal; Kansas City
:
3
Batteries:
McFadden and Roth;
Second game
Weimer and Messitt. Twelve Innings
3 were played.
Boston
10
Brooklyn
Second game
Batteries: Klttredge and Vale; Don- Kansas City
7
ovan, Ahearn and Farrell.
6
St. Joseph
Batteries: Cable and Messitt; Par-vi- n
At New York
and Roth.

Philadelphia

5

New York

4

At Omaha
Batteries: Duggleby and Jacklitch; Des Moines
Matthewson. Evans, Bowerman and Omaha
Yeager. Ten Innings were necessary
Batteries: Barry and Lobeck;
to determine the game.
and Gonding.
Second game
Second game
'
6 Omaha
Philadelphia
0 Des Moines
New York
Batteries: Fraser and Doran; TayBatteries: Owens and Gonding;
lor, Evans and Yeager.
rison and Lobeck.
At Pittsburg
Chicago

Pittsburg
Batteries: St. Vrain and Kling;
Chesbro and Smith.

6
8
Do-hen-

Second game

Pittsburg

0

Chicago

4

Batteries:

Philippl and O'Connor;

Menefee and Chance.
American League.
At Baltimore
Baltimore
Cleveland
Howell and
Batteries:
Wright and Bemis.

11
3
Allo-wa-

10

Baltimore
Cleveland

7

College Games.
At New Haven

Princeton
Yale
At Cambridge
Harvard
University of Illinois
American Association,
At Kansas City
Kansas City

Philadelphia-Philadel-

4
7

At Indianapolis
Indianapolis

4
7

Louisville
Second game

11
2

phia

At Columbus
7
Columbus
11
St. Louis
Toledo
Batteries: Plank and Schreckengost;
Second game
Sudhoff and Sugden.
Columbus
game
Second
Toledo
4
St. Louis
11
Philadelphia
At St. Paul
Batteries: Powell and SnyderjHus-ting- s St. Paul
and Powers.
Minneapolis
Second game
At Boston
Minneapolis
5
Boston
St. Paul
10

Detroit
Batteries:

MltcheP and Warner;
Miller, McGuire and Deminger.
Second game

Boston
Detroit
Batteries: Young and Criger;
cer, Cronin and Buelow.

12
0
Mer-

9
3

2

5
4

8, Silver City 7

Game Ma

ed at Santa Rita.
The base ball game played at Santa
Rita Sunday afternoon between the
Santa Rita team and the Silver City
Maroons was one of the prettiest conAt Washington
9 tests of its kind ever had in Grant
Washington
3 county, and resulted In a victory for
Chicago
the Santa Rita boys by a Bcore of 8 to
Batteries: Garvin, Griffith and
7.
Quite a number of "rooters" acCarrlck and Clarke.
companied the home club on their trip,
Second game
2 J and did everything possible. The game
Washington
3 ; passed off smoothly from start to fin
Chicago
Batteries: Patten and Clarke; Cal- ish, the only hitch, occurring when
the umpire In the ninth Inning called
lahan and Sullivan.
Wattelet out, when the Silver City conT
tingent was morally certain that he
Western League.
was safe. Bayne, for Silver City, pitch,
At Colorado Springs
.7 ed a beautiful game, allowing the opPeoria
2 posing team but seven hits. Maher, the
Colorado Springs
McGill and Wilson; second baseman, put up a good "stunt"
Batteries:
on his corner and Is considered quite
Jones and Baerwald.
a find. All of the remainder of the
Second game
9 boys put up good ball throughout.
Peoria
11
For Santa Rita, Moses maintained
Colorado Springs
Batteries: Cox. Shafstall and Wil- - his record by making his usual home

r B4BN6 WWMB
For a third of a century American housewives have found Dr.
Price's Baking Powder invariably a guarantee of pure, delicious
and wholesome food.

Always makes the pzrlect hhevit,
cake ani hssasJ.
Powd:r Co.,

:
i

Chicago.

n

I

.'rr

v
'.'or; rr. .;
i'u;n
.ilhrr Irir .h, ciiu-- . ic vri- - r"
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75c for values up to $1.25. In White Lawns with lace and embroidery trimming; Chambray with embroidery trimmed, also Solid
Colored Chambray with embroidery Insertion; Striped Madras. Gibson
style; some amongst these worth up to $1.25; take your choice only

LOT 3

75c.

LOT 4 98c. consists 5 styles of ColdYed Waists and 3 styles White
Waists, with allover lave and embroidery trimmed fronts, and figured
striped and dotted Wash Waists, many lace trimmed, others tucked
allover, some strapped and pearl button trimmed; values In this lot up
to $1.75; take your choice only $1.00.
LOT 5 Consists of 8 styles of Waists. 4 colors and 4 white; values
up to $2.00 and $2.60; White Lawns. Silk Chambrays, Mercerized Madras and Dimities, lace insertion trimmed; white, pinks, blues, linens,
stripes, dots and solid colors; choice $1.25.
LOT 6 Takes in balance of our stock of Colored Waists, such as our Mercerized Linen Waists.
Mercerized Chambray and Silk Ginghams; also styles o'f White Waists, made open front or back, trimmed
with lace or embroidery Insertion; none in this lot sold for less than $2.50: Choice, $1.50.
LOT 7 Takes in all our.Flne Lawn Waists that sold up to $3.00, open back or front, lace or embroidery
trimmed; some lace yokes; take your pick in this lot, only $1.98.
LOT 8 Includes all our White Waists that sold at $3.50 and $4.00; open back or front, trimmed with
lace and embroidery. In handsome patterns; Sale Price, $2.50.
LOT 9 White Lawn Waists, open front or back, trimmed with lace, embroidery; also allover tucked
Batiste Waist, long and short sleeves; values In this lot worth up to $5.00; Sale Price only $3.00.
LOT 10 Takesln all our finest White Lawn, Silk, Linen and Silk Batiste Waists, trimmed with lace
and embroidery medallions; also allover embroidery; values in this lot up to $7.50 each; take your choice

C, H. BRIGGS,

Proprietor.

.

plain, simple policy of buying
good merchandise and selling it
at a just profit Is what has gained
for us the public confidence. What
you read In our "ads" you can
tie to. People with money to
spend naturally go to the safe
trading place. Golden Rule Dry
Goods Co.

to close out,

LOT 2 49c for values up to 75c, In Percale, Madras, Dimity, also
white open worked effect, made with tucks and pleats; a IIg bargain,
to close out, only 49c.

Desiring your patronage
territory.
and good will, I am sincerely yours,

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

WINDOW DISPLAY.
LOT 1 Lot of White Lawn Waist, collar attached;
price 55c each.

Announcement to the Public.
I will take possession of the Hotel
Highland on June 1. 1902, as lessee
end manager. It will be my endeavor
to make this hotel attractive to local
patrons and the traveling public. The
table will be supplied at all times with
the best the country affords. The
cuisine, service and accommodation
of the hotel will be equal to any In the

O

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

of any, $3.75.

life

0
0
0
0

A Special

Sale
of New Wrappers

000000$$ 000000000

Price Reductions.
The only reason for reducing prices
on our men's and boys' clothing is that
we are overstocked and therefor anxious to push business. We had no old
stock to unload and are showing new
and desirable goods only. Simon
Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
BUSINESS

meat.
Deming has an abundance of water
for irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
gardens.
Buy lots and build in Deming. Your
rental returns will be 20 per cent on
the Investment.
Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardware company.
Deming is a great health resort
has no superior in climate for the cure
of pulmonary troubles.
Look into Klelnwort's market on
North Third street He has the nicest
fresh meats in the city.
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
Wlison sewing machines. Albert Fa
ber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Why buy high priced lots when you
can get them cheap in Deming now,
with certain advance assured T
We carry the largest variety of lin
oleums and oil cloths in this city.
Albert Faber, 305 Railroau avenue.
Deming needs one hundred new
houses to supply the demand, and
needs them now. This demand continues to grow.
Mrs. Isola Bambini, at her parlors
at the corner of Railroad avenue and
North Fourth street, is prepared to
give thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and ingrowing nails. She gives massage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparations of complexion
cream builds up the skin and Improves
the complexion, and are guaranteed
not to be injurious. She also prepares
a bair tonic that cures and prevents
dandruff and bair falling out; restores
life to dead hair; removes moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Give her
a trlaL
Deming! Have you been there? If
not, you should get there for the big
sale of lots on the 17th of this month,

cents.

up to $1.50

$1.00

so--

-

ance of our stock of fine Wrappers

Satin, Lawns

'

and Percales;
$1.25
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Choice

Subscribe for The Citizen.
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A PIANO

In a home is not a
sign of wealth but it
.

shows an intelligent
Prrnlrk
XCOpiti

CpO

oto
OjO
OfO

home-lif-
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In thin ape of enlistment no longer say "DO WE
WANT A PIANO,' but WHAT 1'IAftU iju w h

WANT.'

So
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A 1'IANO with a perfect scale, rich tone, dur-XUable in construction and with an artistic case.
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Chickering Brothers
Pianos...,
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Are endorsed and chosen by the most critical music lovers. We are
Exclusive Territorial Representatives of these GEMS and other
leading makes. We ell everything iu the music line.
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You can play any
musical couiiosiuou from the classical to
the latest Coon songs. Would you be without one.
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CORSETS ON SALE AT AN UN- &.o
OlO
HEARD OF FIGURE. ROSEN WALD 00
o'o
BROS.
O'.O
Uemlng has Increased 50 per cent in 0.0
O'.O
oio
population in four years.
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Choice of any of our Wrappers that sold up to $2.00, which Includes

LOCALS.

Economize by trading at The Econo
mist.
Copper, tin and galvanized iron
work. Whitney company.
It will pay you to see Hall & Learn- ard before purchasing a piano.
No tuberculosis preservaline or col
oring in Matthews' Jersey milk.
Klein wort's is the place to get your
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice

Choice of our regular Percale Wrapper in this sale
Choice of any of our Wrappers that

o

o

V-

Full 500 Ladie3 Style 1902 Shirt Waists at less
Our Buyer has over stocked us.
than half price, Made of Ginghams, Madrus, Silk Novelties, Dimities, White Lawns,
Batiste and Organdies, In Blue, Fink Red, Green and Linen shades, etc., solid colors, Stripes, Dots etc.Devided into 10 lots as follows :

McDonald.

Statehood cigars, two for

(-

And Wrappers.

0060062 08
00000100 23

Concerning Trade Tricks.
The old saying that there are
"tricks In all trades" has outlived
its truthfulness, if there ever was
any truth In it. This store does
not countenance tricks of any
sort to catch the unwary. The

the

Important Sale of Ladles Shirt Waists

The score by Innings was:
0
Santa Fe
Albuquerque
Batteries Santa Fe. Rhodes and
Parsons; Albuquerque, Haverly and

9 O
3 O

in

Agents for McCall Patterns. All Patterns 10 and 15 eta.
Mail Orders Solicited and Tilled Same Day as Received.

aOCfOOOOOOQDOOOOOOOO

A CLOSE GAME.

Santa Rita

Defeated Albuquerque Yesterday by a
Score of 8 to 3.
The Santa Fe ball club yesterday de
feated the Albuquerque team at the
fair grounds. The Santa Fe team was
streugthened by two Las Vegas players, one of whom was Rhodes, the clever pitcher. Not only did he pitch a
steady and reliable game, but he made
a three base hit.
Vorhes made some spectacular plays
and was a host In himself. Haverly,
who pitched for Albuquerque, would
have made a much better showing as
far as the score is concerned had he
been given good support, but the fielding of the Browns was poor. The
Browns were very much off on batting
and seemed to play In a listless

nine.
7
5

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Clothing or Groceries
But Everything

Shoes,

Dry Goods Line.

Broke Hit Leg.
Word reached Albuquerque the other
day that Center Fielder Van Haltren at
0 the New York base ball team had
Mor- slipped while running between bases
on the National league diamond at
Pittsburg, Pa., and had broken his leg.
Val Haltren was a well known peAon
of this city,
6 to base ball enthusiasts
on the team last sum10 where he played
mer. He also has played In El Paso.
He will be laid up for a considerable
2 time with the Injury, and it Is not prob
1 able, that he will be able to play any
more this season wltn the New York

Batteries: Hughes and Robinson; Indianapolis
Moore and Bemis.
Louisville
At

No

1

Milwaukee
Second game
12
City
Kansas
4
Robinson; Milwaukee

Second game

y

THE ECONOMIST

The Economist

SANTA FE WON.

At Denver
.2 Denver
g
Milwaukee

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

Piano-playe- r.

Hall & Learnard,
The Square Alusic Dealers,
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SURE WAY
THb
prevent

8

PINOS ALTOS.

OCXXJCODCXXXXXXXXXXXXX

OUEENSWARE.

Pus hing Work on Mountain Key Mine
Shaft.
The Mountain Key Gold Mining company of the l'inos Altos district H
pushing work on the shaft and 40 foot
drift. A Rood sized body of gold ore
has been uncovered in the last named
operation. The shaft will Boon reach a
depth of 7)0 feet, at which depth another level will be run. Those who are
in a position to know claim that this
property will booh be a steady producer of high grade ore.
The Mexican leasers on the Atlantic
mine have recently put on a night shift,
recent development being such as to
just'fy pushing the work.
Thomas Holman and W. Hopkins)
have taken a lease on Dr. L. E. Robinson's claims adjoining tho 'Tip Tup!
lr.ine.
On tho Arizona mine the principal
worn at the present time is the ; inkii ..;
of the mw double compartment slum.'
which has now reached a depth of
feet and cirifling on the 300 foot an
iuu foot level?.
Ore shipments aie!
being made to El Paso. C. Schoiz, a
well known St. Louis mining expi i t.
visited the property last week nnd wa..
very much pleased at the shape in
which he found the same.

CALL AND SEE OUR

LAMPS
INDIAN BLANkETC,
CARVING SETS,
PICTURfco,
CUT GLASS,
CHAMBtH SETS,
KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS,

hANJPAINTED CHINA
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
COOKING UTENSILS,
HAMMOCKS,
MEXICAN DRAWNWORK,
DINNER SETS,
INDIAN POl rCRY,
MEXICAN HATS.

J.

JARDINiERES,.

W. MALETTE,

'
i;
Successor to A. B. McGaffcy &. Co.
JJ
216 WEST RAILROAD AVE
OPEN EVENINGS.

el

:

1

ocxxxxxxxxxcoooooooooc

BORRADKI LE & CO.

ft

3

OAK.

Furniture,
Crockery,
Graniteware,

?

to
pneumonia and ennsump-- I
tion is to cure your cold when It first
appears. Acker's English Remedy will
stop the eoush in a night, and drive
the cold out of your system. Always a
quick and sure cure for nsthma, bronchitis Rnd all throat and lung troubles.
If it does not satisfy you tha druggist
will refund your money. Write to ni
for fire sample. W. II. Hooker & Co..
Iluffalo. N. Y. J. II. O'Hlclly & Co. ami
Li.

It. Eriggs

& Co.

- .r...

St. John's Episcopal

IN AD

nt.

i

i;'ri

11.:

hoi ar,
Sunday

'ihe

K

m"i
v.

ii.r::.'.:;'

I

ting at the tent

Smith will
with the

Mei'toii

; n
r
preach at the
o im'ay school teachers
v. ill in"ct rf i:l."i for a prayer rervice.
Cenereg." tionnl (hureh, east end of
the vindm t. W. .1. Marsh, pastor The
usual sen Ices will be held on Sua Iny
morning.
Sunday school at !:ir;
All are
I re tching by the pastor nt 11.
cordially invited.
Let all attend Co
last union sendee in the tent, at 7:;'.u

f

1

reg-::ia-

Immaculate Conception Early mass
vespers, i

nt 7; inte ma. s at 10;

J. O. Liilibridge, wife and son Pi;tr.;.m, X. M., are in (he city.
I.eopoldo Jaraniillo and wife, of l.n.-;-'
I. v. nas, are In the city today.
Mrs. A. J. Miteiieil and children wen
passengers for Iiaton this morning.
lion. Sol. I una and wife, of Los bit-- '

-

Tinware,
Art Squares,
Mattresses,
Springs,
New and Second
Household Goods

niiv,

are enjoying the comfort and

li;x-

-

7T IS AT ALL TIMES OUR AIM TO INFORM

IT IS NOT
WORDS AND
VAIN BOASTS, WHICH CAN NEVER BE SUBSTANTIATED.
TODAY'S NEWS SHOULD PROVE EXCEPTIONALLY INTER- ESTING. FOR WE BELIEVE YOU HAVE NEVER HAD AN OPPOR- TUN IT V TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF SUCH VALUES AS WILL $
HOLD SWAY A i' OUR BARGAIN COUNTERS DURING THE NEXT g
WEEK.
O
READ TiHS CAREFULLY.
THERE ARE MANY MORE ITEMS S
WHICH SfACE WILL NOT PERMIT US TO MENTION.
g

10 a.
r. OUR Cli.lECT TO FILL OUR SPACE WITH
n., morning Ot

o

'light,

EHTlS'.Xt

lUH HEADERS OF SOMETHING WOUTinCNOWNG.

service, holy commenlon and Ferm.m;
from June 8 there wiil lie evening service every veiling at X o'clock.
Lead Avtni, Met lir list church, cor-n- .
r l.ad even ie and Third street
nt fi :!.": preaching at
Fnndoy
11

NEWS

V

-

p. m.

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

'

church
a.

11

n

INTERESTING

PLACES OF VOfiSHIP.
m.. S.irid.iy school;

1002

in.-t-

ue-tio-

and benediction.

Baptirt church, Broadway nrd Leid
avenue, Herman J. Powell, po.fi ir; at
home, ::il South High st "eet, Thursday
evenings Tomorrow. Bible school at
0:45: preaching services at 11. The
questions to be discussed are "What,
have, we gained from the month's
meetings and tho year's school?" or
".Malting the most, of the pat as n
secret of progress." The Lord's supper following. Union evening service
in the gospel tent. Come.
Highland Methodist church. South
Arno street, M. Hodgson, pastor Sunday school nt 10 a. m. Preach'ng at 11
m. nnd seerament of the Lord's supper. Service in the big tent at night.
All invited.
I'reshvterlr.n church. Silver avemi"
avil Fifth street. T. C. Beattio pastor

I

one

MANY

Tailor made suits before taking your s'.ifnmcr Outing you will need
we offer while they last, your choice of any suit in the house for

J5

I12.D0

g

W

This includes some of those beautiful $J7.50 garments. The price 5
we r.sn is loss than the cost of manufacture.
Thomson's Giove Fitting and F. C. Corsets, II. & W. Corset waists,
they sell for fl.2u; sale price
85c t
Triumph Guaranteed Silk Gloves that sell for 75 cents; the sale

price
"Gusher" White
"Gui hrr" White
"Giulier" White
"Gusher" White

Lawn
Lawn
Lawn
Lawn

50c
$3.00
$2.a0
$2.00
85e

Waists that sell for $4.00; sale price
Wab.ts that sell for $3.25; sale price
Waists that sell for ?2.75; sale price
Waists, that sell for $1.C0; sale price

WE HAVE FORTUNATELY RECEIVED ANOTHER SHIPMENT 6
OF . LVET RIBBON SATIN BACK) WHICH WlEL BE SOLD AT g
'
V
SALE PRICES.
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF
'A
SUCH UNHEARD OF BARGAINS.

ury of the Alvarado.
Thosnni A. Lister, who is interested
8
in minim; down in Grant county, in the
vicinity of I.ordsbui'g, N. M., is in tlie
9
city.
rt j T 7r.
A handsome new ice wagon has In n
Sizes-$3,0- 0 manufactured by J. Korber & Co.. for
the ice comiany at Gallup. It Is a fine
Pi
wagon.
Ttaji
YjiiljL '."V
Charles .Jones. Santa Fe depot a?i.''H
Pt Las Ve'.'as. parsed thriwtgh the ci'y
this morning, en route from Helen to
I'reaehiir..- ct 11 a. in. Sunday school
Las Vegas.
at !:.Vl a. m. Y. V. S. C. E. at fi::;o p
Miss Ycta Lenin U, who came li i e i'i. There v. il! be no evening service
r.bout six months u:r,n for her he;,
u neeornt ri ne union me tirg at I
leave this e uin g for her hoin. ill tlje ter.'. All are cordially invited.
Albuquerque N M. will Allg'dvS,
117 Gold
Los
Cal.
f.ne fire lunch at tl.c Y.'i.l'.c E'e-.Miss ranees i;i. ,cy lelt tins ai
bant resort tonight.
!" ' fm' S.in Lernaiuin.i, Cal., w!
Undertckcrs end Eni'wlmers.
File will 'sit a cyiip''.' o( ruontiiu w t,
Don't r, "ke iee c. eari. C .) to
Mr. nnd Mi,. L. G. R&ulett.
3
Cii;;lr.nd al:eiy and get it.
Henry Glenson, deputy collector i
Fairvicw, Sauta Barbara and "E'rai
o
Suj
Valencia cou.ity, h it this morning
,ht
At the Metropolitan saloon
Brith" Cemetsries.
Los Liiik'.s offer ('pending a vacuti' n
grand free lunch will !
with nis family In this city.
U. Ii. Th: ipas. of the Consoling vd
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.
.1 on hal! to-- 1
Dar.ce nt
Mining nnd Sun blng rrainanv, ope,.i ni,'it. M iislf
v trail j;iiii"s
ing at (Vrrlllos, Is in the eitv. tu
Devaie.
201-2I'.oth 'Plioncq in Our Offe
North Second Street.
the 3abbat:i wiih his family.
Myers
P.
M;; cnul
Clnrles
f '.'.l, scribe for The Daily Ci '.. n.
lit nest M ye-- s, of the firm of More;
9.5..5.,555.55.9g93 OQoyoo pppopoqoooooqoqo
SS 5.9 .5,9.9.
will bo
A lunc :. fit for royr.ity,
Abel 'cmpany, wh(d"salo liquor di
were pacs' ngcrs for Kennedy llii-ir- rencd l.J O'liekel fc r.oti'i: at Zeiger's
IN THE COUNTRY
Caie Ujlv, hi. liver.'. tiling eatable free.
u'.ug.
Ail;: it ("11 ncy. who has been h;kii.1-InAnywhere from one end to the other,
til;; winter with hl.-- uncle. V. V.
CLASSIFIED
you
can't find any primer or better
Al'iuti'u-vfieClancy, inii' a'tendin;; the
meats than you can get every dny at
public schoiils, returned to hi.; heme
A
Mete
cltrri'J "I .vcrliaeme::at Santa
this rnorniniv.'
this market. Spring veal, spring lamb,
or rather "'.'ncrs," one li nt n word f r
and spring broiling chickens, as well
Mrs. It. E. Leathernu.n ;id Mrs. .T;.s. each Jr.',ert!ja. ?I!r.!r:?'
f h
irn f.
s.
Er.sVi' 'rn'.'th expect to leave in a few uny
n
as all the toothsome delicacies in this
cr;;:
nt's,
i"
advoiti.
va for the east. ir.,i before return- I' order to tnriur.?
clasc,.i.cr.ti.''.
line, we have frcoh, sweet and delico
o
o
o
ing to the city will visit in the Adiron- all "liners'
33 c o o ea'ooo a a a a c 6 o a a o a o o c
le it at tliia i.ili'.U
be
'coo a '6 6 cr6 3 a a a a aa a a
Our tender and Juicy steaks,
ious.
dack mountains of New York,
n
!!;e net lai r t!.;.n o'clock p. ra.
and
chops
roasts are the delight of the
L'Cwns,
t'.ie
J,
proprk trcis of
Mrs.
famiiy. Try a tenderloin today it is
re:;
Powns lioiise at VVIi'iI.nv. who has
fc
been spending a few days in the city
fine.
:
.
',
house in
".
Jtx" (, ''!.''
iv.Jltmg nor cousin, .urs. i. it. ' om-, FOR ll;."-i"i'.-;hte-or
rooms
,
laui'.s:
rmht, lett this morning ior ! 111111;.;, a.
'Mil 'f
;4
sired.: r.Lo S i :ih , rno st reer.
M- 1, A
e":l
T.)
i::ily
EKNT-' COPYRIGHT
without
'r
ci FOR
Fam ocliP, live stociv insp.-ci'.dreu. front .Tuae i. coTe.pletrdy le
ihe Fifth district of New Mexico, and
.
four-roobei-.Cail ?'
nis'iiel
.1
who
k. of Socorro,
F.
I'oir.a avenue, or si c 1. S. K'.iir',hi.
have been spending sevi tal days in th FOR RENT Storage room for wool cr
passengers for Socorro this
eitv, were
Steam carpet
other commodities.
...,
1
rt
ilcfiinrei works, 510 North Third
;0
wife,
tirst class
Ivan Grunsfeld ami
i t'.'e.'t.
citizens of this city, who have lived
here long ami are w ell known. ( Npeet
FOR SALE.
to leave Wednesday nicht of next
"
inch
v cek for New York, where they will FOR SALE
One and one-hal- f
MAKERS
i side in the future.
wii'jon, with pole, double set work
GAS-DEO
bariums; tent, 10x12 ; one fly. 12x14;
ro
camp stove, utensils;
two,
Will Use Only Newspapers.
o
o
large, heavy ;;raiu can; fine gasoline
The Mercantile Association of Read
range, cost $28, se'l for $15; first
ing, Pa., composed of 2o0 leading mer,0
:
class, A grade road wagon, almost
chants of that city, has put itself on
vs
new, single harness: Cross saddle,
advertising
schemes
all
against
5
.0
record
lady or gentleman, almost new.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE. .o
nS (Jcld Avenue.
excpt through tho columns of the for
Jo
A. E. S, 519 North
Mrs.
Ask
for
2
newspapers. The association declares
Second street.
Call at Korber' repository and
homes
that Inasmuch as "merchants in gener FOR SALE Several bea'-iiiu- l
1
see the largest stock in the south- and city lots. These are bargains
al have suffered for years from conand must be seen to La appreciated
!
stantly Increasing solicitations for ad!
west.
No trouble to show property. See
registers, desks,
0 vertisements for hotel
,lno. W. McOuade.
bill boards, clocks, key boards, charts,
The insidious moth will soon begin
Prices lower than ever before and 0 programs, tickets, cook books, moving SMELTER PLANT FOR SALE Com
plete smelting plant at Chloride. N
work of destruction. Head him off
his
pictures, cnunciators, curtain adverwe will make you easy terms.
M , consisting of water jacket stack.1
a liberal use of camphor moth
0 tisements,
with
pamphlets
oil paintings ami
powloo ton daily capacity;
balls, etc. Have you a particular fur
necespledge
that
themselves
all
and
members
engine
er
and
the
boiler
Full line of supplies, Lap Robes,
garment which you value highly? Then
sary machinery and appliances to
they will not make use of any such
pack it in one of our moth and dust
make plant complete and up to date.
Whips, Harness and Top Dressings,
TV, V
5
forms of advertisement."
Everything practically new in
prouf bags. It will be sale and sound.
0
n less than thirty days. This
Rr.'l Axle Oils and Saddlery.
Pound Sale.
bargain
I e
great
for
n
at
sold
will
At city hall, one roan mare, 5 years
only a fraction of its tost. For furSun a old; one sorrel hoi so, 2 years 01. 1, ami
Tops,
Canopy
English
5
ther information, address, John A.
mare, brandbuckskin
one
branded
F:
;rvI Shades,
Lee Alimouorcjue, N. M.
Thurs-dav- ,
Bow Tops, Etc. 0
Umbrellas,
be
sold
will
M D., 1 year-old,
ed
...fc-.v k ifif.....i..
b o'clock a. m.
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIST.
ALBUQUERQUE,
WANTED.
THOS. Me.Mll.l.IN,
117 West Railroad Avenue.
a b a - vs y
City
Marshal.
INtVV lYitAILJU.
REWAK! - I'i e dollars reward lor tht
o
ol Sioriine racing wheel
el ill
Thi s evening, at the White Elephant,
taken f om the Hotel Highland. W.
a tir.e free lunch will be served, to
A. I Ism vh.
w hich evt rvbf ily cordially
invited to
coocxoooooocococococxxxx
The traveling public to
WANTED
one
Elephant
is
partake. The White
tiie Eland rooming li.nise
know
that
ol the city's iiiecst resorts.
in lilaiul is open to lodgers. Mrs. W.
M. MuMUun. the proprietress, lias reCo to the New England bakery and
turned from California.
be cooled ft'. b e cream and cnUe lo
C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH, Proprietors.
WANTED Agents, town and county
cents.
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
International
work; cash weekly.
?
Messrs. Quickel & Uothe, proprietors
nurseries. No. 4570 Gray street, Denver. Colo.
of the X.eiger Cafe, extend a cordial in
vitation to their many friends to at WANTED A Girl for general house
work. Inquire at 301 South Edith
tend the grand free lunch at their pop
Stock,
street.
ular resort tonight. The chef of the es
'
tablishinent savs the spread will be WANTED Good live man or woman.
Experienced
ready about 8:30 p. m.
to take agency for Washington Life
o
Insurance company In their own
to
Subscribe for The Daily Citizt 11.
community. No expense and big
profits if you work. J. H. O Rielly.
South Second Street.
One of the finest lunches of the sea
manager for New Mexico
Automatic 'Phone 225.
peneral
son will be served at the While Ele
Arizona, Albuquerque, N. M.
and
(X)COOCOCxDOOOOCOCxDOOOOOCCCCO
pliant resort tonight.
o
Ice
Ice
MISCELLANEOUS.
Uanana, vanilla, lemon and straw
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of
Dentistry.
U
s
e
Cream
cream
at
Scott
A $b
double barCartful, reliable work; reasonable all kinds. Albuquerque Harware com- parlor iee
on South Second street. Open TO EXCHANGE
Ice
for
$50 horse and
a
shotgun
reled
rates. Dr. H. Barnes, dentist, room 2, pany.
Sunday.
all day
o
saddle. Cull at J. 1.. Hell & Co.
N. T. Aruiljo building.
Everybody invited and expected to CASH PAID for distributing sample s.
Best Grades of Garden Hose
Afrrlcultural lands In Demlng are un
Send stamp. American Distributer,
Let us figure on your plumbing. Al- - surpassed for fertility, production of attend grand free lunch at the Zetger
Kansas City, Mo.
bun.uero.ue Hardware company.
Cafe tonight.
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.

Iron Beds All

Up:

'

Household Goods on
Easy Payments,

ROSEN WALD BRO
iTiTT-:,ijri-ici'i'j!-

-

Aver.uj

House Furnishings,

A

0. W.

New and Second
& Hand Goods.

Just Demand
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For Recognition
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Havana Cigars
2 for 25 Cents

dpi

,

1

--

l

I

r

Wm. Farr

1

esher&Bosenwai

1

HOSE
&.WN MOWEES
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YOU CAN ALL RIDE

S
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Cox,

Moths

Moths
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Geo. B. Williams,

w.

J.

Korber & Co..
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r-
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11
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HARDWARE.

New

Next

Automatic

New Location,
Druggists,
Postoffice.

Refrigerators

White Mountain

Freezers

Tongs,

Picks,

U-rr-

Chisles.

"ft

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, SAT Til DA Y, MAY 31, 1902
MRS.

Albuquerque Hardware Company
-

-

i

Builders' and General Hardware
Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.

TENTS

HERDERS

WALL
WEDGE

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLE3 AND CARBINES.
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

INDIGESTION

B. LARNARD.

E.

Her Remains Brought Here Funeral Is tire r.v.is? of moro discomfort than
at No. 505 South Third Street
any oth'r ailment.
If you eat the
Tomorrow Afternoon.
things ti;?.t you want and that are good
Mr. and Mrs. W. r. Fox and daunh-ter- . for you. you are distressed.
Acker's
Miss Mabel Fox. who were railed Dyspepsia Tablets will make your dito Denver in response to the serious gestion perfect and prevent dyspepsia
Illness of their daughter and sister. and Its attendant disagreeable sympMrs. 12. U. Laniard, arrived on one of toms. You ran safely eat anything at
the delayed passenger trains this any time, if you take one of these tabmorning at 9:30 o'clock, bringing along lets afterward. cold by all druggists
with them the remains. Mrs. Lainard's under a positive guarantee. 25 cents.
death having occurred last Wednesday Money refunded if you are not satismorning at a hospital in Denver. The fied. Send to us for a free sample.
deceased Buffered wuu peritonitis and .V. H. Hooker $r Co., Duffalo, N. Y.
submitted to an operation. She was .T. II. O llie ly & Co. and n. 11. n.lgga
petting along nicely for several days & Co.
afterwards, when a turn in her rase
took place. The attending physician
PASTE THIS UP.
and surgeon notified
the parents
and sister, and In consequence they
kcw Tirre Card for the Summer
were with her at the hospital until
In liffect June 1.
eyes
everlastin
closed
the
death
her
F. 1. Myers, the popular joirt
ing sleep.
iias received
Acmes of
ai
The remains, on the arrival of the the new iin.e card which the
will go Into
train this morning, were turned over to effect or. Sunday, June 1. Head over
o. W. strong & Sons, undertakers, and the figui- and govern yourself accordtomorrow wll be taken to the bereaved ingly:
residence. No. 505 South Third street,
No. 1. troin the cart, now arrives at
where the "funeral will bo held at 2 10:lo )). hi. and tpnrt3 for the west
o'clock in the afternoon, with burial at at 11:
p. m. Oa the now time card
Fairview cemetery. Friends of the it will re:.i li Albuquerque at ":lo p. m..
family are Invited to attend.
r f supper, and deonris ter
the west at S:15 p. m.. a little over
DECORATING THE GRAVES.
three hnurs earlU r than now. This
train will cany the poiuh mail tho
The Sailors and Marines Were Appro- same :.s now.
No. 7. from the east, row arrives at
priately Remembered.
Yesterday auernoon the members of 1.0: 10 p. in. and goes vist at 11:20
Op t' e new time eard it will
the G. K. Warren post and the Wo- p.
man 4 liclicf Corps went to Fairview reach t..is . it y at 1om5 p. m. and leave
cemetery to decorate the graves. The for the isi at 10:45, and is the regmonument to the unknown d?ad was ular mail train.
No cluing,' in No. 2 from the west, it
deroiated with the full ritual eif the
arriving at S '5 a. m. and departing at
"ot:an's Relief Corps. Coionel
ti is i:s the legular
and his family wore present and S:20 a. m. as 1:0.
the Grand Army of the Republic and mail tiai.i for do euu.t.
th-Relief Corps'joincd with hlni in decorNo. S.
we;l, will loao for
ating the graves of the Spanish war the cat--; ct 7:M p. m. It goer. 1101th
dead.
iiow at 7: in p. in. 'IT. is train carries
On the return from Fairview St. Jo- pouch liu.il.
seph's sanitarium was visited and
No. 27 mow knovn us No. 2i) the Fl
then the graves in Santa Darbara and Paso t.v.'ii. will leave lor the south at
a small cemetery near were decorated. 11 o'clock p. m. It goes south now at
From there the party drove to th 11 45 p. m.
bridge over the iiio Grande south of
The tvi.i; 'Yo:n the south v ill arrive
town and there a floral ship was and de;nrt r.s now.
launched by the women of the Relief
Tho li.n led train:?. No.
:ro:!i the
Corps In memory of the sailors and east niH '.. tiom Uvj west, v ii! run
but.
were
Hovers
marines,
also thrown the savie hours as now, tv.iee a week,
on the wr.tr. A s.iuad from comapny instead ot daily.
C. lired a salute at earh place.
Frei.;!,: t: tin Nd. ?.?,, c.oin; south and
carrying passcnge-rs- .
will tiepart at
S:"5 a. in.
DELAYED TRAINS.
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305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING
Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.
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Manufacturers
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Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn
ing and Mill Work of all kinds to order.

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

403 .SOUTH FIRST STREET.
-
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Is a most Important factor m the
Jewelry worn, and best results are Q
obtained from artistic designs ana
tasteful bettings. Our rings, brooch- es. pins, etc., are of that high art
and quality found only in jewelry of

the finest make.

U

T. Y. MAYNARD,,
JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A., T.
and S.
Railroads.
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PELTIER BROS.
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TCLCCnAPHiC MARKETS.
Have Passed the Eig Kansns
Washouts and are Arriving.
New Yor reta..
The tiaiiis delayed by the washouts
.O ld
5 1.121
New .Y01 I;. May 2
nuns III K'Iiisiik l;ave lieeu Coppeand
r- ; 12.371 ii 12.12'i.
aiiivinj; today loa.ud w.lh mr.il and
:ers. Flrt Ui. 7. with No. of
parf;
Ct Lct:is Wool.
the 2:1th. arrived at 5:05 this mornir.T.
Si. l.o u. May ol. Wool Steady;
3
7.
01
with No.
No.
the :Mtl:. to: rito: rr.d we;. tern incdiumo. 1
at 7:0.0 Third lCc; fin--r IKjlae; course,
I'M'ived this
lldflCc.
No. 7. with No. 7 of the 2:tl. instead of
7 of the 2 ;:;h. iiried r.t 9: SO this
N'evv York Money.
re or.d .so. 1. of
niirr. I'ir . t
New Y i.u. .iay 21. Money 011 call
;:- fust an
second at 3
i;:n'
r
' rt.
l:riaii inerrantil
15. No. 7
1. :! of teda..
ived at
cut. Silver, 7.1".;.
at
'v
,. v.. tl.ird No. 3. will arrive
t I'e
this eveiiii'g ! and 5 o'clock. No reCotton Wool.
:y 21. Trading in vooT
port hat.
r.nd 7
en received of Now.
i: i'.:ri:!;i r for the v.cci., bt:t
of the- 3;Mh, b;;t they are eMjie'ted to ha.j !n
arrive some time durin'; the ninht. i'.y t li'- mi: ... t is more active than many
(ore. tkilc-- lnv.'
for
the time the new lime card goes iin.) iuontlrffc-- t the trains will
be vunning on In.nicc'i.iio use. Fine terri'.ory tu'ouied,
their t;f ln:(iiil,-- time and in ropr.hir chol
''". fine niedium,
teni-toii'e
n'.ciiiir.n, 17e;
order.
cpioled as follows: Fine, 17 0 ISe;
line niedir.ni,
medium, 2S(fJ
THE GRAND CANYON.
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Interested Railroad
Employes Last Night.
Mr. llusr.er, superintendent of lii
on tli.a Manta Ke system, trentt.l the
lai'.rond employes and their friends to wi a
a wonderfully interesting illustrated r ns.
lecture on the ''Grand Canyon of the cow.-a
Prof.

VV.

A. Brewer
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Still a Growing

Kansas City Live Stock.
City, May 31. Cattle
market steady to
native stocrr. 5 l.fiOfi 7. In Te-
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Jewelers and Opticians.
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Paint Ruilding Paper
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operating near I.ordsburg. N. M. After
visiting the property of the former
Fcr Those Who Live on harms.
company he will go to I.ordsburg.
Hergin, Pana, III., writes: "1
lr.
where the mines will be put in active have used Haliard's Snow TJniment;
always reiommend it to my trlends, as
operation.
1
"This district is showing up fine." I am contldent there is no better made.
a dandy for burns." Those who
sai Mr. Lister, "and wo have very It
have valua- lie 011 farms are especially liable to
naun to believe fiiat weconcentrating
L.U.O. Vfi.
ble prop rty here. More
l.ia'i
accidental cuts, burns and
mills are being built and work iu the brui-- c s, which heal rajddly when
(Incorporated)
diuiii)-Snow IJninn nt is applied. It
mines will he pushed rapidly
'
In i:ld always be kept in the house for
the summer."
s
hi." of emergency. 2.1c. 5oc and $1.00
at Cosmopolitan Pharp.m y. II. Kuppe.
President Is Coming.
WHOLESALE
A Washington dispatch, says: "The
It's folly to suffer from that horrible
president has elded to visit the westincluding Wyoming. 1'tah. pi.o le of the night, itching piles.
states,
ern
Wool, Hides,
Colorado. New Mexico and Texas this Ii.i.uis Ointment cures quickly and
laiunily. At any drug store, f,t
fall. He may attend the New Mexic o
tents.
Alhunuerqun
in
the
fair
and
territorial
We bandla
San Antonio. Texas, fair early in Octot received,
invoice of reK. C. Baking Powder,
ber. The trip is meri ly for pleasure, ii,- rators, $l'i toanother
$,:2. all good values;
Navajo Blankets,
and is not political."
an invoice of lliussels car ts.
Curtice Canned Goods,
hoe curtains, rugs. tc. at prices that
Building.
New
dc i.i
ompetiiion. Futrt-llColorado Lard and Meat.
Furniture
a
Josenh Iladaracco will
building on the corner of Tijeras company.
avenue and Third street. Work em the
I'nder new management the Metro-pol:- !
Houses at
building is now in progress. He exin resort wil set out for its
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI pects to have it completed iu two
a grand free lunch tonight. ICv-

SS, Kt

!

iMXl neil'ers, $2.2" T Cl " ; stockers
5.r,M;
bulls. fj.25ff(
ders. f
Colorado." I'rof. V,. A. F.rewer. head 7i 2 ;
i
alves, $3if( 0.25.
master of the St. Matthews, the miliSh ep Iteci ipts, .Oiio head; marked
tary school ef Kan Mateo. Cal . ho
..
muttons, $ leH'f' ti.20 lamlis.
J
has spent several summers in the can- stro.
yon n:id who has collected many tine jri.'in 7.05; western wethers, ? i.4''!j. ti ;
$
l.iO'fl 0.05.
vi. ws of the wonderful seenery then:. civi's
these iews through a stere-opti- i
Chicago Grain.
on. showing not only formations
111.. Mav 31.
Wheat May.
i H tl:o very
coioiinp nf nature in all ' !';-(-Chicago.
July. 71'kC.
mmrafDstVLuiisMjQeuminmiHmm iiii'ini i 'i ami TcB.iwaam
Mr.
and
ltrewer
varieties
t
r;; Mav. ',ie; Jul'.-- . (U'.'.e.
is ae. intere.-.tin- s
talker and loves bis
)::!
Mav,
4!''.c: Julv. 05c.
theme, vhici! he presents in so vivid a
Pork .May, $17.02','.; Julv. f .07
almort as correct a
maiiiKr as to
I :i..i
Mav, S1H.17: Julv. jl'MV'i.
vi :: to the hcareis as would he
May,
IUls
$9.70; July, 9. t;2'.a.
Native rati Chicago Lumber.
by a personal visit.
Chicago Live Stock,
BACK FROM PENNSYLVANIA.
ALVVAV9s,7,M:r.
Chicago. May 31. Cattle Receipts, Sherwin-William- s
4 nun licail;
good to Covers Mora ! Looks Reht ! 'Yar Lcug-es- t -- AfiV., DOnvS. RIINDS, I'LASTKa
steady;
market
T. A. Lister Has Returned and Will Re- prime .teers. $7'c; 7.iio; poor to medium
I
Mo.:t hconomlcftl
Full Meagre ! L1MK, CKMhM', GLASS, PAINT, hto
sume Mine Operations.
I. :'ii '( ti.73; Blockers and feede rs. 2.,riU
I
Williamsport.
A.
.biter,
of
l'a..
T.
fn .1.1.".; cows,
l.Gof(i',; lieiieis, $2..r,u(?i
First Street and LBd Aver.u;, Albuquerque.
but claiming Albiniuerque as his home, fi.l'.l; eanners, $l.i;u' 2..'o; bulls, $2.7n
morning
and
eity
this
arrived in the
It r.r( ; calves,
75;
Texas
was a pleasant caller at The Citizen of- steers, $.r).l(l(( O.'iO.
genfice. Mr. Lister is president and
Sheep Uee(diits. 3,000 head; sheep
eral manager of the Pennsylvania Cop- steady to stronger; good to choice
per company, whose mines are located wet In rs, $a.f.nfi li.fio; fair to choice
aliout eight miles south of Han Pedro, mixed, $1.77)i( a.lio: western sheep.
and also president and treasurer of $7.
native lambs, $7,C'J
icivm n ivrv ttiid maii
the North American Mining company, west in lambs, $5.2j fU U.'jo.
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Our fancy coffee business for 1301 reached the snug amount of 10,000
pounds. Y'e wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do so re are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 43 cent grades offered by the trades.
As to teas: Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had

A. J. 1V1AL0Y,
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Orders from the outside solicited and
promptly attended to.
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our stock before p'.irrMsliig
ways exerdslr.g their ingenuity
in devising cool and unique floor
coverings, which the whole
world takes advantage of.
We are In receipt of very
handsome Japanese and China
Mattings, also Floor Coverings
of all kinds, fro mtho best looms
In the world, that we are selling
at the loweFt prices. Look over
who live in a hot climate, are al- elsewhere. We can save you

e

1
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rinest

Whiskies,
Urandles.
Wines, etc.

JOSEPH JJAKJfETT, Prop.
120 W.

Kalhoal

Ave

Alruiqtierguo.
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Residence, Automatic Thone 299
utomatic 'I'hone No. 516.
Hell Telephone No. 115.
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VECAS, N. M, AND

CLOR-IETA-

,

N. M.

The Mountain House,
WILLIS, N.

M.

Board and lodging J7.50 per week. Transportation of guests free of
charge, from Glorietta and return. Located in the famous trout fishing section of the Pecos forest reserve. For particulars address

Dr. WILLIAM SPARKS, Prop., Willis, N. M.
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months.

want to hear good music and
enjoy a fine dance, visit the Ilcny-Iievin-

entertainment at the
trion hall tonight.

Orches-

e

SANTA FE PACIFIC

CLUF3
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RAILROAD.

BUILDING.

o

MAUSARD'S MILLS

Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
o
Attend a specially
prepared free
lunch at the .White Elephant ton'fiit.

ICW AS. MAU5ARD,

Proprietor

f

Everybody invited.

Highland Buffet.

Mid. Albright is a:;ain able to give
Robertson, proprietor of the
hotogiapliic business her undiHighland Iluffet, extends an Invitation tinto the patrons of his pleasant resort vided attention rnd iivitcs her custo visit him tonight and partake at his tom! is to cull and see the new work.
expense a fine free lunch. The best of
Cordial Invitation extended to old
liquors handled and served to custom- cmtomt-rand visitors to partake of
ers.
the free lunch at Zeier's Cafe tonight
u
o
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen.
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen.
A. J.

C0A1HERCIAL

Invited.

ry body

If you

LOCAL UNDERTAKER
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THE LARGEST AND BEST MILLS IN NEW MEXICO ?
FLOUR AND BRAN IN CAR LOTS A SPECIALTY
J
it

Albuquerque,

New Mexico!
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EDITORS.

They Visited the Grand Canyon of
Arizona and Williams, the
Gateway.
FACTS ABOUT CANYON.

Lack of space last week prohibited
extended mention of the California
Press association, which left San Francisco on May 12. en route to the Grand
Canyon, says the Williams News. The
party numbered In all sixty-six- ,
and occupied three Pullmans, chartered especially lor the trip. Two days were
spent to advantage at the Canyon by
and there
the scribes in
the annual election of officers was
held, which resulted as follows:
President F. W. Richardson
Vice President J. B. BaumgartDcr.
Secretary Raleigh Darcar.
Treasurer G. M. Francis.
The following compose the exccu-tiTcommittee: E. B. Willis. A. B.
lemon. D. McPherson. R. h. Jury. W.
H. Pennycook, G. B. Daniels and F. H.
sight-seein-

any trouble. When told It Is several
thousand feet they begin to look with
more Interest and ask for further inWhen told that the north
formation.
wall is thirteen miles away and twelve
hundred feet higher than where they
art- standing, their surprise is unbound
ed, and, by this time, they have decided to remain and see all they can during their short visit. Most of the visitors appreciate the vastness of it on
reaching the rim. But look at it as
they will and explore it all pofslble,
no one can describe to another the Im
mensity of it all. Sometimes they com
pare notes as to which is the greatest
wonder this or"Nlagara Falls. They
are so different that it is impossible to
compare them. One is a great, silent
chasm, while the other Is a seething,
roaring mass of water. No one can
look upon the Canyon without feeling
the awful silence. Williams (Ariz.)
News.
DEMING.

e

Mackinder.

The party arrived in Williams early
Friday morning, May 16, and the hours
till noon were passed pleasantly and
profitably by the greater number, who
strolled through the town, visited the
large saw mill and box factory of the
Saginaw and Manistee Lumber company, entered our large1 wholesale and
retail stores, which would do credit to
a town many times the size of Williams, and last, but not least, came in
to view the great family journal and
have a few minutes' pleasant "shop
talk."
Following is a list of the excursion

ists:

Volumes of Smoke Cause Excitement
Interesting Local Happenings.
Special Correspondence.
Deming. N. M., May 30. Last week
Demlng was somewhat aroused over
what some thought an incipient volcano in the Floridas. Great volumes
of smoke seemed to pour from the east
side of one of the peaks, but It proved,
on investigation to be only a brush and
grass fire.
John M. Cain and several other Dem
ing capitalists have discovered some
fine ore in the Floridas and are going
ahead with the development work In
good shape. Mr. Cain is a mining man
of many years' experience who has recently come to Deming from his former
home In Kingston, and he should know
whereot he speaks.
A. L. Oliver, who recently came on
from Midland, Texas, and seeing Deming, decided to stay here, buying the
old Goodfellow place just south of
town, has sent his family on ahead
of him to take possession, and they
will arrive here today, Mr. Oliver and
his brother who comes with him are
painters and paperhangers of ability.
and should do well in a growing town
like Deming.
I. B. Stone, of Stone & Smith, left
Tuesday for Alamogordo on business,
and incidentally to see some old
friends of his. It Is said that tne date
of his return will depend largely on tBe
attractions of the ladies In

Barcar, Raleigh. Reporter. Vacaville.
Baumgartner, Mr., Star, Pasadena.
Boynton. Mr. and Mrs. S. S.. Register, Oroville.
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. W. C, Review,
Pacific Grove.
Calkins', Miss Lenore, Transcript,
Nevada City.
Cone, Mr. and Mrs. J. S., Encinal,
Alameda.
Cooke, Mr. and Mrs. F. V Tribune,
Healdsburg.
Daniels, Mr. and Mrs. G. B., Enquirer,
Oakland.
Dickerman, Mrs. Herbert. Transcript,
Tue Southern Pacific has under con
Nevada City.
struction a large tank just west of the
,
Dur.scomb, Mrs. C. E.,
union depot here.
San Bernardino.
Mr. Nordhaus has had a tine cement
Granice, Mr. and Mrs. H. H.,
walk laid all along the front and side
Sonoma.
of his residence on the corner ot Iron
Harrier, Mr. and Mrs. L. G., Chron- and Spruce streets. Other Deming res
icle, Vallejo.
idents should follow so good an exam
Haskell, Mr. and Mrs. S. M., Pro- ple, and undoubtedly will in the near
gress, Pomona.
future.
Huston. Mrs. S. A,,
Mr. Watson, who recently bought out
Woodland!
O'Rourke's ranch near here, came in a
Hutton, Mr. and Mrs. F., T'.ibune, day or so ago, bringing his little girl
Dixon.
who was quite sick, hoping for medical
Jury. Mr. and Mrs. R. H.. Leader, aid, but the child died yesterday, in
San Mateo.
spite of all that could be done. Mr.
King, Lyman, Review, Redlands.
Watson has the sincere sympathy of
Langenour, Mrs. E. C, Home Alli- all his friends here, and they are many.
ance, Woodland.
Dr. Swope took a day off from his
Lemmon, Mr. and Mrs. A. B., Repub- El Paso business this week to visit his
lican, Santa Rosa.
friends here in Deming.
Mackinder, Mr. and Mrs. F. B., Star,
Last night the graduating exercises
St. Helena.
of the Deming school were held at the
Madrlll, J. H., News, Modesto.
opera house. The graduates were: J.
McDonnell. J. P., Times, Sebasto-pol- . O. Clifford. Ellis Williams. Walter
Pickarts, Lee Lester and Miss Nora
McDonnell, Miss Kate, Times,
Lawhorn.
The mandolin club and a
quintette of ladies furnished music for
McPherson, Duncan, Sentinel, Santa the occasion. The essays, music and
Cruz.
speeches of presentation and award
McPherson, Harold, Sentinel, Santa were very good, indeed.
Cruz.
Miss Lillian Smith returned yester
Milnes, C. S., Times, Eureka.
day from a visit to Mr. and Mrs. ThurMilnes, Percival R., Times, Eureka. mond at their ranch near Cambray.
Montgomery, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis, Mrs. W. H. Greer is still there and will
Ledger, Antioch.
probaTiTy remain until Mr. Greer's re
Morgan, S. T., Review, Haywards.
turn from Chicago.
Nickle, Mr. and Mrs. R. E., Rooster,
Killed the Heir.
Acton.
A wealthy woman named Silva reOlmstead, S. H., Journal, San Rafael.
Radcllffe, Mr. and Mrs. C. D., Sun, cently died at Lisbon, and left her entire property to a rooster. She was a
Merced.
Read, Mr. and Mrs. J. L., Independ- fervid spiritualist, a believer In the
transmigration of souls and Imagined
ent, Middletown.
the soul of her dead husband had
Rice, Miss Martha. Press, Irvington. that
entered the rooster. She caused a speRichardson, F. W., Gazette, Berke cial fowl house to be built, and ordered
ley.
her servants to pay extra attention to
Rldeout, Mr. and Mrs. W. L., Bee, their "master's" wants. The disgust
of her relatives over the will caused
Lakeport.
the story to become public and a law
Sayre, D. L.. Nugget, Jamestown.
might have followed had not one
Mrs.
Schmltt.
Charles, Nord Califor suit
of the heirs adopted the simple expe.
nia Herald, Sacramento.
or having the wealthy rooster
Shepard, Mr. and Mrs. W. A., Herald, uient
killed, thus becoming himself the next

J. M. flOORE

Makes no Difference. Women are
All Alike. No Matter What Their
Station in Life May Be. All Praise
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

(ESTABLISHED 188.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

If she is one of the favored (laughters of wealth, if she lelong3
or if she lie longs to the uneven to the realm of the "
numbered thousands who must work in order to live the story is
just the same; all auf for from alout the same canst', nnd in this suffering "peculiar to women," all reach the same level, and nil nrc of the
well-to-do- ,"

same family.
When a woman is nervous and Irritable, head and back ache, feela
tired all the time, losen sleep and apatite, has pains in groins, bearing
down sensation, whites and irregularities, she is not "worn out," but
feels as if she were.
Such symptoms tell her that a womb trouble is imminent, and she
cannot act too promptly if she values her future comfort and happiness.
The experience and testimony of some of the most noted women of
America go to prove, leyond a question, that Lydia 12. Pink ham's
Vegetable Compound will correct all such trouble at once by removing the cause and restoring the organs to a healthy and normal condition.

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
RATES.
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND NON RESIDENT8.

If in doubt, write Mrs. Plnkham at Lynn, Mass., as thousands do.

MANAGER OP

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

00000XX00C0
BACHECHI
WHOLESALE

Wines,

Sebas-topo-

l.

Auburn.
Swasey, Mr. and Mrs. F. M., Free
Press, Redding.
Thompson, E. B., Press, Irvington.
Trethaway, F. J., Nugget. Jamestown.
'
H
Walden. John, Journal. Napa. ' i
Walden. Miss Adair. Journal. Napa.
Willis. Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Record-Unio-

Sacramento.
From the above list of names the
reader will be able to gather some idea
of the amount of free advertising the
Grand Canyon and Williams will get.
No doubt every paper represented will
contain a descriptive write-uof this
section, which will ultimately result in
p

much good.

"Awful Silence."
It is interesting and sometimes amusing to see how the first glimpse of the
Canyon affects different people when
they first gaze in lu depth on arising
in the morning.
So::ie will express
themselves by saying: "Oh' is that all
it is?" and stand with a look of disgust
on tneir faces to think they have taken
the trouble to change cars at Williams
to come out here jiu-- t to tt e that hole,
as some t all it, but will admit that the
log hotel, and especially the reception
room, with its quaint Indian trimmings, is really worth the trip. While
the latter is worth seeing, think of the
comparison. Ask one of these people
how deep they think it is to the plateau below, they will answer only a
few hundred feet, and feel Bure they
can throw a stone down to it without
'

of kin.

Funston's Visit Postponed.
The visit of General Funston, commander of the Department of Colorado,
to Prescott has been indefinitely postponed on account of the illness of the
general. He Is suffering from a fever
contracted in Cuba and later in the
Philippines.

TALKS OUT.
Doctor Talks About Food.
It is often the case that doctors themselves drift into bad habits of food and
drink although they know better, but
doctors are human ou know like the
rest of us. but when they get Into
trouble they generally know better
how to get out of it. and the "food
route" is a common one among them.
Dr. H. Barber, of Laurel, lnd., concluded that coffee and badly selected
food was the cause of his stomach
trouMe and his loss of weight from 184
pounds to 153 pounds with nerves Impaired and general nervous breakdown-lie

did not give coffee up at once but
began the use of Grape-Nutand says:
"Within a month 1 could see a wonderful change had taken place due to
the use of the new food. I decided to
give up coffee and use Pom urn in its
place. So regularly for a time I have
been on a breakfast made'up of Grape- Nuts, a little graham bread, and Pos-tuFood Coffee. My weight has Increased to 174 pounds, my stomach
trouble has entirely gone aud my mind
is clear and vigorous as ever. Wishing
you every success I beg to asure you
of my warm appreciation of Grape-Nut- s

and Postuni."

Mrs. Pinkham Tells Mrs. Scott How to be Cured.
years a great sufferer and
Dkar Mas. Pinkiiam : I have been for someyou
as you had helped bo
thought I would write and explain my casa to
many others. Menstruation Is irrepular and very painful. I have suffered
older.
with painful periods for ten years but the pains grow worse as I grow
I suffer most with my back, lower part of abdomen and left side. I have
been flowing all the month and a part of August, not constantly, but will

$500011;
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Supplies,

No. 107 S.
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Mutual Telephone 143.
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City Bank of Lynn, $5000,
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GIOMI

GOODS DELIVERED TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

stop for two or three days and then begin again.
The doctor says I have misplacement of the womb. I have bearing down
passing urine, and my abdomen is very badly swollen and sore,
Fains when
advise me at your earliest convenience." Mrs, A. V. Scott, 21 Page St.,
Kingston, Pa. (Sept. 30. 1900.)
"Dear Mrs. Piskham : When I wrote to yon asking advice no on
could describe my suJIcrinfr. The doctors said I could not be relieved unless
I had an operation performed, but ttianks to you and your medicine I got
along without having the dreaded operation. I have taken ten bottles of
your medicine and am once more well and happy. Lydia 12. Piakham8
to suffering
Vegetable Compound is a fine medicine and a
women. I trust my letter may be the means Of bringing many of my suffer
Mns. A. V. Scott, ai Page St., Kingston,
Ing sisters to accept your kind aid."
Pa. (Jan. 30, 1901.)
Remember Mrs. Pinkham's advice is free, and all sick women
are foolish if they do not ask for it. No other person has such
vast experience, and has helped so many women.
God-sen-

0o

We carry a full stock of Manltou, Apollinaras and Hunyadi waters;'
cordials and hitters of every description. Agents for Lemps' St. Louis
heer, and also for Mt Vernon Rye Whisky. Picnic parties can find a
full line of canned goods, cheeses, etc. In our Retail Department will
be found the finest assortment of liquors in the city.

Index-Tribun-

e,

&

Lips, Cigars and
M

Times-Index-

Home-Allianc-

1902

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

huh,

cannot read it." So Stewart was at
large until Marshal Fornoff arrived
he White City of the Southwest" and took him in custody. He is now
in the county jail and Postmaster
Starts Out Well.
Burns Is here for the preliminary hearSpecial Correspondence.
Algodones, N. M . May 29. The ar- ing.
Logan must fie a mighty straight-lacetist has struck the town and Is hitting
new town, when a dispenser of
the high places with his white and
liquid refreshments cannot haave a litblack paint.
The graders are rooting up the tle fun with the postmaster, without
the aid of a federal marshal.
ground with their scrapers at a lively
Later The hearing of Stewart took
pace.
The blacksmith shop is finished and place this afternoon. The judge found
him not guilty, and he was discharged.
equipped for business.
The carpenters are disturbing the
quiet with their noisy manner and saw. Coroner's Inquest In Young Murder
The roal estate fiend Is puttin g up
Case.
his lot stakes.
The coroner's inquest was resumed
Temporary offices are being finished at Judge Wooster's office
a few
and will he ready for the Denver, St. more witnesses heard, but and
nothing of
Ixmls, Chicago and New York Inves- note developed
the three men who
CI
I
Ml
tors, who will stall for this place next were suspected and
of the crime were dis'
week to gobble up some snaps In the charged.
ill
way of Borne choice corner lots.
.VV
s
The prisoners explained their whereSoon as the Santa Fe railroad gets abouts on the night of the crime, and
in a switch more material for the Sanchez took the Jury over the route
works will arrive.
he took when he left the saloon In com
The old promoter, Mr. Palcomb, Is pany with Mr. Young and went home.
happy and working night and day on It seems to be the concensus of opinion
hotel, depot, business and house plans. of those who heard all the evidence
The town gossip has crawled in his that while there was no testimony
hole and pulled the hole In after him.
against the prisoners. Mr. Young cerThe kodak fiend has Just struck the tainly had been foully dealt with by
town and Is drawing a bead on every- some one, and it is quite possible there When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
thing In sight.
Wheat, write to
will yet be something done in the case.
following
of
verdict
The
the
is
the
JOHN
BELEN, N. M.
BECKER,
Proprietor.
Monkeyed with a Postmaster.
coroner's Jury:
Holly Stewart, a saloonkeeper at
"James Young came to his death by
Logan, was brought to Las Vegas by reason of an injury inflicted on the
Deputy United States Marshal Fred skull behind
and below the right ear.
Fornoff, of Albuquerque, on the com- which
caused a fracture of the skull
plaint of the postmaster, John Burns, and death
resulted therefrom." Las
says the Kecord.
Ve as Uecord.
The trouble at Ixigan was not so bad
Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention
as at first rejKjrted. Stewart not having
MADAME PHILIPPS
robbed the office, hut just got a
Pure Light Brahma Egg for Hatching
and chased the postmaster
216 South Second Street
Albuqueraue Nw Meslca.
501 North Flrt Street
around the store and terrorized him
V.
Singeing, sham
while looking for cartridges for hia
gun
pooing, hair dressStewart was drunk and was very
ng, facial mas
Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
gun,
shooting promiscufree with his
ously around the store.
This little
and drain.
iage, human hair
scrape happened in the afternoon at
19.
2
May
on
about o'clock,
Imported French and Italian
switches in every
DEALERS IN
The postmaster swore out a warrant
Goods.
shape.
for the arrest of Stewart before a naAND
LIODORS.
GROCERIES
ace,
of
tive Justice
the pi
and when he
I Sole stents for San Antonio Lime.
Deming has a magnificent school
gave .t to a deputy to serve, the latter
system.
lamely, and, we presume, quakingly,
Frse fiellrery to al l parts of the city.
o
said: "It is written In Spanish, and 1
Telephone Z47.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
213, XI 5, ill North Third Street
FROM ALGODONES.
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THE POISE

BUSY AS BEES.

Railroad Topics
S. E. Busser. superintendent of the
Santa Fe railroad reading rooms, is in
the city.
J. F. McNally, superintendent of the
Rio Grande division of the Santa Fe.
Is in the city.
J. A. Russell, machinist, who was
here on a visit to friends, has returned
to his duties at Winslow.
Nicholas O'Connor will be transferred from the Winslow to the Albuquerque shops. He is an apprentice.
E. T. Plowman, general superintendent of Harvey system for the division
east of Ash Fork, is at the Alvarailo.
The brass fixtures for the ticket windows of the new passenger depot have
arrived and are being put in place to-

does not exceed two.

The Silver City Elks Browsing Industriously on Fourth of July

Small pox is

practically
In Porto Rico the plan of vaccination
has been followed. Early In 1899, immediately after the American occupation of the island. General Henry, the
governor, issued an order for universal
vaccination, and it was strictly carried

out.

RECOVERED DIAMOND RING.

record-breakin-

g

semi-final- s

r,

h

n
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e

25,000-Acr-

e

:

five-roo-
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READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
Today, in a population of 9ti0,oo0
the annual death rate from the disease ROSENWALD BROS.

num.

1

$74 Through
Yellowstone Park

!

s

Leaves

Denver evening, June 30.

Park morning, June 2.
Rate of $74 includes railroad fare from Denver to the
park and back, stage transportation through the park and
f
five and
days' beard at the park hotels.
Write for folder.
Arrive Yellowstone

cne-hal-

n

day.
The passenger department of the
Santa Fe has just issued a new folder
entitled "Summer Outings in California."
Conductor H. S. Fairbank, of Needles, went to Ixs Angeles the other
day to be present at the wedding ceremony of his stater. Miss Eva Fairbank,
with Dr. Joseph A. Jackson.
Fred Marshall, of Winslow, who has
been spending the past few days in the
city, went to Las Vegas this morning,
IN FINE CONDITION.
where he will assume the position of
stenographer for General Superintend- Preliminary Trials in the Contests Between Big Colleges.
ent Fox.
New York, May 30. The track and
Coroner Thompson was in Needles Infield at Berkley oval were In
holding an inquest over the remains of
condition today when the rep
an old man who was found dead in a resentatives of several universities and
coal on one of the freight trains from colleges arrived there. Only the pretrials in each of the events
the west. It was learned at the in- liminary
and finals
decided, the
quest that the deceased was Thomas were
being
for tomorrow. The conGalagher, about 55 years of age, a lab- testantsreserved
are Harvard, Yale, Cornell,
orer who ha3 lately been working at Princeton, Pennsylvania and CaliforSanta Monica. The cause of his death nia.
was heart disease. The remains were
Bound for Fort Bayard.
buried "on the hill."
A trim young soldier wearing the
scarlet touch of the artillery, alighted
MAJOR LEAVELL NOW.
from No. 7 last evening and in another
minute was making military progress
an
Well
Known
in
of
Officer
Career
through a generous bunch of ham sand
New Mexico.
wiches. A young man touched him
Among the prominent people who lightly on the arm. "What battery,
registered at the Adams hotel yester- amigo?" he asked. "The Sixth, Fort
day, were Major W. B. Leavell. of the Riley," he replied. "And your name?"
United States army, says the Arizona "Summerville, J. M. Summervllle."
Major Leavell "You are a southerner, aren't you?"
Gazette, of Phoenix.
came in Tuesday night from Fort Bay- the interviewer went on. "Yes, let's
ard, N. M., where there is a govern- see; you are a southerner and a lung
ment sanitarium, and where he bad er." The soldier flushed a little. "I
been sojourning for a month. Major reckon you have guessed right," he adLeavell was for a great many years mitted. "I enlisted from Marlon, Ky.,
stationed at Fort Huachuca, Arizona, and I am on my way to Fort Bayard,
as a first lieutenant of the Thirteenth N. M., to be treated for consumption."
infantry. In 1897 he was appointed as "Don't let that worry you," laughed the
military representative on the staff of other. "I'm a lunger and so is that
the governor of the territory, and for man yonder and that one and that one.
cix months more had his residence in We don't look like Jobs for the under-takethis city. During his stay In this city
eh?" The soldier laughed lighter
Lieutenant Leavell made many friends than for weeks before. "Why didn't I
who watched his subsequent war car- guess? You are f'om the south youreer with interest. Upon his return to self, of course." The train was pulling
join his regiment at Fort Huachuca, out. The soldier leaned over the plat
he receiveJ his promotion to a captain- form. "Write to me at Fort Bayard,"
cy and was transferred to Fort Doug- he called. "I'm alone out here, and Its
las. At the outbreak of the
home." Las
like somebody
from
war Captain Leavell was or- Vegas Optic.
dered to Cuba, and participated in the
Sunday School Workers.
battles that occurred there. Returning
The United States. Canada and Eng
from Cuoa he was taken 111 with fever
contracted while there and upon his re- land have joined forces for religious
Sunday
covery was ordered to the Philippine work in the international
now held trlennlally
convention,
school
He was a captain in the the tenth of which will take place at
islands.
Twenty-fiftInfantry and participated Denver, June
All hut six states
In nearly all the engagements of the and provinces now hare organized
regiment. On account of meritorious Sunday school associations, which
work he was promoted to a majority, stand to the International organization
In twenty-ninand upon his return to the states, he as auxiliary bodies.
and six provinces paid workers
ictlred from the army ori account of states
time to Sunday
111 health.
Major Leavell. accompanied are devoting their All
the auxiliary
school interests.
by his wife, left for Prescott on the bodies will send representatives to the
morning train, where they will make convention.
their home.
Southern Pacific Eating Houses.
On July 1. the Southern Pacific will
THE SALE OF TIMBER.
take under its own management all the
A Bill to Permit the Territory to Dis- eating houses on Its entire system of
9,000 miles in California. Nevada, Ore
pose of the Timber on Its Lands In
gon, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas
and Louisiana. Also the restaurants
i
Tracts.
on
San Francisco ferries between
The following is the text of the bill thatthe
city and Oakland and Alameda.
passed by the house of representatives
last week, permitting the territory to
Arizona Postmasters.
sell the timber on Its lands in tracts as
The following changes of salaries of
presidential postmasters in Arizona
large as i:5.000 acres:
increase uiBoee,
Be it enacted by the senate and are announcea:
Clitton. Glohe,
house of representatives of the United $300; Kinsman, $200;
Morenci. Nogales, Prescott
, Jerome,
assem-Medcongress
States of American in
uma, $100 each.
Decrease
and
That section ten of an act ap- Mesa, $300; Safford, $100.
1898,
25,
act
An
entitled.
proved June
to make certain grants of land to the
Remembered at Manili.
Manila, May 30. me military iorces
territory of New Mexico, and for other
purposes," is amended by adding at the observed Decoration Day as a holiday.
end of the said section the following: There were Impressive ceremonies at
' Provided, That timber upon lands the American cemetery.
authorized to be sold in this section
Gen. Leavenworth's Remains.
may be sold In tracts not to exceed
Fort Leavenworth, Kan., May 30.
'J5.0i0 acres to any one person, corpor- ine remains of the late General Henry
ation, or association, for the highest Leavenworth were interred today at
and best price obtainable, under such the national cemetery at Fort Leaven'
rules and regulations as may be pre- worth with impressing ceremonies.
by
public
lands
scribed
the hoard of
what Is Foley's Kidney Cure?
or the legislative assembly of said terAnswer: It is made from a prescripritory."
tion of a leading Chicago physician,
and one of the most eminent In the
It Made Him Sick.
country. The ingredients are the purthat money can buy, and are scienJ. A. .Murray, uner reauing that est
tifically combined to get their utmost
Sheriff Tom Hubbell. of Albuqin
Alvarado Pharmacy.
Kiik from drinkin Las value.
o
qualsays
not
was
it
the
Vegas water,
Business Opening, $5,000.
ity of the water, but the stianp css
Here Is a chance lor some one to
of the drink whkh affected the s eriff. purchase a well established and very
Re it profitable business in a first class minwas the first drink of water H ul.l.ell ing town in Arizona at a bargain. It Is
had taken in ten years. No wonider it about a $5,000 proposition, including
three lots, large
did not set well ou his stomach I.as fine up to date stock,
storeroom with cenar, stable
Vegas Optic.
dwelling house, finely furnished, etc.;
monthly sales. $2,750; mostly cash;
Cure.
Pox
Small
Only One
terms easy; death of wife and child of
At a
While the United States and Great proprietor reason for selling.
Britain arc both suffering under the glance it will be seen that this is a rare
scourge of binall pox, in England, par- chance to make an exceptionally good
ticularly, ihe disease has readied an investment For full particulars and
alarming stape of progress. Porto Rico, terms, address or see H. S. Knight at
which under Spanish rule was a hotbed once, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
of small pox. is practically immune
from the present epidemic.
In nfexican drawn work we are
For the ten years prior to American showing a big assortment. Albert
occupation of the island, the deaths Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
from small pox averaged 021 per anSpanish-America-

Of a woman in perfect health attracts
the eye at once. Such a woman is all
too rarely seen. The most of women
Proposition.
The Elks are as busy as the bees bear scars of eufferinif on their faces
which no smiles
these days making preparations for the
can hide, and
two days' celebration, July 4 and 5.
often in their very
says the Silver Cty Enterprise. All
carriage betray
are
hard at work and
the committees
the womanly
weakness which
feature after feature for the big show-haoppresses them.
been suggested, talked over and
There can be no
approved or set aside as the exigencies
perfect health for
of the occasion require. During the
the woman who
last week, large posters in purple have
suffers from diswlil
scatterbe
been printed and these
ease of the delicate
ed broadcast over the country.
womanly organism. Her general
One of the features of the celebrahealth is so intition will be a baby show to take place
mately related to
In Newcorab hall Saturday afternoon,
the local health of
July 6. A handsome gold medal will
the womanly orbaby
looking
he given to the best
gans that these
the ages cf six months and one
must be cured beyear and also a beautiful prize to the
fore the general
health can be
handsomest infant under six months
established.
of age.
Dr. Pierce's FaAnother feature will be a woman's
vorite Frescriotion
most
horstback riding contest, the
makes weak women strong and sick
graceful horsewoman being honored women well. It cures womanly disorders and diseases ; brightens the dull
with a gold medal.
A horse show based upon plans simi- eye, rounds out the hollow cheek and
gives strength for wifely duties and
lar to the famous Madison Square gar- maternal
cares.
den event, will attract considerable
M health in th Krt now
U Hm been
htMorris,
attention.
for four years." write Mm. Phehe
of Irm,
Co.,
,.
N.
v.. Box
taken hut
"I have
Prizes will be given to the best sin- Cayuea
' Fumrite
two
bottles
meJidne.
of
vour
' ami 'Golden Metlirnl
gle driving horse, best double driving
Diacovery.'

Stalcup Left Hit Ring Lie where
a Negro Porter Picked It p.
W. K. Stalcup, of Alamogordo. while
taking a bath at Wesley's barber shop
last week, took off his $100 diamond
ring and walked off. Shortly afterward
he returned to get it and in company
with George Davis, the colored porter,
made a thorough search of the bath
room, but was unable to find It. The
porter was held under suspicion by
Sheriff Hunter at the Instance of the
owner of the ring.
Last Thursday
Davis boarded a train for El Paso, and
the authorities were notified to arrest
and search him on his arrival at the
Pass City. This was done and the
ring was found on his person. Sheriff
Hunter went to El Paso and took
Theae medicinea have done me more (rood than
team, the best general purpose team, all
charge of the prisoner.
that I have ever taken before. I couldn't do
etc.
my work only about half the time, and now I
W. K.

7
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Ticket Office 1039 17th St.

to

G. W. VALLERY, General Agent,

DENVER.
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GUSHED EIGHTEEN HOURS.
Louisiana Seems Unlimited In Capacity.
While men were attempting to withdraw some four Inch piping from
Southern oil well No. 3 at Jennings.
La., one night last week, the giant
gusher of Louisiana again broke loose
despite all attempts to control It.
A steady six Inch stream of pure oil

Oil Well In

THE CLUB WOMEN
FROM GEORGIA

can work all the time for a family of four.
Before I took vour medicine I waa aick In bed
nearly half the time. Mr advice to all who are
troubled with frmale weakneaa la to take Dr.
Pierce'a Favorite Preacrlption and 'Oolden Medical Discovery ' the nioat wonderful medicines
tn the world."

Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical
Adviser is sent free on receipt of 2 1 one-cestamp to pay expense of mailing;
only. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

SOUTH CAROLINA, KANSAS,
OKLAHOMA AND INDIAN TERRITORIES, DESIRE TO EXPRESS THEIR
APPRECIATION OF THE THOUGHTFUL
AND COURTESY SHOWN THEM, ALL
THE EMPLOYES OF THE SANTA FE FROM. THE
CONDUCTOR TO THE PORTER HAVE VIEJ WITH EACH
IN
OTHER
ANTICIPATING ALL THEIR NEEDS, AND IN
RESPONDING TO THEIR WISHES.

nt

Mrs. Akers, now located In her new
home, Is prepared to fill all orders for
continued to gush without cessation Home idade bread, cakes and plea.
for a period of eighteen hours to a Boston orown bread and baked beans
height of 100 feet, and it was finally delivered every Saturday morning.
got into subjection. A peculiar fact Leave orders at Delaney's or old phone
about this well Is that there is nothing 113.
wrong with It in any way, and that
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents,
o
after throwing forth its copious flow
Highland meat market sells
The
of oil for eighteen hours there was
you can eat. Call and be
meat
that
no evidence of there being a limit to convinced.
Its capacity. Considering that the oil
If you want the Highland meat marcomes from a depth of 1,850 feet and
ring up 130 Automatic or 5 Bell
that it is of a much finer quality than ket,
the Beaumont oil. is is believed to be 'phone.
o
the most remarkable well In existence.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Freight Depot.
THOUSANDS 8AVED
The new freight depot which is In
course of construction is gradually taking form. The frame of the office part
of the building has been erected and

REBECCA DOUGLAS LOWE, President Gen'l Fed. Women's Clubs.
CAROLINE D. G. GRANGER, President Georgia Federation.
LORA ROCKWf.LL PRIDDY, Director G. F. W. C.
LOUISA B. POPPENHEIM, President South Carolina Federation.
MRS. SELWYN DOUGLAS, President Okla. and Ind. Ter. Federation.
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SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & CO

Br

the decorated cornice corners are being placed in position. The foundation
of the warehouse has been finished,
and work on that part of the building
will be begun immediately.
Mr. Harlan, superintendent of buildings and bridges on the Rio Grande division of the Santa Fe and who has
charge of the work of building the new
depot says that the work will be pushed so as to have the building ready to
receive freight by the time the freight
rush begins in the fall.
-

Pleasant Afternoon Tea.
Mrs. Thomas Madden and Mrs. H. C.
Mason were the guests of honor at a
pleasant 4 o'clock tea party yesterday
afternoon, given at Martin S.
home on South Third street by
Mrs. Tierney assisted by Mrs. James
Hennessy. The lauies honored are to
leave the city in a few days. Mrs.
Madden will go to San Bernardino,
where her husband is foreman of the
Santa Fe Pacific shops and Mrs. Mason will return to El Paso arter a pleas
ant visit with friends In the city. The
hostess and assistant proved themselves amiable and the time passed
Those who were
only too quickly.
present follow:
Mrs. H. C. Mason, Mrs. Thomas MadTier-ney'-

s

Pullers and Tanners,

Wool

For Consumption. Coughs, Colds

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

and all THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

This wonderful medicine positively
cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds.
Bronchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia,
Hay Fever, Pleurisy, LaGrippe.
Hoarseness, SoreThroat and Whooping Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
RICE

NO CURE. NO PAY.
60c. and $ 1 . TRIAL BOTTLES

WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.
First-clas-

work done and satisfaction guaranteed!
Please write us for prices.

s

0000000

FREE.

Entry No. 6796.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the interior. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., May 1. 1902.
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
Notice Is hereby givon that the following named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof in Iron and B asi) Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; fchaftlngs. Pulleys,
support of his claim, and that said
Grade bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
proof will be made before the probate
Repaln on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
clerk of Bernalillo county, at AlbuquerFOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK. ALBUQUERQUE, N. 1L
que, N. M , on June 10, 1902, viz; Juan
Alderete, for the WVi NE4, WV4 SE&

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

I Homestead

sec. 34, T. 9 N., It. 6 E.
He names the folowing witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Calletano Gurule, Calletano Alderete, Manuel E de Acuna, of Escobosa,
N. M., and Jose D. Qulntana, of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

TRIMBLE &

den, Mesdames Brannow, Gatlln. Kele-her- , W. L.
CO.
Kirth. White, Wlncheck. Knight, Second street,
between Railroad and
McClellan. McCanna, Cloid, Jas. CarCopper avenue
roll, A. Carroll, Misses Cloid, McGulre.
Madden, Mason.
Horses and Mulea bought and exchanged.
Livery, Sale, Feed and
District Court.
Transfer Stables
a
granted
morning
court
this
The
IN THE CITY
BE8T
TURNOUT8
divorce to Brejida Jaramillo de Luna
vs. Atadeo Lupna, on the ground of deAddress W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
sertion and granted the custody of an
Albuquerque, N. M.
Infant child to the mother.
In the case of the Cochitl Gold Mining and Milling company the General
Electric company gf Chicago by F. W,
STEVE CALLING, Prop.
J
Clanrv attorney, was permitted to nie
Intervening petition. The electric com- Wa handle the finest line of Liquor
pany allege that tha own the electric and Cigars. All patrons and frleal
plant, on the contract for the sale of cordially Invited to visit the Iceberg.
which they allege some $10,000 due.
Couth 3cond street
In the case of Perfecto Armijo ei ai
vk Dr Henrv a motion to strike out
defendant's answer was overruled and
the cause will be tried on Its merits.
Dealers in
Eakin Bond All Right.
Instead of Attorney Childers, Attor
Wool, Hides,
ney Medler left last night for Las Ve
along
with him the bond
gas and took
Goat
for release of James D. Eakin. At noon
today Mr. Medler telegraphed to Mr.
Childers. stating that everything was WRITE FOR PRICES
all right, bond accepted, and that he.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
vith Mr. Eakin, would arrive in Albuquerque tonight.
1902
1882

The ICEBERG
109-11-

1

E. G.

West Gold avenue,
Next to First National Bank,

205

New

and Household Goods.
Re airing a Specialty.
Furniture stored and packed for
shipment. Highest prices paid for
second hand household goods.

FOR FULL,
DRESS

Pratt &

PARTICULARS

WM. GOETTING

FIRE INSURANCE

Y-- M

RAILROAD AVENUE,
AwBUQUfcRQUE, IJ. M.
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Notice is hereby given that the folsettler has filed notloa
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the United
States commissioner at East View, N.
M. on June 7. 1902, vis: Juan Chaves
y Gavaldon, for the SW',4. sec. 24. T.
N.. R. 5 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz:
Jeee Manuel Montoya, of Chllili. V.
M.. and Isidoro Perea, Carplo Apodaca
and Juan Jose Montoya, all of Torron,

S lowing named

H9

g
Modern Type,
Jv
Mr.nrDM Dorccro
Modern Ideas,

;$

CO, Proorletorm,

Homestead Entry No. 7004.
Notice for Publication.
Department or the Interior Land
Offlce at Santa Fe, N. M.. April 28,
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All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Sausage making a specialty.

Secretary Mutual Bulldlnr Association
at J. o. Baldridge'a Lvnber

Offlce

J. A. SKINNER

Fancy Groceries

!

AD-

WALKER

A. E.

Co.

Staple and

207 West Gold Avenue.

JOHN D. ACKERMAN,
Land Attorney, 60S Montgomery St,
San Francisco, Cl.

Pelts

Bob Collins Lost.
Mrs. Barnett lecelved a dispatch late
yesterday afternoon from her hasband Sole agents for casino and O.a brand
at Trinidad. Colo., stating that one of
Canned Goods. Dealers In
bis pacers. Bob Collins, started, but did
and Fancy Groceries
Staple
tonot win. Lady Margaret will start
214 South Second street.
day.
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
A Revelation.
earth
Free delivery
If you will make Inquiry It will be a Orders solicited.
revelation to you how many gurcumn
to kidney or bladder troubles in one
form or another. If the patient is not
beyond medk-aaid, Foley's Kidney
Deiier In
Cure will cure. It never disappoints
Alvarado Pnarmacy.

The Union
Market

LAND
TITLE TO GOVERNMENT
ACQUIRED CHEAPLY WITHOUT
RESIDENCE OR OCCUPATION.

skins

FOR SALE Several hundred Dounds
of old papers, good for wrapping
purposes, cheap. Address, The C!tl 206
sn, Albuquerque, N. M.

Second Hand Furniture

St

Stove

Garcia & Co TTMTMTTMr
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Sheep,

F. G.

SHOEMAKER,

L. H.
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WHITE STONE.

THE BEST HUILIUXO STONE IN
NEW MEXICO, USED IN ALL THE
BIO BUILDINGS IN ALBUQUERQL'E
AND IN THE SISTERS' HOSPITAL.
YARDS ON RAILROAD AVENUE,
BETWEEN FOURTH AND FIFTH
STREETS. ORDERS SOLICITED.

'j&ggi&gEgg

Till: AL1WQUEKQI,E DAILY CITIZEN SATUIIDAV MAY
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

iT ,Q J
compinv :.'H8
north litis niornititr
H. P. Unabo and family orp pnjo- the rariflod mountain a:r of Hiar i'i''
They went out ye: lei da v
expect to Fiend a rniiple of weeks.and
Edward Iloughion. n knight of the
meklo pump, plended guilty to the
charge before Justice Crawford tliN
morning and was efvrn five day.s
the chain gang. Houghton fo:'ni.-- i 'n
Iv
worked for Grant Itros.. in Arizona. '
Prof. Lenker Is spending a few davs
in Deming. Ho is a candidate for
the
superintendonoy of the Deming pnbl'c
schools. Pr.j. linker Is an excVllent
teacher and the people of Alhu.ntcr- que win regret Ins deiatture m
iv
much.
slph TIallornn. district

tnnnao-.-,- .

iew iorK Lire insurnnco
was a passenger

in'- -

t.;r,,..:.
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Are mnle nervous and irritable by the pinching and cramp

ucn women should lose no tim
nig ot in titling snoes.
becoming acquainted with

in

mm

"Queen Quality'

At the end of the
year and the
months gospel campaign, comes
tiie
quej-tinof how to get the most lielp
out of the past to make the good gained a siep to
good. This i the
Thousands of distressed and achin- feet have found rest and comfort in "Queen
morning theme at the Baptibt cliMicii
(Juality'
tomorrow.
Shoos.
They're modeled on scientific lines so that while hem.. :,
.xi
City Marshal McMillan reports Ml
hoe1' they fit without a wrinkle and pleases the eye with
anests having been made l.v the
their
pretty
curves.
during the month of
that the receipts of the poHe inl
COOL AND COMFORTABLE WITH EITHEFt FLEXIBLE TURN
This boot is called the
The
ine month ore $140. which Is a pntr.-jOR WELT EXTENSION SOLES AND LOW OR HIGH HEELS.
Patent
good
showing ocnsldoring the nnml'.T S
GRAY CANVAS
44
$i 15
Society Girl.
ui jiri esrs.
V
BLACK DONGOLA
Si'cn
Major W. H. II. LIcwellvn. the vllifr
BLACK VICI KID
225
known
i O,
BLACK FRENCH KID
ti...
h'75
Judicial district. can:e in from Las Cru-ceBLACK PATENT KID
SEC
$350
The entire upper is of the famous Kibo Kid.
Eye- thi morning, and will met liere
THAT THIS
hltNT LEATHER
$3.r.0
foni.ciit Governor Otero from Santa Fe.
lets are "fast colors" never turn brassy, Sole
who Is on his wnv to the Agricultural"
college. Mo? ilia Park.
are very flexible.
1
Work on the First street natatorium
TRADE MARK
T
YOUR WEEKLY ORDER
is progressing rapidly.
IS BRANDED
The pool is
finished and the frame of the building
ON EVERf
io In course of Construction.
for household needs in groceries,
SHOE.
Unless
some unforseen obstacle arises which
placed In the hands of us will be filled prevents
thf securing of material, it
J..
Dull Top
promptly, efficiently and of the finest will be ready for use by the first of
Light Sole,
;')
JAWIS
July.
High Military Heel.
grade goods. We handle nothing but
After several Pttacks of rheumatism,
Exact Rcproduc:iun ot tiiU Style Shoe.
which
kept
him
indoors for two weeks
what we know is reliable, fresh pure
r
Al
Coleman
came
J
down town this mor-ni.nand wholesome, whether of necessities
and is teling the boys how it all
Means the same standard of merit as Queen Quality does for women,
happened.
Mr. Coleman, as regular as
or luxuries.
clock work, has his annual attack of
whole line, and we stand belling every pair of them. A new p2ir
the
the rheumatism every spring or summer.
goes wroug. On sale at our store exclusively. '
George V. Jennings, who formerly resided in this city, now the United
line.
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.
States pension examiner, with headquarters in Pueblo, is in the city on
business, beinir nconmnnniori
city by his wife. While here, thev are
stopping with Dr. L. II. Chamnerlin
and wife on South Walter street.
cooocooocoooococoooocooooo
Low cut shoes are nomilar for sum
W. N. Norrls. whn Is IniAroci..,! i
mer wear. We have thorn in all the the Manuelito Oil company, operating
styles and shapes, light or heavy soles near Gallup, informs The Citizen that Old 'Phone
New 'Phone
59.
Ladies' black kid sandals, new line, the company has let a contract tn
152
Compton
to sink a we.i on the property
$1.25 to 11.75.
me cieptns or i.ono feet. The conJ. W.
Ladies' black vicl, Louis and opera io
tract has been forwarded to Mr. Compneeis, yi.ou to w.w.
ton and he will begin operations at Progressive Mortician and Em
Misses' spring heel oxfords and san once.
balmer.
to
dais, 2'2
6, $1.50 to $1.73.
Mrs. John Helnl dlerl
Open day and night. Calls are
Full line of men's Oxfords, $1.75 to the river road from nnonmrsi.io
night. The dec"ased was 70 years old
promptly attended to.
and has lived in Albuquerque for the
Also
Sell Moncments
past twenty years. The funeral will be
held tomorrow aft Pl'Tinnn frotn ihn Ofikeand parlor
N. Second
Presbyterian church at 2:30 o'clock.
Remember it pays to buy our Dlue Interment
wil
.
atFairviewcem-eterybe
made
Kibbon shoos because they are made
Rev. T. C Ileatti. will n.o. OCOOOOOOOOCOXXXXXDOOOOOCOOO
from best material and workmanship side.
Deming, the gateway to the best and are built
for service. C. May's
IS IT
Stover,
Roderick
the nrnmiaim
Popular Priced Shoe Store, 2U8 West
vri 01 uia wexico.
young electrician, who has been at-- ,
Window shades In all colors and Railroad avenue.
tending school at Columbia
n
widths at Albei t Faker's, 305 Railroad
Whltson Music company can sell you ui
iew ioik ttie past winter, has reDeming, the railroad center of New pianos that have been sold In the terriYOU WANT?
Mexico.
tory for twenty years. People know turned home for his summer vacathe quality of their goods. They are tion. He arrived last
Freeh Cut Flowers.
QUICK
around
shaking
AND RELIABLE!
hands with his friends
the genuine articles. No Imitation. today.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
There will be a sailor's rest re
Payments only $10 per month.
union tonight. All menihera urn
In Derairg another good Lotel Is
In Deming the oemand for rental quested to be present.
needed to accommodate the enormous bouses
THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
is five times In excess of the
increase of population.
Prof. A. H. Stroun. formerlv oiinrpln.
supply.
ND TELEGRAPH CO.
tendeiit of the Deming public schools,
READ Ollt ADVERTISEMENT.
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT
but now superintendent-elec- t
ROSE.WVALD DUOS.
of ihe 60COOOCXXXXXXX300000CXX)OCO
FOR TAILOR MADE SUITS ROSEN-WAL- Albuquerque public schools, came
up
Have you cUIOvi:? i;( ar iu mind in
BROS.
from Doming this morning and is
FOR $10.00 we are selling good business suits well worth $12.00 to
buying s!io,.K for
p
Toys or girls
spending
day
the
in the city. He will
$13.50.
never to buy a heap, shoddy shoe that
MONEY
TO LOANOjx
The Percales we sell at 5 cents per leave tonight for Logan county. Kan- rips and tcurs alter a
days' wear. yard are very, scarce. Leon B. Stern. as. where he will act n conductor nf
FOR $12.00 we are selling nobby spring suits, usuaally sold at $15.00.
the teachers' normal institute of Har- On diamocda, watches or any good
Prof. StfOlin PVIirrta t,i return
FOR $14.00 we are selling some excellent worsted suits, worth $16.50.
Albuquerque about the middle of Aug security. Great bargains la watches
Of our special bonus sale, our twentieth anniversary In the city.
of. every description.
USl.
FOR $15.00 we are selling dress, suits, usually quoted at $18.00.
L. D. Rartlett. who Is the
A. M. imNOW,
the paint department of the Sau Ber 209 South Second street, few doors
FOR $3.00, former $4.00 trousers are marked down to $3.00.
nardino, tab, shops, came In from io- north of fcstofflce.
poka 011 one of the didaved iinssonirer
FOR $4.00, former $5.00 trousers are marked down to $4.00.
trains this mornine. and la tmluv mine
ling with former friends. Mr. Partlett GENTLEMEN!
FOR $3.00 we are selling boys' suits, 3 to 14 years size, worth $4.00.
Our selection of over two thousand
having years ago filled a like position
spring samples, comprising all the
at the local shops before being transFOH $5.00 we are selling
suits marked $6.50.
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
ferred to San Bernardino. H.i rnnnrra
suitings, fancy Testings, overcoats
himself and family in splendid health.
WE HAVE NO OLD STOCK TO UNLOAD AND THESE PRICES
and fulldresb suits, are ready for
and says that he Is prospering In his
your Inspection. Our tailoring and
California home. He will UO PAftt to.
APPLY TO THIS SEASON'S GOODS ONLY.
One-fiftstyles are unexcelled and the prices
night.
the prion of any Cash Purchase at our store during the month
talK.
or May. Lvei itt, the Diamond Palace, Railroad
Agency,
Tailoring
Nettleton
T
.1.
Miss Acnes
I.otrnn of St
Av. Diamonds 15 per ct.
215 South Second street.
died at her rooms on the mesa yesterday afternoon at about 2: SO o'clock
Our goods are marked In plain figures and are as low as same can be
d
Deming has now a large Ice plant
from consumption. The deceased was
anywhere. Cut out esupen. It will cav one-fiftourchase nrici of
years old and came to Albuquerque and electric light system under
any article in our store. Think over this. You select a watch,
a diamond, a
R. R. Ave.
about three weeks airo with hop mntimr
teaspoon, anything, and this coupon will pay one-fiftof the price.
and a sister anil have since been living
THE DIAMOND PALACE
on the mesa. 1 he remains were moved
Leading Jewelers, Railroad Avenue.
:ooocx3ocxxyYxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
to O. W. Strong & Sons' undertaking
parlors, wnere thov are iieinir m.
oooocoocoocoooo
balmed for shipment to St. Louis. The
0.W-STR0NQ
n
G
and sister will accompany
mother
"
them.
of
.''' i"fif to know uhr.t nmnrtln lirmurd men wear

The Famous Shoe For Women.
-
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SWELL OXFORDS

f

iuttc Smart

ill-tr-
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si.
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$3.00

';.

At

SELTZ SHOES rOR MEN.

g

J. L. BELL

S2.50

The Low Cuts are
this store exclusively.

& CO.

Misses' and Children's Good Shoes, a full

t,-.- '

Oxfords and Slippers

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

iu

Edwards

Price

Reductions

!

i.

T. MUENSTERMAN.

I

m

CITY NEWS.

Being overstocked on Clothing we have
marked down prioes on a great many of

our Men's and Boyst Suits in order to

Telephone Service

itimulate Business

r.

l.--

ONE WEEK MORE

CUT THIS OUT
IT WILL PAY YOU
PER

CENT

h

pur-chase-

h

EVERITT,

h

ooooooooooooo

Summer
Underwear
We quote a few of the many
styles of lightweight underwear

g

which we now have for men:
0
A nice wlute Ralbriggan suit So
of underwear, only $1.00.
A fine French ltalbringan suit
of underwear, only $1.50.
Fancy nalbrlggan (very swell) &
So
suit of underwear, only $2.50.
A fine fancy Lisle Thread suit p
w
of underwear, onlv $3.50.
A fine Lisle thread (black)suit i
of underwear, only $2.50.
UNION SUITS, $1.25 to $2.50.

boys' rex
1

calf shoes,$1.50

walkover shoes for
ONLY $3.50.

E.

L WASHBURN.

men

Closing Out Sale.
nosrinnlnc with Wednosdav Mnv ?8.
I will sell my stock of millinery at cobt.
A fine line of elegantly trimmed bats.
nue nare straw nata anil a lovely assortment of trimmings.
Everything
I nm
will to for exactly what it
going to quit business. .
JuISo M. C. FLEMING,
ilG South Second street.
A grand dance and sonic extra fine
music at the Orchestrion ball tonight.
o

l anana. vanilla,
lemon and strawberry ice cream nt Scott's ice t'ream
parlor cm South Second street. Open
all day Siinday.

&

cordial invitation Is extended to
everybody to attend the grand free
lunch at the Metropolitan tonight.
A

o
In Doming you can imy lots for $100
Inch w 111 pay you luu
cent, in less

than twelve months.

pr

Hot lunch, free to everybody, at
Zeiger's Caafe tonight. Don't' forget.
o- Statehood clears, two for 25 cents.
e lunch touight at the White Ele--

lh ant

Whitney

SONS

Clothier

Company

WHOLESALE HARDWARE

Furniture

WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES AND ORDERS FOR THE ABOVE
BOTH IN SHELF AND HEAVY.

Plows, Mowing Machines, Rakes, Hay Presses
NAILS, BALING AND BARB WIRES.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED

Zcl tier's Cafe

free lunch tonight.
Everybody invited.
b o cream ami cake ut Nov England
bakery, lo cents. Open all day Sunday.

SIMON STFRNJhe

A

NEW CAR OF THE LATEST

113 115 117

FU.SNITURE,
AND

PLUMBERS

BOTH STAPLE

NOVELTY

EVERY

KIND

PRICE.

CALL AND

AND

GOODS.
EVERY
SEE

IT.

AND

TINNERS.

South First street.
"'Phones: Aut.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
Albuquerque,
21S; Dell.

oococooocoooocooc
Tn tlpmlni? pnml RnfA Insna fan
had at better rates than In the old es
tabliehed towns.

STOVE KKI'AIRS.
201-21- 1

N.

Third St.

ooecc90o3eooooc3

N. L:.

85

Borradalle

& Co.,
117 Gold Ave.

Ruppe's dru
every night

store open all night

PIONEER BAKERY
First street

BALLING DROa, Proprietors.

Wedding :Cake

:a : Specialty

We deBlre patronage, and we

guarantee
baking.
First street, A'buquerque, N. M,
flrsf-clas- s

207 S.

SIXTEEN PAGES

1
forests

t
Take the surprisingly accurate
square government maps of New
Mexico and Arizona, and within a space
covered by one's hand can be compassed In entirety the high class commercial forests of the great area comprised within the two territories.
These areas of timber lie contiguous
to the Santa Fe railway. In Arizona
the range of growth is comprised
In the San Francisco mountain district,
where large lumber operations are being conducted at FlagstafT fiy the Arizona Lumber & Timber company, and
at Williams by the
Lumber company.
In western New
Mexico the timber area is on the continental divide known as the Zuni mountain district. It lies south of the Santa
Fe tracks and is reached from the stations of McCartys. Grants, Bluewater
and Thoreau. The property Is known
as the Mitchell tract, comprises
acres and is situated in the
counties of McKinley and Valencia.'
The area of the property as compared
with the 800,000 acres of the state of
Rhode Island is 36 per cent of the
acreage of that state, or as compared
with the 1,312,000 acres of Delaware is
equivalent to 22 Vi per cent of the area
,
of that state.
History of the Property.
The history of the property is somewhat peculiar. Timber lands constituted a large portion of the land grant
given by the government to the Santa
Fe Pacific railroad, now a part of the
Santa Fe system, in aiding the construction of this great transcontinental
line. In 1S90 the Zuni mountain portion of the grant was purchased by
Mitchell Bros., of Cadillac, Mich., who
for many years had been extensive and
very successful Michigan lumber operators and who are still large and prosperous manufacturers In that district.
Mitchell Bros, are men of wealth, acumen, judgment and high standing as
lumbermen and are among the most
eminently successful of the times. Primarily they were Michigan white pine
producers. At the period named they
could see the beginning of the end of
white pine stumpage in the vicinity of
Cadillac. Their white pine timber was
well toward the point, of extinction,
and no other tracts were available for
the perpetuation of their large saw
mill enterprises. W. V. Mitchell, of
the firm of Mitchell Bros., also had
large holdings in the firm of Cohbs &
Mitchell, reorganized since the death
of Jonathan W. Cobbs as Cobbs &
Mitchell, Incorporated. Austin Mitchell, associated with W. W. Mitchell in
the firm of Mitchell Bros., became Impressed with the possibilities of lumber
operations In New Mexico, and on behalf of Mitchell Bros, purchased well
toward 300,000 acres of the Santa Fe
land grant, which comprised the choicest portion of the railroad company's
timber properties. During the succeeding two or three years years a saw mill
was erected at Thoreau, then known as
Mitchell station, and a railroad was
constructed to the lower timber levels,
about ten miles distant, in the foothills
of the Zuni mountains. An expensive
dam was built in the Cottonwood river
to provide for log storage and water
supply. The hard times of 1893 came
on and the expense attending an operation of this sort in an undeveloped
country proved very high.
Lumber
would not sell at any price and the
venture at this time promised very little. It was simply a case of being too
far ahead of the times. .,
Since that period mining enterprises
have developed all over New Mexico
and Arizona, every one of which consumes large quantities of lumber. The
southern California fruit trade has developed, which demands many
of box shooks for packing and
shipping, towns have sprung up all
along the line of the Santa Fe system,
the country has become a prosperous
one and the demand for lumber has
multiplied and multiplied again. Early
in the '90s the health of Austin Mitchell, who was the prime mover of the
Mitchell Bros, firm In the New Mexican proposition, partially failed, and
since that time he has been obliged to
resort to the pacific clime of southern
California to retain anything like passaua it happened
ing good health.
that W. W. Mitchell has been obligedin
to exercise double executive action
handling both the great institutions of
Cobbs & Mitchell. Incorporated, and
four-foo-

Saginaw-Maniste-

e

292,-625.6-

3

thou-eand- s

Mitchell Bros., of Cadillac.

After tne depressed period of 1893
the
there came a new development in dislumber history of Michigan. It was
covered that the despised hemlock was
It was furtha commercial proposition.
er ascertained that Michigan hardwoods were an exceptional commercial

Mitchell Bros, and Cobbs
proposition.
& Mitchell owned hundreds of thouhemlock and hardsands of acres of
had
wood lands in Michigan, which prev-ious
been taken on in connection with They
white pine timber purchases.
had their great saw mills, planing
mills and other plants at Cadillac and
vicinity and discovered that instead of
being out of the hrmlier business In
Michigan their houses had but reached
Two monthe zenith of their careers.
were addstrous maple flooring plants
a great
ed to the equipment and also
and other enterprises
handlei factory consumption
of large
tho
quantities of hardwoods. In yew of
Mitchell
these changed conations to
part
Bros, were recently Induced
with great New Mexican timber property, wnich had been purchased by the
American Lumber company, with headquarters at
the Rookery
state
Ing. Chicago. The foregoing
617-61-

of New Mexico

American Lumberman.

By H. H. Gibson, in
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Opinion of Government Experts.
In connection with this article it Is
appropriate to quote from Professor
Sargent's "Forest Trees of North America," a government work of the highest authority, to illustrate the Immense

prospective demand for the lumber
contained in this comparatively small
area of timber. This work was published in 1890.
Professor Sargent
says:
"The pine forests of central Arizona
and southwestern New Mexico are of
great importance to the development
of the treeless region which surrounds
them. No other body of tlmber,of any
extent or value exists near the southern boundary of the United States between the pine belt of eastern Texas
and the forests of the California mountains. These southern interior forests
have nowhere yet greatly suffered
Their inaccessibility has protected
them. Railroads, however, now either
penetrate this forest region or will
soon do so. and these, with the rapid
development of the mining Industry
now going or. In the southwest, threaten these forests with the dangers
which are fast exterminating those of
Colorado and Utah."
Topography of Land and Character of
Timber.
Topographically the country is a wonderfully Interesting one. The Santa Fe
road, seeking minimum
grades, was
laid along the llanos or plain country
below the mountains. For many miles
through New Mexico and Arizona the
road traverses alklli plains of great
richness of soil but barren of vegetation, except for the ragged growth of
the sage brush, and also destitute of
animal life, save for the thousands of
prairie dogs and myriads of colonies ot
ants, which have their point dwellings
in every part of the desert country.
Before the timber range is reached one
must traverse an average of ten miles
of desert country from the railroad
through a gradually rising plain to the
mesas or table lands that succeed each
other In gentle elevation after elevation until the mesa or top of the Zuni
mountains is reached at an altitude of
more than 8,500 feet. As one' leaves
the chimese or brush ot the desert
country a small timber growth is encountered, consisting of scrub oak, red
cedar, juniper and pinion or nut pine,
all of which possess little commercial
value. Then one finds the white pine
timber growth of New Mexico, pinus
ponderosa.
On the lower levels the
timler Is short bodied and largely of a
common quality, but as each succeeding mesa is attained the growth improves in quality and attains its highest perfection on levels of from 6,000
to 8,500 feet above the sea level. The
timler pictures accompanying this article show with no little accuracy the
character of this growth.
The popular name for pinus ponder-astarough Its entire range of growth
o

is yellow pine, locally known In New
Mexico and Arizona as "peno veta,"
but botanlcally it Is white pine and the
only near approach to the white pine
of the north, pinus strobus. that exists
in the United States, save the scattering range of white pine In eastern Tennessee and western North Carolina. In
some characteristics it excels in quality the white pine of the north. Specifically It has white pine bark, white
pine foliage and a white pine cone. It
has white pine sap wood and white
pine heart wood. It is a white pint
growth of surpassing excellence, taking and holding a finish possessing a
sheen of brilliancy not excelled by any
fancy wood ot the United States. The
color of the heart wood Is a pale red.
of the sap wood a brilliant white. The
majority of the growth compares favorably In softness with the white pine
of the north. Occasionally an Isolated
tree will exhibit some yellow pine
characteristics in fllier. color and gum.
Range of Growth.
The range of growth of pinus ponderosa extends from the interior of
British Columbia, south of latitude 51.

south and east along the mountain
ranges of the pacific regions to Mexico, the Black nills of Dakota. Colorado, Arizona. New Mexico and to a
limited extent in western Texas. It Is
not found in central or southern Nevada. In California it is now known
as white pine. It should not be confused with sugar pine, which is a distinct growth with different characteristics.
Pinus ponderosa attains its largest
growth in the Lewis and Clark reservation of northwestern Montana in the
valleys, at an altitude of about 3.5'o
feet, where it comprises about 25 per
cent of the forest growth. The trees
here often attain a height of 180 to
2
feet with a trunk three to seven
feet in diameter. In Idaho and western Washington practioally the same
conditions apply as to both size and
quantity of growth. In the Rainier reservation of western Washington, covering the Cascades, with Mount Rainier as a center, the total forest area
comprises upwards of 20,ooo,ooo,tM0
feet of timber, of which only about 10
This
per cent is pinus ponderosa.
largely is on the eastern slope, ' but
does not include the heavy fir and
cedar growth of the western, slope.
Pinus ponderosa shows little or no
trace in the Olympic reserve of northwestern Washington. On the western
mountain slopes in southern Oregon
pinus ponderosa appears at an altitude of l,3n feet alove sea level, but
shows Its highest development at altitudes of 4,ooo to 5.500 feet and com
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prises 27 per cent of the total forest
On the eastern slope, which is drier,
the highest perfection of the timber is
attained at altitudes oi from 5.000 to
6,000 feet and it comprises 68 per cent
of the total forest. In the Stanislaus
and Lake Tahoe forest reserves ot
California pinus ponderosa attains a
height of from 150 to ISO feet and is
from three to six feet In diameter,
reaching Its highest ierfection on levels of 3.000 to 5.000 feet, comprising 40
to 50 per cent of the aggregate timber
growth.
In Arizona the ltitude of
growth of this variety of wnlte pine Is
from 5.000 to 6.000 feet above sea level.
The better quality of timber evista on
the" higher levels.
The white pine timber comprised in
the American Lumber company's New
Mexican tract on the levels corresponding with the timber at Williams and
Flagstaff, Ariz., is of a corresponding
quality, but attains a larger growth
and a better quality on the higher levels, reaching to 8.500 feet aliove sea
level In the north to a high altitude in
Its southern line of growth.
This,
however, is the history of all woods
naturally adapted to a temperate zone
and the same results may be seen In
the white pine timber growth of eastern Tennessee and western North Carolina, where the white pine on the lower levels is scrubbby and defective but
at altitudes of 4,000 to 5.000 feet attains a perfection almost equal to the
best white pine of Michigan.
The Logging Proposition.
As a logging proposition the American Lumber company's timber property
Is absolutely ideal. A railroad can be
constructed the main line of which
would penetrate the center of a majority of the timber, on a surprisingly
easy grade. The engineering proposition is a very simple one and the entire line would encounter less than a

proximately 30 per cent cuts and betThe timber In absolutely free
from shake, and even the rarely encountered down and dead timber shows
not the slightest evidence of worm
hole. The timber on the lower levels
exhibits some Indication of overripen-ness- .
but this is not manifested on
the higher altitudes. The only radical
defect ot the timber is the limited portion that is black knotted, and it Is
wood, pure and simtherefore a cut-uple. A large quality of this timber is
annually turned out by the Flagstaff
and Williams operators and used for
mining and bridge timbers, while the
Santa Fe road itself is entirely laid
for a thousand miles or more on tics
of this wood. While it Is a soft wood
the ties remain sound and good 'for a
period exceeding that of oak tics In
northern latitudes. This is partially
due to the character ot the wood and
partly to the excellent climatic condi-

ter.

p

tions.

As has before been mentioned, the
wood Is pale red and the sap,
which is thick, is a brilliant white,
being in fact as white as the small
growth New Hampshire pine, which Is
so largely used In the making of tub
and pail staves. It has been a slow
growing tree, the rings of growth being
very compact, and the age of the wood
from 175 to "ioO years. The sap wood
apparently is as mature as the heart
growth and will withstand climatic extremes as well. It does not decay under conditions which would speedily
rot the sap of northern white pine.
The wood when green has an approximate weight of 4.5oi) pounds to the
1,000 feet, but when seasoned dries out
to 2,500 pounds. The seasoning of the
wood In this climate Is very speedy;
in fact, efforts have been made to re-

heart

to
stimulate
than
tard rather
owing
process.
to
drying
the
atmosof
dryness
the
mile of difficult road building, and that the
phere and the prevailing winds.
would be In the small canyon of the The wood is thoroughly adaptable to
Cottonwood river. The sides of this all purposes for which good white pine
river are of a soft sandstone rock lumber of the north Is used. Including
which would present no serious diffi- pattern making, door and sash stock,
culty In the way of cost in railroad etc. It Is thoroughly available for
building. It is doubtful If recourse
tlmlier and general mining uses.
would be necessary to geared locomo- ties,
la highly valuable for all house buildIt
tives in operating this logging road, ing purposes. It makes an excellent
but, like the logging proposition at box material, and tor Interior finish it
Flagstaff, it could be handled with di- is not excelled in beauty and staying
rect conuccted engines.
qualities by any American wood. It
The white pine timber forests of the will make an unequaled
cut-umaAmerican Lumber company's tract lie terial and it will make match stock. It
In mesas or gently undulating plateaus. Is adaptable
for use up to the very finThe timber Is generally open .forest, est menipulatloa.
absolutely free from underbrush of any
The Climate.
sort.- Occasionally an arroya or small
New Mexico has a reputation for cliravine is encountered, but the depressions are of such a slight character mate that is well deserved. To be
that they would not interfere with the sure the low level alkali desert country
hauling of a loaded truck across them. Is not a climatic paradise all the year
The ground Is generally covered through: the air is Intensely dry. the
throughout the wooded area with dust at times la stifling and water is a
bunch grass. The timber is of varying scarce article. However, even on the
density of growth, ranging all the way lower levels the nights are always
from 50.000 feet log scale to the acre cool, and at no time of day or night is
down to 2.000 or 3,000 feet. A typical the temperature oppressively high. In
acre of timber growth under careful the Zuni mountain region the climatic
measurement scaled 27,000 feet. A conditions are almost Ideal. Springs
well known Michigan cruiser some of pure water abound, the air Is abyears ago placed an average per acre solutely dry and one can sleep out of
sections ol doors In comfort all the year through.
of 8.100 feet on forty-onthe lower levels estimated by him. The A fall of snow takes place In February
timber will average three and a halt and March and rainfalls are prevalent
logs to the tree, and the logs w ill run during July and August. The country
from four to five to the thousand. Is absolutely free from files, mosquiThere are occasional areas entirely toes and other annoying Insects.
free of timber, simply showing a great
Plans of Operation.
meadow covered with bunch, gramma,
The American Lumber company's
mesqulte or buffalo grass. Perennial plans for operation, contingent only
springs arise at points in the higher upon the city of Albuquerque. N. M.,
altitudes, and small rivulets force their fulfilling sundry promises of land, waway down to the lower levels and in ter and light supply, contemplate buildmany instances are lost In the desert. ing of Its log ponds, saw mill, planing
Only one considerable stream of water mill and cut-ufactory at Albuquerque,
Is found in the district, and that is the N. M , a prosperous junction city of the
Bluewater river, which has its source Santa Fe system of about 15.000 popuIn the springs of the higher altitudes lation. 125 miles distant from its timand courses its way down through the ber. The logs will be hauled from the
Bluewater canyon. An Irrigating com- timber direct by dally train service to
pany has utilized this stream for mak- this point on a down grade haul and
ing a pond of water several miles In theTe manipulated to the finest relength near Bluewater station, on the sultant producL
The Cottonwood
Santa Fe railway.
The writer & few days ago. In the
river, through whose canyon the Amer- model lumber yard of John A. Lee. of
ican Lumlier company's logging road Albuquerque. N. M., saw a quantity of
would naturally pass, is the second handsome doors which were produced
stream of Importance on the land.
The lumber
from pinus ponderosa.
The entire area Is entirely dissimilar was manufactured at Williams. Ariz.,
It
In
United
States.
any
the
other
from
and from there shipped to Chicago,
is a vast grass covered park studded where It was made into doors and then
occafor
the
save
growth
with forest
reshlpped to Mr. lA?e on an order callsional open llanos or plains of grass ing for white pine doors.
Cenbeauty
land. In point of natural
Other Operations.
tral park of New York, Fairmount park
Incidentally to this article, it Is deof Philadelphia and Lincoln park of
Chicago can offer no comparisons. It sirable to mention some of the neighwould seem incredible that the hand of boring operations in pinus ponderosa.
Arizona Lumber 4i Timber comnature alone had produced this charm- The
mill, planing
ing array of splendid natural forest pany runs a large saw Flagstaff
and,
and Ikix factory at
and field In all its picturesque beauty. amill
few miles distant in Its Umber, a secOn the whole, the aggregate of timber
per acre on this tract is not so dense ond saw mill. Last year this company
as in the California forests, or the produced 42.Oou.ooo feet of an lumber,
Immefound
original forests of Michigan and Wis- every foot of which
ns and
consin; still, it contains a vast quan- diate sale at good prices. It owwhich
it
a large tlmlier tract
tity of valuable white pine timber operates
be exhausted fur
growth which offers exceptionally i expected will not
Several plct-li- i
cheap logging facilities. There is ab- at least a score of years. something
of
es In this article show
solutely no swamping to do or wagon
model character of this operation.
roads to build. In fact after an expenThirty-ninmiles weBt of rlagstaff,
diture of $lou on the property it would
be possible to run' an ordinary automo- at Williams. Ariz., is the splendid opration of the Saginaw & Manistee
bile almost anywhere through the encompany, which company totire district. From a logging stand- Lumbermany
million feet behind its
point the proposition is perfect. The day is
companies namtwo
is. The
timber is practically a comprehensive
Lumber
American
the
growth of pinus onderosa. On an ed and
or
occasional higher level In the forest company control either directly
are narrow strips of sour land, which indirectly practically all the high class
of the two
sustain a growth of quaking aspen. commercial wood
and undeniably have a very
The strip may be the width of an ordinary city street and perhaps half a prosperous career before them.
mile in length, but on either side arises
Value of the Refuse.
again the growth of white pine. Other
People living in timbered sections
than this aspen, the timler is absolute- can scarcely appreciate the value of
ly a comprehensive growth of pinus wood refuse In sec tions of country that
ponderosa, save on the north side of iaie destitute of anything like a
the minor canyons of the upper slopes
For intimber growth.
is occasionally seen a giant red spruce. stance. In the city of Albuquerque. N.
However, fully 95 per cent of the for- M . bundle wood brought in on the
est growth Is white pine.
Lacks of burros is retailed at $t for
Quality of the Timber.
eac h 150 pounds weight, while lignite
The white pine timber of the Ameri- coal of a very good quality Is retailed
can Lum'ier company will develop ap at $1 for 350 pounds. The necessity for
,
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fuel for heating purposes Is very slight.
It Is used almost exclusively for cooking purposes, and therefore the citizen
of Albuquerque prefers light wood for
quick fires. The stunted growth of
cedar, Juniper and plnon pine has been
well nigh exhausted for miles an
miles on all sides of the cities and villages along- the Santa Fe system, aud
therefore the location of the American
Lumber company's plant at Albuquerque will mean loth a fuel supply for
that city, which will le appreciated by
-

eight to ten thousand feet to the acre.
The
Bear Mountain tract,
which runs from the south to the
northwest, runs to the northwest about
twenty miles in length and averaging
about five to six miles In width. I did
not have time to look this body of timber over as carefully, but from the limited time I think It will compare favorably with the best of the timber In size
and quality. On the southwest side of
the mountain you will find a vast
amount of good timber In the draws
running up the mountain, and all can
be easily and economically lumbered.
The timber growing on your tract la
thrifty, and very closely resembles our
Michigan white pine. I never saw a
tract of soft pine as free from punk
and shake (In fact, there' Is practically
no Bhake) and because of the large per
cent that it will cut better than common I believe it one of the best if not
the best body of white pine standing

the residents thereof, and a revenue
for refuse to the company that will
aggregate a large income.
Markets and Freight Rates.
The Santa Fe railway system as an
Initial freight proposition groups the
Arizona-SaFrancisco mountain timmounber and the New Mexlco-Zun- i
tain timber of New Mexico as one
point, and makes a common rate for
the entire district between Albuquer- today.
que and Williams, both ea.st and west.
MARTIN ucDERMOTT.
The company's rate for the distribuLudlngton. Mich.. May 15. 1902.
tion of the good end ot the product In
the east Is remarkamy favorable, being
THE CITY OF MANILA.
34 cents per hundred from Williams to
Chicago, or less than
of a
cent per ton per mile, the distance be- Description of the Place by a Paper
ing about 1.700 miles.
Published There.
The city of Manila Is the capital of
Possibilities in Mines and Grazing
the Philippine islands and Is situated
Lands.
on the Island of Luzon, on Manila bay,
The American Lumber company has and has a population of some 300.000
purchased In fee simple the Mitchell people, divided as follows: Natives,.
Bros. Zuni mountain timber property, 225.000; Chinese, 65.000, and others,
approximating 300.000 acres in area. principally Americans, 10,000.
While the company Is depending priIt Is a quaint, old fashioned city,
marily on the development of Its tim- built upon the northeastern shore of
holding
ber
for immediate revenue to the bay, which Is nearly round, and
make its stock a well paying one. It about twenty-fou- r
miles across.
has no Inconsiderable contingent asare principally built of
The
houses
comsets. The district in which the
manufactured stone, and are one, two
pany's property, lies rich In minerals, and three story' structures. Tb walls
the surrounding country being prolific are from two to four feet thick, and
In well paying coal, gold, sliver, lead built to withstand the earthquakes,
and copper properties. Up to this and do l...e the less severe ones.
time this section has not even been ex- The streets are generally tolerably
ploited as a mining proposition, but straight and from thirty to sixty feet
surface indications are very ravorahle wide, with the majority of them about
to the development of good paying thirty-fivfeet.
mines.
The city is lit very poorly with elecA third and not to be despised asset
tric lights. There is a street car line,
of the company Is its immense area of the cars being drawn by small ponies.
grazing lands. At this very time It is The telephone system Is poor. Manila
estimated that no less than 300,000
a very good water works system,
sheep are being grazed on the property has
presented to the municipality by a
of the company. The sheep men are Filipino who has departed this life.
largely poachers on the company's
conultion of the gift was that the
lands, and with comprehensive logging The
poor people should always have water
they
course
ot
going
on
operations
public hydrants are accordfree,
would either be excluded from the ingly and
distributed about the city.
well
pasof
made
the
property or leases
Pasig
river flows through the
The
turage.
city from the northeast to the- southPersonnel of the Company.
west. Below the first bridge above the
The president of the company Is the mouth of the river, the famous "Bridge
Chicago,
who
Hon. A. R. Chapman, of
of Spain," the river Is wide and deep,
has been a Michigan lumber operator and is constantly crowded with com-- .
high
merclal- boats of all descriptions. It Is
for many years and is a man of
character and strong financial worth. a sight worth a long journey to see.
The vice president is E. E. Crepin, of
The churches and cathedrals are a
Chicago, formerly of the lumber firm marked feature ot Manila.
Their
secof Crepin, Murphy & Sons. The
grandeur, and In many instances eleretary and treasurer is George D. Hard- gance. Is a wonder anu surprise to the
ing, of Chicago, a financier of high stranger. And the bells, the "beautistanding and long experience.
ful bells," the devotion of the people
The executive committee of the Am- their music foretells. Those who do
erican Lumber company consists of not like them think they are somethe Hon. J. S. Stearns, of Grand Rap- thing "awful" to contemplate. On
ids. Mich., who is an Immensely suc- feast days and there are many busicessful lumberman, and whose opera- ness In the Immediate vicinity has at
tions are familiar to the readers of the times to be suspended during their
American Lumberman; A. R. Chap- ringing (and that is many times durman, of Chicago, and W. H. Sawyer, ing the day), and it is not unusual for
t
of them to be heard at midnight and
the well known
Hillsdale. Mich.
they always mingle with the voices of
The board of directors of the com- a myriad of cocks crowing all over the
capitalgroup
of
a
up
of
pany Is made
city at 6 or 6 o'clock In the morning.
ists and experienced lumliermen of
The people rise early and go to bed
are
whom
of
Michigan and Illinois, all
early. The first thing we hear In the
manager
of
the
of high standing. The
morning is the sweeping of the streets
stock sales of the company, and also or the running of the hydrant, after
Is
a member of the lioard of directors.
the cock crowing and the ringing of
1). W. C. Merriam. of Merrlam & Kueb-lebells. Fires are lit by the poorer
the
Chicago,
a well known attorney of
at an early hour by many beclass
In
who has had a large experience
fore It is fairly light and the women
stock organizations.
prepare breakiast so the men can go
Chicago. May 14. 1902.
about the livelong day, In many Instances doing nothing. And an easy
From Report of a Michigan Timber time they have. The women, too, foe
Expert.
that matter. It Is safe to say that
there are no poor people on earth who
Amerof
To the Officers and Directors
more content aad suffer less for
ican Lumber Company, 617 Rookery are
the necessities of life than do the FiliBldg., Chicago. III.
unent four weeks on pino people. It Is not because "IgnorAh mrreeil
either. They simply obyour lands situated in the. counties of ance is bliss," much
exertion the comMcKinley and Valencia in tne Terri- tain without
tory of New Mexico. Your tract con- forts of life.
The Chinese are the bone and slnev.
thouaand
tains two hundred ninety-twof Manila, and the only people here
and
six hundred twenty-fivThe
acres of land. Yojj who take kindly to manual labor.
here are no fonder of work
have a strip of land upon which is AmericansFilipinos.
growing what la called Mesa timber, than the
The "walled city" contains probably
running from tne southeast to the
of the population of Manila,
northwest, which will average from
of the
tnree to six miles in width, and well though but a little portion
wholesale and retail business. The
timbered. The timber will run from courts,
the government buildings, both
7.000 to 10,000 feet to the acre, from
two to four logs to the tree, and from civil and military, and the principal
six to twelve logs to the thousand. This schools are in the walled city.
The climate we may be prejudiced,
timber can lie lumbered w(ih trucks,
ami for three months In the year with because our health during the year we
sleighs, very economically, as there-ar- have resided In Manila has been splenno roads to build, and the haul is did to our liking is perfect; never hot
The "Cottonwood like it is in the states when it is ho'
all down grade.
lr
tract." which runs from the northwest there. During the rainy season thereare
to the southeast, about ten miles in a cleanliness and a freshnessdrythat
season
length and from four to seven miles In always invigorating and the
width, is a very fine grade of timber. It Is a change, but uot so healhy. Man,
will average about fifteen to twenty la Justicia.
thousand feet to the acre, and more
Too Previous.
than 50 per cent of this tract is very
A story is told of a man who went to
choice timber, as it win only take from
two to three logs to the thousand, ami see a doctor. The doctor examined him
four to six 16 foot logs to the tree, and carefully, and, with a grave face, told
the above will average at least three him that he was very 111, and asked if
logs to the tree, without a knot In he had consulted any one else.
them.
"Oh," said the man, "I went to see a
Cottonwood chemist and asked his advice, and
Going from the
'
Divide into the Bluewater territory.
he
found a tract of timber from five to ten
"Chemist!" the doctor broke In anmiles wide that will cut about ten grily. "What was the good of that?
thousand feet to the acre, and the tim- The best thing to do when a chemist
ber is all very cnoice. It will run 25 gives you advice is to do exactly the
per cent better than common.
opposite."
Going thence to the southeast, we
"And he." the patient continued, "adfind another tract from five to ten vised me to come to you." Cassell's
miles in width, running 6omewhat sim- Journal.
ilar, but shorter than the tract last
aliove described, as the country Is a
Buffalo. May oO The Manning malt
little more rocky and rolling. It is safe house together with a quantity of grain
to say, however, that it will cut from was burued today. The loss U f 150,000.
n
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st? Notes
Gallup, Cerrillos NeWFrom
and Bland
Exchanges
Tlipfe are the staple articles of diet
GALLUP.
for the year. Potatoes are allowed only
Krom tho Republican.
In the month of May when fifty 100
Swrn .Johnson has arrived at his old pound sacks are dealt out to the men.
home in Sweden.
There Is sometimes a commissary In
Uev. William Sloan lina decided to which are kept clothing, shoes, tobacco
sever his connection with t.ie Congre- and notions, which are sold to the
gational church at Gallup.
herders and charged against their
T. J. Hanson, of the locaLshop force, monthly pay.
got his little finger badly smashed with
a car spring.
Reveals a Great Secret.
Mrs. Worth Kcene arrived from Ixist
is
It
asked how such startling
often
Angeles on a visit to her sister, Mrs. cures,
that puzzle the best physicians,
W. F. Kiichenhecker.
are effected by Dr. King's New, DisWe are glad to note that the bill for covery for Consumption.
Here's the
a $10it,(M)0 federal building for
secret. It cuts out the phlegm and
has passed the lower house.
mucus, and lets the
It is reported that Al Dernaseo and
oxygen
and vitalize the
Micky Priscoll. both well known here, blood. It healsenrich
the inflamed. coiiRh-wor- n
are in Jail at Trinidad. Col., awaiting
Hard colds
throat and lungs.
trial under charge of having gouged a and stubborn coughs soon yield to Dr.
eyes
out.
man's
King's New Discovery, thennoRt InfalThe publisher of this paper will lible remedy for all throat and lung
visiting
vacation,
leave for a week's
diseases. Guaranteed bottles f0c and
relatives at the Needle?. During his t l.oo. Trial bottles free at all drugabsence the office will be left in charge gists.
of W. A. Smith. Thomas Clark and
Claud Kreamer who will attend to the
CITY OF JERUSALEM.
T.ants of all who may need anything
In our line.
Albu-querrju-

e

germ-infecte-

life-givin- g

d

All the heniins;. balsamic virtues of The Densely Populated Quarter Near
the Norway rine are concentrated in
Dr. Wood s Norway Pine Syrup, natthe Hill of Zion,
ure's own remedy for coughs and colds.
n

CERRILLOS.

SIGHTS OF THE HOLY CITY.

two-third-

From the Tieg'ster.

W. O. Ashdown returned from his

.eastern trip.

the hustlina; aent for
Learnard of Albuquerque, was

W. K.

O. Vargas,

Hall

&

Curtis in the Chicago

dally, and are as cleau as those of any
village In New England.
The tenements are divided into commodious
and convenient apartments, with plenty of sunshine and fresh air. Gardens
are frequent and are well kept. There
Is a Jewish hotel surrounded by handsome grounds, and a seminary for
teachers which is admirable in every
respect. Most of these buildings are
also crowded, the Increase In the population exceeding the accommodations'.
Th? occupants of the tenements ta'ne
in lodgers and pack them away as
closely as possible, until soon the Zion
suburb will be as densely settled as
sanitary conditions will permit. A
sharp line is drawn between the members of the different sects. They are
ae bitter and determined In their animosity as the Greek and Roman Catholics, and each regards the other as an
intruder in Zion.
If the legal restrictions were removed; if Jews were able to come into this
country, buy property and engage in
business, they would soon solve the
Zionist problem, so far as the cities
Already
thcir merare concerned.
cantile Instincts have led them Into the
most profitable lines of business, and it
is asserted that thoy now occupy the
majority of the shops on what is
known as Christian street, which they
were forbidden to enter a few years
aso. Altogether they are the objects
of greatest interest in Palestine, when
you consider their present condition
and surroundings in the light of History and their biblical connections.
The population of Jerusalem la supposed to be about BO.immi, although
thereds no census, end this is probably
a low figure. Some competent authorities assert that at least 75.000 people
live within the walls and In the immediate suburbs. Of these, as I have alor three-fourth- s
ready said,
are Jews. The Moslems number about
12,000, the Roman Catholics 5,too. the
Orthodox Greeks 8.000, the Armenians
800, the Protestants l,4oo, the Copts
loo, the Abyssininns loo and all the
other races and kingdoms of the earth
are represented, mostly by religious
communities.
Jerusalem is a great place for cranks,
particularly those of religious tendencies. People who have visions and
possess the gift of prophecy, who have
discovered new ways of salvation and
methods by which they may live without sin. seem to flock here as the
moths seek the light. Sortie come in
clubs and associations, others as individuals. Many of them are actually
insane and possessed of peculiar delusions. There used to be an old sailor
here who went around through the
principal streets day after day cai lying a heavy cross. He was doing penance for some great sin he had committed, and It would be a satisfaction
to know whether he olttained absolution before he died. Then there was
a man who bought'a lamb every morning and sacrificed it, giving the skin
and the meat to the poor. His place of
sacrifice was on a rock outside the
walls, and a crowd was there awaiting
camo with his ofi'r'. i.r
him v
upon his "oatA.
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David, the psalmist, said: "As the
mountains are round about Jersulasem,
so is the Lord round about His people."
Hut this was not an exact statement.
There are no mountains in the neigh
s
jjj
borhood of Jerusalem. There are sev
eral rocky, barren hills, but only three
and Tuliel el- Ful rise to any considerable eleva
tion, and they are only ten on twelve
hundred feet above the city. The mountains of Moab, on the other side of the
Jordan, have th? nearest peaks, and
they are perhaps fifty miles distant.
The Jews call them, in their picturesque language, "the Mountains of the
Other Side," or "the Mountains that
are Across" very expressive terms, il
lustrating how the River Jordan was
Interwoven into the poetry, the religion and the nomenclature of Israel.
What Thin Folks Need
The nearest mountain to Jerusalem is
ia a greater power of digesting and as- a considerable distance away, but I
similating food. For them Dr, King's suppose that the psalmist was using!
New Life Pills work wonders. They the ordinary poetic license when he
tone and regulate the digestive organs, referred to the hills that are about the
gently expel all poisons from the sys-te- city as mountains, for, as he suggests,
enrich the blood. Improve appe- they are a protection, a shelter against
121
tite, make healthy flesh. Only 25c at nature and a defense against Invasion,
Mount Olivet )s
all druggists.
if properly fortified.
the highest hill in the immediate neigh- Traveling is Dangerous.
BLAND.
borhood. and it is only 180 feet above
Constant motion jars the kidneys
of Mount Zion, although a
summit
the
From the Herald.
which are kept in place in the body
deep valley lies between them.
Mrs. J. H. Overhuls has returned
occupies the summit ot a by delicate attachments. This is the
Jerusalem
from Buckman.
limestone hill and is divided into two reason tlifct travelers, trainmen, street
John O'Connor left for Iowa, on a nearly equal parts by a depression car men. teamsteis and all who drive
gone
to
expects
be
business trip. He
alley, very much suffer from kidney disease
called the Cheesemongers
several weeks.
commences near the famous old In some fotm. Foley's Kidney Cure
which
In
the Damascus Gate in the north part of the strengthens the kidneys and cures all
Sheep shearing is in full blast
oooooooocoocxxxxxxxxxxxxxr oocoovooooooooooooooooooo nrooooooooooooooooooooo
Jemez country, and several loads of city, shallow and broad at first, but forms of kilney and bladler disease.
UUUUWUUUUUUUUUUUUAAAAAJ JV'XJVUUVVUUVUVVVUUOOOO
wool passed throush town this week deepening rapidly as its course ex- George H. Hausan, locomotive enginUAJUUUAJUUUtJUUUUU
for shipment.
Kidron eer, Lima, Ohio, writes: "Constant vithe
reaches
until
it
tends,
A telegram from Dr. T. W. Grace river, near the Pool of Siloam. The bration of the engine caused me a great
who Is now at Kingman, Ariz., states two ridges thus formed are nearly par deal of trouble with my kidneys, and I
that that worthy gentleman will soon allel and almost of the same heignt. got no relief until J used Foley's Kidreturn to Pdand. Good news.
The eastern, looking toward Olivet, is ney Cure." Alvarado Pharmacy,
o
Mrs. C. W. Graves. Miss Eola Dia- called Mount Morlah, and Is the site
mond and Misses Jennie and Hattie of Solomon's Temple. The western is
New machinery is going in on the
Arnott spent a day at Woodbury, the Zion. the hill sacred to David, where American mine, and more men are beIs sold at all the principal Hotels, Saloons and Drug Stores.
guest of Mrs. Virginia Diamond.
his palace stood and where he offered ing employed to work the mine and deDr. Adline Macomber, Of Maine, sacrifices.
Cheesemonger's Val- velop adjacent properties belonging to
The
He Is ley is well built over. Every inch of the same company, says the White
came up from Albuquerque.
here seeking a location and may con- the land is occupied.
Oaks Eagle. Nogal is booming as a
clude to open an office in this city.
On the same ridge as Zion, but lower consequence of the large amount of
existing
The partnership heretofore
down the slope, lies the Jewisn quar- work that is being done In her neighbetween Arnott & Shaw has been
borhood, and many of the old settlers
of the city, where from 5,000 to
ter
and today Samuel Arnott sold
neonle men, women and children who have waited for years to get capARTESIAN
his stock of groceries to J. G. Creager,
ISAWONDtBFJL
are packed Into the most loathsome ital Interested In its promising mines
WATER IS
MED'CINAL,
of the Old Reliable store.
feel very much enthused. Favorable
tenements, reeking witn niui anu
ACKNOWLEDGED
WATER
THE BEST
CURES
to the eye and the nostrils. reports continue to pour in from the
L.VER
.
KIDNEY.
THAT.RU NS
with
Dangerous IT Neglected.
covered
once
was
ore."
American
quarter
reduction of the
AND STOMACH
This
FROM MOTHER
nurns, cuts and other wounds often palaces and synagogues, some oi uie
BlfcV
fail to heal properly if neglected and finest edifices In Jerusalem, but In any
Wants Others to Know.
liecome troublesome sores. DeWitt's city of Europe or America the district
used DeWitt's Littlo Early
have
"I
conprevents
such
Salve
Hazel
Witch
would be condemned as a piague biui Risers for constipation and torpid liver
sequences. Even where delay Has
and as a danger to the public health.
they are all right. I am glad to
4'.J.
the injury DeWitt's Witch There are now two synagogues, repre- and
Indorse
them for I think when we find
a
cure.
a
had
"I
of
effect
v
Hazel Salve
Ashkenazim, who are
senting
the
....
ought
we
to
good
thing
others
a
r-let
running sore on my leg thirty years," Polish and German origin ana unuer know it, writes Alfred Heinze, Quia
aays H. C. Tartly, Yankeetown, Ind. the protection of their consuls, ana cy, 111. They never gripe or distress.
"After using many remedies. 1 tried De Sephardim, who come irom pain aim
Sure, safe pills. J. H. O Rielly & Co.;
Witt's Witch Hazel Slve. A few boxes Portugal, but are lurkisu uiijei-- ,
H. Briggs & Co.
disall
skin
'healed the sore." Cures
of Hebrews, a hospice for Jewish
o
sects
sianMinA:BU-UERQUEr:Behos-ilitonce.
yield
to it at
eases. Piles
pilgrims, a free dispensary and a
coun
Hagerman,
G.
Eddy
A.
Mills,
of
&
ORielly
H.
ware of counterfeits. J.
and several schools.
ty, has purchased iiOO head of mixed
Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co.
A considerable pan oi iue puiimauim
(attle from a Mr. Hendricks, of Here
o
of the Jewish quarter talk the Spanish ford, Texas. They were delivered late
DESTROYING THE PARK.
language and retain the customs and last week.
It makes a delicious lemonade and blends well with wines and liquors.
habits they have inherited from their
Wanton Destruction of Timber on the ancestors, who were expelled from
load
We are the first and only shippers of Mineral Waters In
A
in
Lesson
Health.
Pecos Forest Reserve.
Spanish territory by Ferdinand and IsHealthy
kidneys
impurities
filter
the
now
in
in
Territory.
lots
the
Jews
of
of
timber
number
abella. The
The wholesale destruction
the blood, and unless they do this
on the west fork of the Gallinas under Jerusalem' is a subject of dispute, but from
good health is impossible. Foley's Kid
of
the very eye of the superintendent
it exceeds 30,000. Some say that they ney Cure makes sound kidneys and
the Pecos park reserve is an outrage constitute at least threefourths and will positively cure all forms of kidney
The water contains the following inof the population,
which calls for his immediate removal perhaps tour-fifth- s
diswas
Mineral
wonder
Water
This
strengthens
It
idadder
disease.
and
forocare
they
although, theoretically,
It is impossible that it could have
gredients in quantities of to 45 grains
the whole system. Alvarado Pharmacy,
curred without his knowledge and con- bidden to live here. The Jewish popuTop-ha- m
of
on
covered
T.
the
property
J.
of each ingredient per United States
durPeople coming in from the lation of Jerusalem has doubled
nivance.
years. ImmiHarvey resort have from time to time ing the last twenty-fivgallon. It is blended in God's Natural
in Coyote canyon near Albuquercomplained of this vandalism until it gration has increased rapidly of late,
would now be a sin against the public in spite of the regulations prohibiting
Laboratory in such proportions that the
que, and, being analyzed by Prof. John
longer to remain silent. Steadily the it, and the most of the newcomers are
most scientific Chemist cannot produce
sound of the axe and the saw has been dependent upon the charily of their
Weinzirl, of the University of New
Many who have
Icard. The presence of laborers and European brethren.
such a health giving and thirst quenchteams have been jjlisei ved. the destruc- been great sinners elsewhere come
Mexico, it was found to contain most
ing article:
tion of the grand trees, the pride of the here to purge their souls by fasting,
I
west canyon, has gune on until forbear praver and devotion. Within the walls
Iron Carbonate, Magnesium 15i Cart,. uhlr b I have hist alluded a consid
ance t eases to be a virtue.
wonderful medical properties, taking
To reach the Harvey resort tourists erable majority are engaged in business
bonate, Calcium lii Carbonate, Sodium
AN UNHEALTHY HAIR
must pass through t ti is canyon and
and are
first rank with the leading waters of the
synaseventy
more
of
than
a
the
report
thousand
over
Sulphate, Sodium Chloride, Selica, Poare
they
that
There
finest trees, young vigorous aud fine, gogues in Jerusalem, and even a larger
world. Can be drank in any quantity
tassium Salts, Calcium Sulphates, Phoshave disappeared.
number of schools. Tne late Sir Moses
of
the
members
despoiled,
throw
several
be
Montefiore, the
If the park is to
phates and free Carbonic Acid Gas ia
with beneficial effects.
it open to the homeseeker and let him Rothschild family. the late Baron
FALLING HAIR
estal-lisX
h
Jewish
.
benevolent
places
quantities.
in these lovely mountain
Hirscb and other
FINALLY BALDNESS
his family, and build up his home. millionaires have donated an enormous
'
eo5C83eexXKXx&
XKxvcKXbxxx-ocx:the
money
carry
out
ameliorate
to
If it is not to be settled then
amount of
Dutry the cause, you rtmsvc
nn, Hi ion of their poor brethren in
the purpose of the reservation and prethe effect
s, i'X
isratify
the desire of
serve the timber for its use and beauty. K..iwul..in aii.l
Mount
on
I. as Vegas Optic.
their hearts to bu buried
Kill the Dandruff Germ
KmXmXKhXhXhXXXWCX
O'ivet. in the valley of Jehoshphat, or
WITH NEWBRO'S
It costs money to run a big sheep in the sacred soil of ion. They have
1hospitals. orphanages.
-2
ranch where forty or fifty men are em- established
ployed. It is customary at such places training schools which are said to be
for the herders to cotno in the first of the best in the east, and other institu
The only prtparttlon that
each month for supplies. During the tions for the care of the poor and af
will destroy those parasite.
year such a crew will consume 3,000 Hieted.
Outside the city gates is a modern
pounds of coffee, 6,000 pounds of bacHAIR DRESSING.
XCELLENT
-Eon. 25.000 pounds of flour. 5m) gallons settlement of Jews called the Ziou
com
and
Sale
all DrujjIiU.
by
with
handsome
beans,
filled
suburb
of
for
pounds
of molasses, 5.000
l.Oou pounds of rice, 3,000 pounds of fortahle houses, which offer a striking
PRICE nto.
prunes and 1,000 pounds of hominy contrast with the ancient quarter in
kvvooovtxooooono
:8
UAAJUULXDOOOOTk
with 600 sheep killed for mutton. the city. Here the streets are swept

In town.
G. P. Donahue cf New York and O.
W. Delano and H. S. Farley came from
Golden, where they had been looking
over the extensive concrete beds owned bv them in Cuehilla canyon.
. Friendship Lodge No. 18. I. O. O. F.
JbpA sway at Madrid and entertained
their many friends at a dance and supper given at the Madrid hall. As is the
custom of the Madrid people every-thinwas done in the finest of style,
the program was well selected, the
mus'c fine and the supper delicious.
George Dartsch was master of ceremonies and everything went oft like
clock-worunder his direction. Quite
a number of Cerrillos people attended,
and all reported a very enjyvable time.
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stage for a three days' outing at Bayfield, after which he will return to Denver, where he wilt hold tent meetings

ARIZONA TOWNS

for a month.
0
Rev. J. A. Lewis united In bonds of
holy matrimony Albert V. Walls and
E. Pyeatt.
H. A. E. Pickard. wife and

Clara
ST. JOHNS.

ranse.. He was one of the first settlers
In Frescott in the year 1864 anj put In
many years of his life In and around
the mining camps of the territory.
P. E. Collings has Just completed a
building at Yucca to be used as a
boarding house by Mrs. Edna Steen
and sister. A boarding house and
lodging facilities have been a necessity
at that place for a long time past and
we predict that the enterprise will be
a financial success.
George A. JBoneli had his left leg
severely injured at his Dolan springs
ranch. A horse that had been tied down
was being rolled over and in Its struggles caught Mr. Bonneirs leg againsi
the fence and bruised the tendoms so
badly that he had to be sent home. He
will be around alright again In a few
days.

From the Snips.
Adolf Scnuster left for Holbrook.
T. C. Hill returned from the southern
part of the county.
Jesus Araon of Concho sent In his
application for pension. He served In
the war of tne rebellion.
Miss Mary Patterson, who has been
assisting In the culinary department
of the Patterson lumber'canip on the!
mountain, is reported as quite sick
with erysipelas.
Captain Hogue has returned from
his intended trip to Albuquerque and
other points. The reason for his return being that he felt somewhat indisposed after driving part of the way
to the Long H ranch through the rain.
'"It was almost a miracle. Burdock
Blood Bitters cured me of a terrible
Will Cure Consumption.
lireaking out all over the body. I am
A. A.
nnch. Ark., writes:
very grateful." Miss Julia Filbrldge, "Foley's Herreu,
Honey and Tcr is the best
West Cornwell, Conn.
preparation for coughs, colds and lung
trouble. I know that it has cured conHOLBROOK.
sumption In the first stages." Alvarado
Pharmacy.
From the Argus.
Louie Ghuey is clearing ground to
WILLIAMS.
put up an adobe building.
Charles Findlow has resigned his From the News.
position as bookkeeper for Wetzler
Dr. A. Tyroler returned frqm anr brothers.
other of his trips to Albuquerque. As
Sheriff Secrlst has been in Winslow June 2 draws nearer Doc's trips east
the past week collecting poll taxes.
become more frequent.
Mrs. Zuck went to Winslow to visit
H. J. Gray arrived from his ranch at
her daughter Mrs. Fine.
Jerome junction and spent a few days
J. Y. Lee and family were down from among his friends .wearing off the
Woodruff visiting Mrs. J. L. Fish.
loneliness of the range.
Dr. Cornish of Albuquerque, spent
Frank Clark, brakeman on the SagWednesday in town on business.
inaw Southern, whiie attempting to set
Wetzler brothers are digging a cel- the brakes o a log car lost his balance
lar where their warehouse stood before and In an endeavor to recover himself
the fire.
lifted the brake shaft from the car and
Dr. Reed made a trip to Navajo fell to the track. The wheels passed
Springs to doctor an Indian boy who over his right leg below the knee,
had his neck hurt there.
crushing li to the ankle, necessitating
George Weinert stopped off here to amputation at the knee joint.
visit old friends. He was on his way
Thursday morning one of our citito Flagstaff.
zens who rises .very early saw a man
The St. Johns mail has been delayed busily engaged 'with a crowbar at the
a few days the past week on account ot back door of the Cheap John store.
high water caused by the recent rain. The memory of the recent attempt at
Capt. Meyers and wife came dowh robbery being fresh In his mind he
from Ft. Apache where he has been on thought at first he would get a shotgun
a visit. They left for San Francisco and pepper things up a bit, but not
next day.
wishing to kill a man in cold blood,
We had a good rain here Sunday thought he would notify Mr. Mathews,
can
we
and from all information
the owner of the store, and let him do
gather It was general over the north- the killing. Hurrying to the residence
a
eastern part of the territory and as
he told Mrs. Mathews, who appeared
result the river came down Monday at the door, of the attempted robbery,
for the first time this spring. This when she quietly informed him that
w ill be a great thing for the crops and when closing the store the n'.ght bealso for the sheepmen who have been fore her husband had locked his keys
compelled to haul water for their inside and was compelled to force an
sheep.
entrance to the store.
There has been a hot time In ChiThe Most common Ailment.
nese high life in Williams this week.
More people suner irom rheumatism A couple of years ago a Chinaman in
than from any other ailment. This Is Los Angeles, whom we will call No. 1.
wholly unnecessary, too, for a cure purchased, as is their custom, for
may be effected at a very small cost. something over $1,000, a wife. Later
G. W. Wescott, of Meadowdale, N. Y., on Chinaman io. 2 made her acquainBays: "I have been afflicted with rheu- tance and ran away with her, locating
matism for some time and It has here. No. 1 lately found that the pair
caused me much suffering. I conclud- were in Williams and came' here with
ed to try Chamberlain's Pain Balm and the intention of regaining his money
am pleased to say that it has cured or properiy, but No. 2 refuses to prome." For sale by all druggists.
duce. Having been In this country
some years, he has become AmericanFLAGSTAFF.
ized to some extent, and reasoned out
the case thus: "Chinaman heap big
From the Sun.
Miss Katherlne Overholtzef of Los fool, ray 11.000 for a woman. White
Angeles and Henry L. Aphold of Wil- man catch wife for nothing; Just as
liams were married at the Methodist good. Me do all same as white man."
parsonage, Rev. J. H. Henry officiat- And he forthwith produced a license
and was married by a preacher. The
ing.
Last week Messrs. Babbitt brothers case as to the legal ownership of the
received a letter from A. C. Bartlett, woman has not yet been decided.
of the Chicago firm of Hibbard, SpenWhooping Couan.
cer, Bartlett & Co., stating that he deA woman wuo nas had experience
sired to place a free circulating library
In Flagstaff, and asking that they sug- with this disease, tells how to prevent
gest some person to take charge of the any dangerous consequences from it.
library, and Babbitt brothers suggest- She says: Our three children took
ed Rev. J. H. Henry as the proper per- whooping cough last summer, our baby
boy being only three months old, and
son to attend to the matter.
H. C. Clarkson committed suicide at owing to our giving them Chamber
the Hicks lodging house by taking mor- Iain's Cough Remedy, they lost none
phine.
ie left a letter directed to vV. ot their plumpness and came out in
G. Henry, in which he stated that "he much better health than other children
was tired of the whole thing." and left whose parents did not use this remedy.
Our oldest little girl would call lustily
his personal effects to Mr. Henry.
was a sufferer from asthma and for cough syrup between whoops. Jescame here a day or two before his sie Plnkey Hall, Springville, Ala. This
deatn in hope of obtaining relief. He remedy Is for sale by all druggists.
grew worse and concluded, to end nls
SAN JUAN COUNTY.
life.
The Arizona Lumber and Timber
Aztec.
company of this place has been shipS. E. Pippin Is very ill at his ranch
ping its products to nearly every state near Flora Vista.
and territory in the United States.. The
Mrs. J. M. Scott started for her old
company is now getting ready three home in Girard, Kas., to see her elder
carloads of boxes for shipment to brother, Henry, who is very ill at that
South Africa. The Arizona Lumber place.
and Timber company is the largest
Mrs. Bert Brown, of Silverton. Colo.,
manufacturer of boxes on the coast, is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
and there are but few concerns in the R. Springer, of Cedar Hill. She will
United States that have a larger an- remain two or three weeks.
nual output, and its product has a wide
E. R. Stewart started with the regreputation for excellent quality and istered cattle of L. Current for Cherry
handiwork wherever boxes are used.
Creek range, where he will leave them
with his partner, Frank Heather, who
Holds Up a Congressman.
will
after them the coming sumcampaign,"
of
"At the end the
writes mer. look
He will return to Aztec about
Champ Clark, Missouri's brilliant con- June
1.
gressman, "from overwork, nervous
Lloyd, a boy who was employFrank
sleep
loss
of
tension,
and constant
by E. C. Arnold as a waiter, was
speaking I had about utterly collapsed. ed
It seemed that all the organs in my brought to Aztec by Joe Prewitt and
lody were out of order, but three bot- turned over to the custody of Charley
Baker, the jailer, to serve out a thirty
tles of Electric Bitters made me all day
sentence in the county Jail. Te
right. It's the best
mediboy was proven guilty of the theft of a
cine ever sold over a druggist's count- gun
belonging to Mr. Arnold aud was
men and
er." Overworked,
weak, sickly women gain splendid sentenced by Judge Symonds.
Last week Governor Otero appointed
health and vitality from Electric hitters. Try them. Only utc. Guaranteed Joe Prewitt treasurer and collector of
this county, vice Monroe Fields, reby all druggists.
signed. Mr. Prewitt has forwarded his
o
bonds for approval and will take
KINGMAN.
charge of the office about the. first of
From the Miner.
the coming month. His appointment
Miss Belle Tarr passed through was endorsed by the people of the
Kingman on the way to her home in county without regard to politics and
Manuelito, N. M. She has been visit- gives general satisfaction. Mr. Fields
ing with a sister inHomer. Cal., and will shortly go to the mountaius where
has also been in Los Angeles. She he will spend the summer. Aztec
was met at the train by a nuiuber of
'

J
'

'

daughter
and the little daughter of Mrs.
came in from Albuquerque the
first of the week, and will occupy the
Hunter property on Orchard street.
Mr. PicKard is the father of Mrs.
and one of the earliest settlers
of Colorado, going there in 18f0. He
has resided since that time In Denver.
Pueblo and Albuquerque, In all of
which places he still owns property.
Some parties here pot the name of
Eakin, the man who killed two men
In a saloon at Tucumcarl, mixed with
that of our former townsman, J. P.
Lakers, wno is now at Silverton, and
fo the report was circulated lor a time
that the latter had killed two men In
a saloon fight. His friends here became interested in the matter and
o.uickly ran the rumor to the earth. '

d

run-dow-

Bernie Dustin. the little son of Mr.
and Mrs. A. E. Dustin, has a slight attack of scarletlna.
The Farmington public schools will
close June 6, thus completing an eight
months' term.
W. A. Hunter and wife leave In a
few days for the Colorado mountains,
where they will spend the summer, it
Mr. Hunter's intention to do
beln
some prospecting in the La Plata
mountains.
A. R. Springer, wife and daughter,
Mrs. Bert Brown, of Silverton. and little granddaughter. Miss Carrie, came
down from Maple ranch, as the guests
of Mr.,and Mrs. D. K. B. Sellers. While
this is Mrs. Brown's first visit to this
section. Mr. and Mrs. Springer have a
host of friends here who are alwnys
happy to see them. Hustler.
Don't Start Wrong.
Don't stort the summer with a lingering cough or cold. We all hnow
what a "summer cold" is. It's the hardest kind to cure. Ol'teen it "hangs on"
through the entire season. Take it In
hand right now. A few doses of One
Minute Cough Cure will set you right.
Sure cure for coughs, colds, croup,
grip, bronchitis, all throat and limp
Absolutely safe. Acts at
troubles.
one.- - Children like It. "One Minute
Cough Cure Is the best cough medicine
I ever used," says J. H. Bowles, Grove-ton- ,
N. H.
"I never found anything
else that acted so safely and quickly."
J. H, O'Rielly & Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co.
Location of Claims.

claim may or may not prove of
value to the locator. There is no harm
however, in the locator taking as much
pains in laying out his claims as if he
knew it was worth a million dollars.
A little care in the marking or measurement of his claims is always well
repaid to the prospector. The first
thing to be done in laying out the
claim is to get the direction of the outcrop. If it is not possible to trace the
outcrop for 1,500 set up a few stakes
along the line of the vein and take the
Make this
course with a compass.
line pass through the middle points of
the end lines. Then lay out the claim
according to the law of the state in
which the locations are made, i. e.,
feet long and from 150 to 300 feet
in width. Whenever possible, measure
the claim out instead of pacing it. For
measuring the claim the writer uses a
piece of light cordage, say
of an inch in diameter, and 300
feet long, with knots to indicate every
fifty feet, lue use of a Ions tape ia apt
to be expensive, owing to breakage
when scrambling through the brush
and over rocks. The laws relating to
location are simple and readily obtained and every prospector should
have the fundamental points at his fingers' ends. Then observe the laws to
the very letter. Much of the expensive
litigation which Is the bane of the mining industry is directly traceable to
careless and faulty location work.
A

Farmington.
John Wethertll. was in from the reservation.
Mrs. Frank Baker and her boy returned from a nine days' outing at
Az-te-

Big Dissolution
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Like a Drowning Man.

"Five years ago a disease the doctors called dyspepsia took such hold of
me that I could scarcely go," writes
George S. Marsh, well known attorney
"I took quantities
of Nocona, Texas.
of pepsin and other medicines but
nothing helped me. As a drowning
man grabs at a straw I grabbed at
Kodol. I felt an improvement at once
and after a few bottles am sound and
well." Kodol is the only preparation
which exactly reproduces the natural
digestive Juices and consequently is
the only one which digests any good
food and cures any form of stomach
trouble. J. H. O'Rielly & Co.; B. H.

Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Fine Havana and

Briggs & Co.

c
Conditions seem favorable for a successful mining year in the Bonito country, of Lincoln county. True, the wonderful strike in that section last January, about which so much was Baid at
the time, seems to have failed to bear
out first anticipations, but considerable beneficial development work has
been, done by different parties, and
from latest reports they have been entirely satisfactory, and J. M. Rice, who
is the largest operator in that Bection.
is said to be meeting his first payment
on properties as they fall due.
No Lose of Time.

n

r
Kingman friends.
Kingman Elks are preparing to go to
Needles for Sunday, June 1, for an
Many friends of the order
outing.
have been invited and a good time is
anticipated. If possible a game of base
ball will be arranged for and other outdoor sports participated in.
It is reported that a large amount of
money has been raised by the people
of Chloride to properly celebrate the
Fourth of July. A rock drilling contest, steer roping, trap shooting, horse
racing and many other sporting events
'
are on the program.
The. Irish Lord." a well known
writer, arrived in Kingman Irom San
Diego a few days ago, and has been
.visiting the mining camps up the

EH

Times.

--
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have sold Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy for
years, and would rather be out of coffee and sugar than it. I sold five bottles of it yesterday to threshers that
could go no farther, and they are at
work acain this morning. H. R.
Phelps, Plymouth, Oklahoma. As will
be seen by the alove the threshers
were able to keep on with their work
without losing a single day 'a time. Y'ou
should Keep a bottle of this remedy in
your home. For sale by all druggists.
I

ask

n ataMHnn
n nil
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Domestic Cigars
(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Some of the Famous Brands:
Britannica;

Commercial Club;

Havana Buds;

.

Ben Franklin;

Kirster's Half Shell.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)CXXXXXXXXXXOC)OOOOCXXXXXXXXXXX

KIRSTER BROS.

for
10 CENT

TRIAL SIZE.
Harry Allen and wife, of the La Plata, were in town and purchased the
Griffin property in Locke's addition, Ely's Cream Balm
paying $300 for it.
Cine
Relief at one.
Charley Kelly, who has been workIt cltne, onthe an 4
ing here as a carpenter for several lirala
Uie diiLM-- ineiu- months past, left for Durango, and
from there will geek some place where ...a drive. wt e,ia U A V
iutlie Uel uunklv. It IIM I
vork in his line is in demand.
is atwnrlird.
llailf and Protect the alrnihrana.
Rev. H. W. Rankin, after successful- Ketl'M.- ttie Heuaea
of '1 aU and SimIL i'u.i t,A
ly conducting revival services here at Hk' : Trial Size Inc.; at Itruirebi or jr mail.
York.
the Presbyterian church, left on the 1XT bUOl UtiiS, 66 YVarrcu Sued,

FFVFfi
lb? bll
I

.tr

FACTORY.

50 S. Second St.,

Albuquerque,

N. M.
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Farm Statistics in New Mexico
census bulletin was issued the size and values of farms operated by
ether day treating on agriculture in owners are materially reduced by the
New Mexico. The statistics given are many small farms found in this group.
The total value of the farm property
very interesting as well as the notes
The bulletin of the fourteen nesro farmers was
accompanying them.
$30,340, and of their products, $3,450.
says:
"New Mexico forma part of the great They operated an area of 18,418 acres.
table land which Is the foundation of The three Chinese used an area of 20
the Rocky and Sierra mountain ranges. acres, the value of property and prodThe territory slopes gently southward, ucts being $o,8 10 and $0,330 respectiveppreading Into a broad, level, treeless ly.
The group of farms of largest area
.plain, apparently barren.
"The land produces a variety of na- contains less than three per cent of tne
tive grasses, the most common and total number of farms, but comprises
of the total acreage, and
This
valuable being the mesquite.
of the total value of
grows during the rainy season In July over
and August and ripens In the fall, dries farm property.
For farms containing over three
on its stalks and furnishes a luxuriant
and nutritious forage. This cheap food acres the average values rise In broken
supply and the milifness of winter ren- series as the farms Increase in size.
der stock raising especially profitable. For farms under three acres the aver"The number of farms June 1, 1900, age values of live stock and gross Inwas niore tnan three times as great as come are relatively high, as a large pro- that reported In 18.ri0. It Is probable portion of these are stock farms using
This
that the gain of 7.S52 farms or 176,2 per ' ranges or the public domain.
cent between 1890 and 1900 exaggerate group Includes also a number of city
the actual growth In that decade, ow- dairies, the Incomes from which are
ing to the fact that in 1890 many small determined, not so much by the acrefarms and ranges operated by natives age of land used, as by the amount of
were not enumerated. The statement capital Invested and the expenditures
that the eleventh census was defective for labor.
The average gross Incomes per acre
In this respect is confirmed by reference to the Farms and Homes volnme for the various groups classified ' by
cf that census, which shbws that In area are as follows:
Farms under three acres, $912.40;
1890 there were 9.518 farm families in
New Mexico, or 6,000 more than the 3 to 9 acres, $20.70; 10 to 19 acres,
number of farms given in the report on $15.17; 20 to 49 acres. $8.76; 50 to 99
acres, $5.43; 100 to 174 acres, $4.07;
agriculture for the sarat? year.
"The total acreage of farm land has 15 to 259 acres. $4.84; 260 to 499 acres,
bun to h acres, i.ud; ana i.uuu
fluctuated greatly from decade to
rnrip arA is now ahout plehteen times acres and over $0.81.
The low average for the group of
as great as in 1830, and more than six
times as great as In 1890. The varla- - farms containing from 100 to 174 acres
tlon In the area of improved land have Is doubtless due to tne ran tnat mis
been less marked, the Increase since group contains a large numlitr of re-1890 being 63,767 acres or 24.2 per cent. cently entered homesteads of 160 ac,res
As this increase is mucn less than that each.
In the total farm area, the per cent of
farm land Improved shows a derided JUDGE A. J. ABBOTT CHOSEN
decrease since 1890. This circumstance
together with the increase in the aver- Appointed United States Special Attorney for the Pueblo Indians In New
age Size of farms bears out the stateMexico to Succeed W. H. Pope.
Is
stock
live
raising
of
ment that the
It is reported that a dispatch receiv
rapidly Increasing In Importance, and
that, as a consequence, large additions ed In Santa Fe Wednesday states that
A. J. Abbott has been selected by
are being made to the area used for udge
secretary
the interior to succeed
the
grazing purposes. At the same ine W. H. Pope asofUnited
States special at
the great reduction In the percentage torney for the Pueblo Indians in New
deIn
may
some
be
of improved land
Mexico, says the New Mexican, it is
gree due to a stricter Interpretation of said that Senator Elkins called at the
Interior department In the interest of
that term by the twelfth census.
The value of farm property In 1900 Hon. T. B. Catron and was intormea
A. J.
was nearly seventeen times as great as that the appointment of Judge
Abbott, of Santa Fe. who was very
in 1890. With the exception of the de- highly recommended
by leading repub
cade from 1860 to 1870, Arizona being licans of Kansas, Colorado and new
created out of New Mexico In 1863, the Mexico, had been made and therefore
increase In the values of the different the senator s recommendation lor Mr.
forme of farm property have been con- Catron could not be taken into consid
who has held the
tinuous. The remarkable Increases in eration. Mr. Pope,years
past, tendered
for some
the last decade are due, in part, to a position
ago and im
resignation
two
weeKs
his
1900
in
more detailed enumeration
mediately upon receipt thereor tne va
than in 1890.
cancy was filled by Judge Abbott's ap
In'1880 and In 1890 domestic animals pointment. The latter has not yet re
on ranges were not enumerated, hence ceived official notification of the ap- the values shown in the table are defi- nointment. but expects the same daily.
cient, tor both these years. The value of There were numerous candidates for
to Mr. Catron and
animals on the range In 1890 has been the office In addition
of them, like Hon. B. M. Read,
estimated at $16,798,666, which would some
ere very strongly endorsed. R. W. D.
make the value of all live stock on Bryan,
of Albuquerque, a democrat.
Assum$24,043,864.
ranges
farms and
was also an applicant. The appoint
ing this value to be comparable with ment of Judge A. J. Abbott is consid
that report in 1900, there has been an ered an excellent one. he being in
increase in the last decade of over 30 every respect fully competent to fill
the office acceptably, efficiently and to
per cent.
satisfaction of all concerned, tne
The average size of farms outside of tne
government,
the people of New Mexico
ranges
from
the Indian reservations,
Indians. - The position
Pueblo
and
the
74.9 acres In Taos county to 2.936.5 la under the Interior department and
in Colfax county; the average value of the appointment was made by the sec
farms from $382.05 in Taos county to retary of the interior.
$5,903.29 in Colfax county; the average
MY MOTTO.
value of live stock per farm from
$14,108.79
county
to
$597.56 In bantaFe
Some men write soul inspiring songs.
In Eddy county, and the average value
While living lives of beasts;
of farm products of 1899 hot fed to live Preach sweet homelife, and spend long
hours
stock from $348.96 in Santa Fe county
In bacchanalian feast;
tc $2,699.87 in ChaveB county.
I had their wondrous gift,
Increases in the number, acreage and I wish
Yet one thing I wish more;
In
all
place
value of farms have taken
I'd rather live one lyric gem
counties except Valencia and Taos and
Than write them by the score.
certain others which have undergone
territorial reduction in the decade, but Some sing of universal love.
While hate rules in their hearts;
all counties, regardless of such changes
Fhow great Increases In the total value Some sing of sorrow, though they ne'er
Felt trouble'B stinging darts;
of live stock and farm products.
Some sing how blest it is to live,
The number of farms operated by Though
finding life a bore;
owners was 388 less in 1890 than in I'd rather mean one sunshine song
decade,
however,
there
1880. In the last
Than sing a thousand more.
was ' an' Increase of 6,900, making the
. nuniber on June 1, 1900, more than Some sing the love of little ones.
Yet spurn each child they meet;
double the nuniber reported twenty
Some praise the sheltered country
years before.
nook
Tbis apparently large Increase, how
live upon the Btreet;
And
more
much
a
to
ever, is due principally
Some rave o'er raging billows, though
complete enumeration in 1900 than in
They never saw the shore.
1890 of certain classes of small farms I'd rather know one poem's thrill.
Cash tenants increased in number in
Than write them by the score.
both decades. The number of share
tenants decreased between 1880 and Let's all who write the things that
prate
1890, but Increased rapidly in the last
Of goodness and of cheer,
ten years
Try living out those sentiments
Of the farms of the territory 88.5 per
Through all the busy year.
by
white
farmers
rent are onerated
Let's keep this rule so other folks
and 11.5 per cent by colored farmers
Won't think us such a bore;
Of the farms of white farmers. 85.1 "We'll live the beauty of our songs
Or write such things no more.
i.er cent are onerated by owners or
part owners; for farms of colored far
niers. practically all of whom are In
dians, the corresponding per cent
A'
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four-flfih- s
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Job

Leave your Orders at

Office
turn out work, of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.
Mail

custo-

Picture Frames, Cabinet Making and Upholstering.

Outside Orders Requested and Promptly
Attended to.

Blanks
of all kinds on hand
mining, real estate
and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are
very carefully
drawn, and are issued by authority.

f

class Is constantly increasing.
The average values and the per cen
of gross income are very much lower
than for white farmers. Of
fnr
the groups by tenure, farms operate
by managers, part owners, and cas
tenants have by far greatest average
acreage and the highest average value
of Dionertv and products. This is due it may be.
to the fact that most of the live stoc
"I have taken Aycr'3 Sarsaparilla
farms using large areas of public rant
every spring since 1848. As a blood
in
these
included
are
and leased land
medi
purifying and
groups. When such farms are leaoed
cannot be equalled."
it
cine
S. T. Jones, Wichita, Kans.
cash rental is generally preferred I
both landlord and tenant. The average SL All traulitt.
J. C. AVER CO., Uvclt.

Tents and A wnings Made to Order.

mers given special
attention.

I

Ask your doctor what he
thinks of Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
He knows the formula, so
ask him if there is anything
better for purifying the blood,
strengthening the digestion,
and building up the nerves.
Follow his advice, whatever

South Second Street.

orders for

out-of-to-

":

No previous census has reported the
number of farms operated by part
owners," "owners and tenants."
"managers." but it is believed that the
number conduc ted by the last nanu

Johnston's

Office is prepared to

i

Ask Him

T.

317-3- 19

The Citizen Job

.

99.3.

Joseph

Joseph T. Johnston,
317-31- 9

South Second Street,

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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The Latest
Type Faces
for cards, circulars,

letter heads,

enve-

bill heads,
pamphlets, etc. 7
lopes,

We

J. W. "M ALETTE,

Will Not
shoddy workt
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest
can do better work

do

than The

s

Successor to

A. B.

JOBBERS AND
RETAILERS OF

Citizen

does.

McGaffey

&

Company,

.

Queensware

Blank
Books
The CITIZEN is
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.

China, Glassware, Tin and Enamel
Ware, Lamps, Toys and Notions.

BAR GLASS WARE A SPECIAL! Y
gAn elegant

These

assortment

Book
Binding
.Books,

magazines,
pamphlets, c a t a
logues, etc., bound
in any style lowest
rates. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

suits are

both of plain

models of

and fancy

perfection
All sh6uld
call and

wares.

inspect
them, they
are right.

--

We
Never

Disappoint

up-to-d- ate

Call and see

Indian Curios and Burnt Leather Pilleries, Etc.
AT COST.

J. W. MALET1
No. 216 Railroad Avenue,

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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Weekly Crop Bulletin

PRINTING

When you aik for Scotch Otts, of course

-

1

You won't take

tulstitutt.

Kilted Piprr on the box,
United States Department of Agricul- Fruits, as cherries, peaches, apricots
ture, Climate and Crop Bulletin of and pears were badly nipped In a few
Yen won't take 1 substitute.
but the total damage not
the Weather Bureau, New Mexico orchards,
great. There is an abundance of irri" Other kinds" a plenty, but
Section.
gation water and all growing crops are
Santa Fe, N. M.. May 27, 1902. The tuaking good progress. Highest temwar n You won't take a substitute.
i
past week has been clear, with cold, perature, 18; lowest, 29; rain, 0.01.
Perhaps he'll offer it out of a
Teel: Hugh A. Teel: Good rains on
frosty nights during the first part but
barrel
(not likely), but
warming up toward the close. Irriga- the 18th and 19th, which will help the
range
supply.
water
and
Increase
the
Is
water
tion
still scarce In some north- The light frost on the 2Hh did little
You won't takt a substitute.
eastern sections, but over the territory
Crops nearly all planted and
generally the supply has been mfflc-ien- damage. well.
Alfalfa beginning to
and where this Is so, all grow- growing
ing crops have made very good prog- bloom.
Watrous: M.C.Needham: Frost from
ress excepting corn, which is backward Sunday
to Friday,. Inclusive, with high,
on account of the cold nights. The cold
cold winds during the day. Fruit and
weather of the 19th, 20th and 21st alfalfa
damaged greatly, and very dis
brought frost to nearly all sections In
to rarmers and to lambing
the west light frost extended as far couraging
Grass and water are scarce.
bouth as Grant county. In the colder camps.
No
food
but young stock show Improvement.
localities of the north alfalfa and corn Highest
temperature,
80;
lowest,
26;
so
were nipped, and some of the early
rain.
fruits, as pears, peaches, apricots and noWoodbury:
Snow
cherries, were killed, but the total dam- squalls on the A.J.Woodbury:
Highest temperaage to. crops and fruits was slight. ture, 81; owest. Imh.
txrvd big.
26; rain, 0.09.
t
Sheep camps were the greatest sufferM. HARDINGE.
R.
ers from the frosty nights," and In
"Scotch Oati males hard mui-Section Director.
northern counties, where many were
about finishing the lambing season,
A Lesson In Health.
there was considerable loss of lambs.
Healthy
kidneys
the impurities
tn,t pu,t n
ny
These losses In addition to the earliest from the blood, and filter
's
1
unless they do this
losses from the drought, will probably good health is impossible.
Foley's Kidbring percentage of the season down ney Cure makes sound kidneys and
If m JWKjf Tgr
When 1 1
I 'nt0 e ysten1,
to jo and less for the prairie camps of will positively cure all forms of kidney
the. northern counties. Although the and bladder disease. It strengthens
grass on the ranges Is yet quite short the whole system. Alvarado Pharmacy.
In "some northeastern sections. It has a
0
good Etart on the ranges of the terri.
Gov. Murphy East.
neVCr
tory in general, apd cattle r beginfamily, of Ari
Governor Murphy
'
ning to show marked improvement zona, are now in the and
eat, arid not likeSpring planting is about finished excep- ly to return until about
July 1, on
ting in the most backward sections of which date Colonel Brodie's commisI
the northern mountains. Wheat, bar- sion as governor goes 1ntt effect. By
ley and early sown oats are growing organic act of the territory, the secre
nicely on fields under ditch. In the ex- tary of Arizona becomes acting govtreme south first alfalfa isMjeing har- ernor, clothed with all the authority
vested, with a fairly good yield, and of chief executive. Arizona is fortu
early cherries are ripening. In the
nate In having at Its head; though temvalley peas, beets and other ear- porarily, so competent and honest an
ly vegetables are coming to market. official as Governor Isaac T. Stoddard.
There Is every prospect for an unusPrescott Courier.
ually large fruit crop.
The following remarks are quoted
Foley's Money and Tar is peculiarly
from the reports of correspondents!
adapted for asthma, bronchitis and
East Las Vegas: John Thornhlll: hoarseness. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Weather continues dry and windy. Cold
nights the first Of the week, with frost
The Erie Railroad.
Oregon Election.
on the 18th, 19th and 29th, causing
The election which will take place In
Beginning on June 15th next will Insome damage to young vegetables. Oregon on June 3 will be far more im augurate a new
. We Will
limited train service
Corn planting about over; alfalfa only portant to Cue country at large than
holding its own. Very little grass on any other which will occur this year between Chicago, New York and Bosthe ranges and water holes are dried until the regular congressional can ton, leaving Chicago at 10:30 every
up. Irrigation water Is getting very va8s comes in November. Oregon will morning and arriving in New York at
!
scarce.
not only chose a governor and other 3:30 the next afternoon, with a Boston
sleeper
reaching
eve...ere
second
the
Espanola: P. H. Leese: Slight frosts state officers and a legislature, but she
Ota ffwataat a tabor of ft! aabaerioaWM
For
to I'KAKMON'I
bsrWa Dwrnktr
on the mornings of the 20th, 21st and will elect two members of congress. ning. Travelers going east will find
tWidj tayiti jam swwoaa om as tattoo, oa
in
everything
this
train
that comfort
tot Its',
of tHa
rrry mnt.
b.cum
22d, but no carnage to fruit. Water Is Her election will be the first of 1902,
Tab b th
la wnntttiy or isnrlr Inminsia.
still plentiful in all the ditches, but and the first since congress met last and luxury can suggest or demand,
Jarpoaf prtc rvr mfr4 aa lb amrM fm ararfc
room
drawing
rrgvlmw
hick
with
Pullman
sleeping
a
cars
aWa
tMoa ialrfor
.
nwit,ft
crops are backward on account of the December.
Vmumr th lfm KiwHay TMm (N T.
of the latest type; unequalled dining
to th bur nrffirioMlrvftn.
cold. In some localities the young
MM
pro vim aa for
to lb Mlm o wmnM (
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no car service, with meals at popular
grasshoppers are beginning to lnjuro opiates
M f to all PKAHHON
'tfcoaffb
fmt Arm
prices; fast time over a track made
and can safely be given to
war
atrcvisttoa u4 b lb bt
fmmn old.
the altalfa. Range improving.
dnliarVwvrta ta
U. T atmplj
perfect with rock ballast and made
Alvarado Pharmacy.
bow a eopy ana tplla
an
order
Folsom: Jackson Tabor: Continued
ama
la iba
aiaan
o
iaioriif of eoor. M Prtam, ftl,Ui M Priaa,
safe by the operation of block signal
dry weather with heavy winds. Grass
hi raofc aaaattiaa,
in!
ui
A
May Afreet Whipple.
and Interlocking system. If you have
workon of aaj a
b oot oa la aba
has started and Is. drying up fast and
orM ara aaraswtly
writ at oa t lb
Major
seen
genA.,
S.
U.
valleys
not
of
inspector
Irons.
the
beautiful
the
In
the
water Is failing excepting
for fall aarttvalarfc
aMotattfiM'
Giva tneaJ rof
of the Department of Colorado, is Susquehanna and Delaware rivers
waas. h aiportaao
room., ftaaspia ooptoa aa4
springs. Light frosts every night since eral
btaab fbfwaaaa.
nborHfato
AMU
Wtilti,
again
you
says
by
in
Erie,
traversed
missed
Courier.
the
Prescott.
have
the
hmml
the 19th, making six nights In succes His early return here after his recent one of the most delightful sections of
slon. something not experienced be- visit is supposed to
Publishing
Co.
Peanon
t6
have some bearing the east. Be sure your tickets read
. 19th St..
9
NEW YORK
fore, at least In the last twenty-sion
early
rebuilding
Whipple.
the
via
of
the
Erie
railroad.
years. Fruit and all Irrigated crops
doing well. Cattle are looking well at
present, but unless rain comes soon
they will suffer. First afalfa Is likely
to be a short crop. Highest tempera'
ture, 83; lowest, 32: no rain.
Frultland: C. J. Collyer: Cold and
stormy, but the good results of the rain
are noticeable all over the country,
Young melon vines were touched by
the frost In some places. The hall of
the 18th knocked some of the young
pears, etc.. from the trees. Pastures
and range much improved. Weather
now settled and temperature rising to
normal. Highest temperature, 82; lowest, 33; rain, snow and hall, 0.10.
Hobart: W. H. Hough: Light frost
Injured corn to some extent, and also
grapes and other small fruits. Wheat la
looking well. High drying winds have
prevailed during the week.
Gallinas Springs: Jas. E. Whitmore:
Heavier rains In the vicinity but not
much here. Cattle and sheep Improving at present but the scarcity of water
is a great drawback. As far as cam be
learned lambing will not exceed 50 per
cent. Highest temperature, 93; lowest,
38; rain, 0.10.
Los Alamos: Wm. Frank: Ice formed
on standing water on the night of the
19th; alfalfa was frost bitten, and very
likely some fruit killed. Weather disagreeably cold and windy.
Ixjwer Penasco: H. W. Creswell, Jr.:
Good rains in the vicinity, but only 0.40
here. Outside water holes filled and
stock have drifted to good grass and
are doing well. First alfalfa cut this
and last week. Corn is up six or eignt
inches. Fruit promises the largest
crop In years.
Miera: Francisco Miera: Some local
showers on the 20th, but not enough to
do much good, and drought continues,
but. reports of better' conditions from
the south and north end of the county.
Lambing is about over, with a very
small percentage saved. Feed for stock
very scarce. There are still some losses
In sheep, but cattle do better as they
go to the sand hills for feed.
Mesilla Park: It. H. Hart: Peas,
beets and other early vegetables coming In, and the first crop of alfalfa is
about harvested. All vegetation has
about obtained its full growth. Cherries beginning to ripen. Rain Is badly
needed for it is dry and dusty, but
there is plenty of irrigation water.
Highest temperature, 90; lowest, 38;
rain, trace.
Ojo Caliente: Antonio Joseph: Light
frost on night of loin and 2oth, but
did very little harm. Growing crops
look most promising. Grass Is coming
4, 4. 4. 4. 4 4. 4, 4, 4, 4. 4, 4. 4. 4, 4, 4, 4. 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4. 4, 4. , .1, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4. 4,
up nicely on the hills and prairies.
Lambing has turned out much better
than was expected. Cutting the first
alfalfa will begin here In about two
weeks. Highest temperature, 85; lowest, 30.
Redrock: Louis Chample: Frost on
the 2uth, 21st and 21 did very little
damage to gardens. Some light rains,
but not enough to be of benefit unless
more comes in the near future. However, the rain was a great help to Irrigated fields. Plenty of water in the
river for irrigation.
Cloudy
M. A. D. Rivera:
Sapello:
windy, cold and disagreeable weather.
Heavy frost on 2ith somewhat damaged the crops.
'Santa Fe: U. S. Weather Bureau:
Clear weather with cold nights, and
heavy frost on the morning of the 2uth.
''
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C. A. HUDSON,
DEALER IN

New Styles

Design

THIS MEANS:
Right Styles.
Right Prices.

Send your Orders and they will be promptly
attended to.

C. A.
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HUDSON,

North Second Street,
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RULING
requires an exactness that is much admired when accomplished. If your blank books are ruled properly tliey
books
will always look neat, if in the bands of a
keeper1. ' If they are not ruled with exactness they will
never look neat, even though bandied by an artist in
To' be exact requires skill and patience,
which is acquired by long experience and perseverence.
When a person possesses it his services are in demand in
s
s
bindery. The CITIZEX lias a
any
bindery and therefore employs the best skill.
Bill heads, letter heads, note heads, vouchers, invoices
and blanks of every description are ruled with tho same
skill and neatness as tho finest blank book that was ever
turned out. If vou want such work telephone to The
first-clas-

book-keepin-

Albuquerque, N. M.

g.
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There arc different kinds, to lie sure. Moreover tho
quality of stock 011 which it is done must bo considered if
you Mould erente n good impression of yourself amongst
your customers. You might think it would not make
any difference, lut if public opinion on that point was
weighed you would find that it is quite a factor in drawing trpde. Don't 1m? behind the times. If you want to
keep pace with civilization, you must follow customs-whicis naturally the greed of every man,
who has genuine pride. The art f printing is something that few people can acquire. They may print, but
Again, the art may Ik? there,
the art is not present.
but the stock on which the printing is done is of the
poorest quality, which entirely obliterates the art that
would otherwise be apparent. Then again, the quality
of ink and nicety and distinctness of color used are
something that counts in bringing out beauty of art into
display. The CITIZKX printing department carries
nothing but the best quality of stationery, such as letter
heads, noto heads, bill heads, etc., as well ag tho finest
of ink , and turns out daily evidence of the finest work-munp in the city. If you want cheap,
printi g, go to the places where you cah"obtain it; but
s
printing, send it to The CITIZEN
if yoj
printi g department, or telephone to us and we will call
and g t your order.
i'

is everlasting when pf opcrly done. Every business man
would like to preserve his books, but he cannot do it
when they are in a dozen pieces after he uses them up.
He does not want them to break, neither does he want
them to lie tight in tho'fold, if so, they cause him great
inconvenience. There is much in tho way n book is
sewed. If it is not sewed properly the breaking of a
single thread will occasion an entire section of twenty
pages to come out, necessitating tho rebinding of tho
book, causing loss' of time and inconvenience. If you
want a good blank book you should get one with a patent
back, thereby enabling you to utilize all tho
space in the fold, that you would otherwise not be able
to do. Then the quality of paper used is just as essential
in turning out a fine book as is the workmanship. Tho
CITIZEX carries a full stock of the finest ledger paper
manufactured. When you want any kind of a fine blank
l)ook telephone to Tho CITIZEX and our representative
will call.
flat-openi-

Advertising
The word itself is exhilarating to a man that has a
high ambition, whether socially, financially or otherwise. It is the same with a business man. He has to
obtain advertising in some way before he will be successful. There are different degrees of success. Themore
advertising you get the greater amount of business you
admit themselves.
transact, a fact that
"All things do not come unto man." He has to go after
them. If ho wants advertising he pays for it just tho
same as any commodity. You may say some men obtain
advertising for nothing, but the don't. They pay for it
in an indirect, if not a direct way. Thus every man
pays for his share. The world owes a man a living, but
he has to earn it, and if a man wants advertising he must
pay for it. It is better to pay in a direct way and obtain
more resultsjhan to pay in an in'direct way and obtain
fewer results. The direct way for a business man to
advertise is to talk to tho people through an advertising
medium that has a place by the fircsido of every homo
within his field for business. Tho CITIZEX has that
place and will always have it.
If the ability of its readers to buy articles of luxury
ns well as articles of necessity is questioned, then forever
wiM The CITIZEX defend them. Regarding the comparative value of morning and evening papers, it is a
fact that a morning paper is before its readers but for an
hour or so. while an evening paper is before the public
from r, o'clock until ledtime, and is read by men who
laW'r all dav and who have not time to read the morning
papers. Therefore the superior value of an evening
paper over the morning paper as an ads'ertising medium
is ouite evident.
The CITIZEX is a home paper. Why ? Because
th-residence portion of the city being not more than
ten minutes' walk from the business center, tho business
man has ample time to read the evening paper lieforo
goins to lodge or to the club, and he does so. When he
ha? finished reading his paper it is left at home and
thoroughly read by the other members of his family.
Th? ladies of Albuquerque read The CITIZEX, and
as it contain all the news, loth foreign and local, why
should it not command the circulation that it docs? If
vou want results advertise in the
rs

i
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the south side of Mineral hill. They
will put In air comprfssor liner drills,
etc., and extend a working tunnel t.iat
is now In .too feet. 600 feet further.
They have a very promising property,
nnd with this money will no doubt develop a very valuable mine. Las Trucold, cold dawning searching for you.' ces Republican.
"He said: VI know It!'
Sixty Years of Popularity
'"I here was sadness In his voice.
"He said: 'What would you have Is the record of Painkiller (perry
Davis'), but the shops are full of immo do?'
"I said: 'Smother, scorch, burn, blis- itations made to sell upon the great
reputation of the genuine; be cautious,
ter me with love! '
"He stared at me and said: 'Dope!' therefore, when you ask for a bottle to
see that you get the genuine. An un"I said: 'Damn!'
"I threw my arms around him. I failing remedy for coughs, colds, brondrew him close. ' I pressed my lips to chitis.

"Poor Little Mary Maclane"
n
When H. S. Stone & Co., the Chicago
IwMfshers, had the temerity to send
out Into the world "The Story of Mary
Mat Lane," they took a long change
with the discriminating public, whicii
in a great part of Its make up Is decent, and which considers the above
house reputable. It may be a money
maker, but it will react like a sensa-

tional newspaper story. The paper
might sell tor the time being, tut in
the future, when people began to think,
there'd be ITttle doing. This girl who
"hates vTiiue," and loves to say rotten
and unquotable things, seems to have
philosophy to get
.written her
an outlet for base passions, which
some people mljrht imagine, but. which
no woman would say. "She is Interesting." "She is puzzling," "Is she a
senilis?" "Is the insane?" these are
some of the headlines about the girl
whose life benes her talk, and whose
book is on the market to make you
gasp.
Here is a select line or two:
"Often I walk out to a place on the
flat valley below the town, to fiirt with
Death. There is within; me a latent
ppirit of coquetry, it appears.
"Down on the flat there is a certain
deep, dark hole, with several feet of
water at the bottom.
"I go there Eometimis in the early
evening, and kneel on the edge of it
and lean over the dark pit, with my
hand grasping a wooden stake that is
driven ir.to the cround rear by. And I
drop littl? ntor.es down and luar them
splash hollowly, and it sounds a long
d

way off.

"There is something wonderfully
soothing, wonderfully comfovt.'nii to
my irnrestful. aching wooden heait In
the dark mystery of this fascinating
hole. Here is the end for me, if I want
it here is the ceasing, when I want It.
And 1 lean over and smile quietly.
" 'No flowers.' I say softly to myself,
'no weeping idiots, no senseless funeral, no oily undertaker's fussing over
my woman's lody, no useless Christian
prayers. Nothing but this deep, dark,
restful grave.'
There are several things in the
world for which I, ol womankind and
19 years, have conceived a'forcible repugnance or, rather, the feeling was
born in me; I did not have to conceive it.
"Often my mind chants a fervent
of it3 own that runs somewhat like
this:
"From women and men who dispense odors of musk; from little boys
with long curls; from the kind of people who call a woman's figure her
shape' kind devil, deliver me.
"From all sweet girls: from 'gentle
men,' from feminine men kind devil, 1
deliver me.
stockings; from
"From
round, tight garters; from brilliant
brass belt3 kind devil, deliver me.
"From Insipid sweet wina; from
men who wear mustaches; from the
sort of people trat call legs 'limbs;'
from bedraggled white petticoats kind
devil, deliver me.
"Kind devil, if you are not to fetch
me happiness, then slip off from your
a bright little key
great steel
to the door of the glittering, gleaming
bad things, and give it to me, and show
me the way, and wish me Joy.
"I would like to live about seven
years of judicious badness, and then
death. If you will. Nineteen years of
damnable nothingness, seven years of
judicious badness and then death. A
But might it not be
noble ambition!
worse? If not that, then nineCeen
years of damnable nothingness, and
then death. No; when the lead Is in
the sky that does not appeal to me.
My versatile mind turns to the seven
years of judicious badness."
And later Mary declares her love.
She says:
"Periodically I faH completely, madly in love with the Devil. He is so fascinating, so strong so strong, exactly
the sort of a man whom my wooden
heart awaits. I would like to throw
myself at his head. I would make him
a dear little wife. He would love me,
he would love me. I would be In raptures. And I would love him, oh, madlit-rn- y

.

lisle-threa-

d

Key-rin- g

ly, madly!
" 'What would you have me do, little
Maclane?' the Devil would say.
'I would have you conquer me,
crush me, know me,' I would answer.
" 'What shall I say to you?' the Devil
would ask.
" 'Say to me, "I love you, I love you,
I love you," In strong, steel, fascinating voice. Say it to me often, always
a million times.'
" 'What would you have me do, little
MacLane?' he would say again.
"I would answer: 'Hurt me, burn me,
consume me with hot love, shae me
violently, embrace me hard, hard in
your strong, steel arms; kiss me with

his.
"I knew I had found my happiness.
"I do not know what he had found.
"Perhaps It was hi3 Hell!
"Wt sat together. The sun hid his
face.
"Who can blame the sun?
"Into the west came the red of the
sunset. My red sunset."

tents.
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Why Not Have a Lawn?

exchange asks the question:

An

Kemp. 83; Smith & Bitting. 417; Bit& Scott. 7: T. J. Fletcher. 2ofi;
Clabe Merchant. 217; M. F. Stone, 150;
W. J. Barber, estimated, 850.
Total.
3.438. All were two and three year
olds.

"Why not have a lawn?" Have you
ever owned a fine, level, well grown
piece of lawn, with a green sward like
velvet, thick and yielding to the feet
and as blight and healthy as it Is possible for it to grow? If not, you hare
missed one of the real pleasures of outdoor life. Just sit down and think It
over. Talk with the family about it.
That few rods of ground quite near the
house where it could be enjoyed by
Cannot
members of the household.
the time and a little money be spared,
going to work rationally and make a
lawn? Plow deeply, cultivate nxt
season without a mite of crop. Do it
once a week, spreading some well rot
ted manure from, one to a half dozen
times, thoroughly Incorporating it into
the soil. Ievel up any low spots where
water might stand. If you can fix a
rockery do not miss the opportunity.
Then in early August, when the rains
promise seed abundantly with a good
mixture and watch results. It will
pay many fold In happinessamong your
own family and an added money value
to your home. A good lawn is one of
the trophies of the gardener's skill.
If you are troubled with Impure
blood. Indicated by sores, pimples,
headache, etc.. we would recommend
Acker's Blood Eiixer, which we sell under a positive guarantee. It will always cure scrofulous or syphilitic poisons and all blood diseases. 50 cents
and $1. J. H. O'Rielly & Co. and B. H.
Brlggs & Co.
.

PAST BIRTH AND DEATH.
Across the maze
Of other days

Into the distant past I gaze.
Where memory
Goes, leading me
Adown the years that used to be.
Hand clasped in hand,
At last we stand
On childhood's misty borderland,
Where life's dim dawn
Is half withdrawn
'Neath shadows of oblivion.

Wool Pullers and Tanners,
0

Co.

x

O'Rielly

&

Co. and B. H. BWggs

o
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SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & CO

Sick headache absolutely and permanently cured by using Mokl Tea. A
pleasant herb drink. Cures constipation and Indigestion, makes you eat,
sleep, work and happy. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money back 25c and
50c. Write to W. H. Hooker St Co.. Buffalo, N. Y., for free sample. J. H.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.

&

A wise guy down In Texas has found
he can use alfalfa hay as a substitute
for bran with good results in feeding
milch cows. As a test he substituted
for three weeks an equal quantity, by
weight of cut alfalfa hay for the bran
he had been feeding. The cows gave
an Increased yield of both milk and
butter as a result of the change to alfalfa. The alfalfa was cut to half inch
lengths. We of New Mexico have
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no known for the last thirty years that
opiates and can safely be given to chil- bran and alfalfa hay average very
dren. Alvarado Pharmacy.
close together in their percentage of
o
protein and carbohydrates.
The Carlsbad Argus says: FollowWp nm showing the most extensive
ing is the list of sales made by local
stockmen through S. T. Bitting and 13. line of men's and boys' ready-to-wea- r
C. Ash. of Pierre, South Dakota: Liv- clothes between Denver and Los An
Dunaway. 893 head; Jones geles. Simon Stern, the Railroad Ave
ingston
Bros.. 526; Walter Thayer,. 108: D. L. nue Clothier.

0
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Consignments of wool are pouring
Into the scouring mill at Carlsbad aggregating about 10(1,000 pounds, last
week. It belonged to Julian Smith.
Beckett & Daugherty, L. O. Fullen. J.
A. Beckett. Cameron & Davis. Charley
White, Perry Nelson, and George 11.
Webster, Jr.

It's folly to suffer from that horrible
plague of the night, itchin? piles.
Doan's Ointment cures quickly and
permanently. At any drug store, 50

1002

work done and satisfaction guaranteed
Please write us for prices.
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FOREST RESERVE LANDS
FOR SALE

25,000 acres of Forest Reserve Land in

' lieu of which any surveyed public lands

in Southern California, Arizona or New Mexico may be
f elected. Will sell as a whole at a very low price.
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Montgomery Street,
San Francisco, California.
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Styles are the Latest
J Quality proves satisfactory
Prices prove a saying

We now have a large and complete stock
of all kinds of

t

wm

n't
Carriages,
Buggies,
Phaetons,
Bike Wagons,
Road Wagons
Harness, Saddles,LapRobes,Whips, Sun Shades, Umbrellas, English!jCanopyJ,Tops and Bow Tops.
Mowers, Rakes and Plows.

Unsatisfied,
Our search

Is plied
Across pre-natvistas wide.
And backward, back,
We trace life's track
Into a gulf, abysmal, black.

Carriages from $70.00 to $250.00.

Long we explore
The seas of yore
To recognize some sunny clime,
Some isle of Time,
Round which Lethean waters chime.

j

Concord and Driving Wagons from
$50.00 to $120.00.

Buggies from $57.00 to $i 50.

The shadows life.
The clouds adrift
Are stabbed with light a fleeting rift.
We always seem
To catch the gleam
Of life in some forgotten dream.
r
As when asleep,
Across the deep
Of space and time, the soul will leap
And recognize
With sweep surprise
Scenes strange unto the outward eyes

Road Wagons from $40.00 to $145.00.

So in the heart
Some hidden part
Awakes to life with a glad start.
As on the ken

Appears again

A soul we loved

but know not when.

Afar, afar
From things that are
The soul was shining like a star.
It's light was shed
Througn ages dead.

Deering Mowers.

Forever backward and ahead.

fates,
wonderful, burning kisses press your Above the the
gates
lips to mine with passion, and your OfBeyond
it ever waits.
death,
and
birth
an
in
soul and mine would meet them
Serene and free,
anguish of joy for me!' "
"i live In a house with people who af- It's destiny with eternity.
'
fect me mostly through their tooth
like.
should
brushes and those
senses swim,
alove all things, to gather up and pitch The
The world grows dim.
ut of the bathroom window and oh. Then,
through the songs of seraphim,
jl a run them, damn them!
We rise and rise
"You who read this, can you under- Until
our eyes
stand the depth of bitterness and haBehold the dawn of Paradise.
tred that is contained in thin for me?
Pprhaim vou can a little, if you are a
Foley's Money and Tar is peculiarly
woman and have felt yourself alone.
adapted for asthma, bronchitis and
brushes
six
tooth
at
look
the
"When
Alvarado Pharmacy.
and pas- hoarseness.
a fierce, lurid storm of rant
leadheavy,
'Two
me.
over
a
conn
sion
Another Mine to Be Opened Up.
en hands lay hold of my liiV and press,
Col. John Hegan was down from his
Kick,
They
the
press.
strike
press,
Black mountain mining properties this
sick, weariness to my inmost soul."
week. He reports that the Hancock
warning
of
a
note
And now conies
Mines company have set aside $10,000,
it
Uutte.
in
from the
to be used in the immediate developswears that this Marie Hashkiitseff ment of the Hancock mine located on
book,
but
of the vest will write another
suspiciously
the advance sheets louk They
t
Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to
run:
like the spin ting editor.
by Ely's Cream Jialui, which is aro-abll found the Devil
i
t!;o
arutuutic.
It received through
Jle was hitting on a larg rocrf over- liotlrilii, cleanses
heuis the whole f
looking the housetops of l'.utte.
over which it diffuses itself. lrupgU'.s
lie did not se e i.:e comns.
Bill tho 5Uc. h:.Z'; Triul sio by im.:l, 1U
.so I found him!
ttiita. Tefct it and yo,i u:v turo lo coulinuo
"I aaii! to him: 'I am poor little the treatment.
Mary Macl ane!'
iiin)i:iicoiiu'iit.
am so sorry!
He said:
To accon.iuoiUito those who are pnrti.U
"1 do not know what he meant by the to the use of utoiuirri iu i j;lyiug hnuuU
remark. I do not care.
into the nasal passages fi r
troiu
"1 sat down by his side and I he'.d IUj, tho proprietors prepare t'ri-aHalm in
hand.
his
fast, fast to
li'juid form, which will I a i.uowu as Lly'e

HARNESS FROM S5.50 TO S90.00
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Tt was a hot hand.
I.njuhl Cream IWilm. I rirn including the
"It was hotter than my flush.
praying tule it 7 ceut4. Druggists or by
looking
for
been
I said:
'I have
mail. The liquid farm embodies the
red.
in
out
the
you, Devil. I have been
properties of the tola J jrtjtkruUuu,
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Corner First Street and Copper Avenue.

Albuquerque,

New Mexico.
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made settlement but this was not
known to the president of the bank,
who directed that the attachment be
ltsued. The company had previously
been able to secure heavy credits In
Chicago but its business was largely
undone by this act.

INEWS OP THE CHURCHES
Trlvate advices from Rome indicate year might be a victory a year hence.
It was also the liberal plan to accord
Mar-as little time as possible to debate in
tinclll as apostolic delegate to
the assembly of this year. The elecStates will he Monsignor Sbarretti, tion of one of their number as moderaformer auditor of the legation and tor was supposed to help along this
Mshop of Havana, and at the present plan, but It is to lie said that the elecDr. Henry. Van Dyke to
time apostolic delegate to the Philip-- I tion of Rev.was
not brought about by
pine islands. It is said to he the pur-- that honor
pose of the holy see to extend the any liberal concerted action, and was
jurisdiction of the apostolic delegate at as much of a surprise to the liberals In
WashinRton over lioth Cul.a and the general as it was to Dr. Van Dyke himPhilippines, and the appointment of self. The plan here outlined is known
Monsignor Sharetti to the position is to have been suggested by two memrevision committee,
the result of his successful and pro- bers of the creed
The outcome is on
tracted experience as auditor, in which both liberals.
topic among Presbyterians.
capacity he had tc he consulted ly the
apostolic delegates in every question
Episcopal Bishops.
of Importance. His administration of
The
extraordinary
In the
the diocese of Havana, has also heen number of Protestant increase
Episcopal bisha cause of his promotion. His nomina- ops, an Increase that "is three-folmore
tion will not take place, however, until than on any single year in the history
the close of Governor Tatt's mission in of that body, has not stopped, but is
Rome. This mission gives Immense next' to be added to
j the selection of,
satisfaction to Pope Leo. and Governor a bishop coadjutor
from central
Tatt is to he received upon his arrival
to
the aged diocesan, Rt.
with all the honor paid to an ambassa- Rev. Dr. assist
F. I). Huntington. The elecdor. Great credit at the Vatican, in tion will take place early next
month.
connection with the appointment of It is altogether likely
in Septemthis commission is given to Archbishop ber a bishop coadjutor that
for the diocese
Ireland, and it need surprise nobody
New York, the first in the country
to hear that the archbishop will prob- of
in number of communicants and
ably be made a cardinal at the autumn amount
of offerings, will be chosen, to
consistory. The death of Archbishop assist Bishop
Potter, who is breaking
Corrigan removes the chief obstacle. down from overwork.
A new bishop
greatest
archdiocese for western Kansas, christened
New York is the
dioliving,
world,
head
of
it cese of Salina, will have to be the
and
the
in the
chosen.
by.
archbishop
Its
could not be passed
Rev. N. S. Thomas, of Philadelphia,
dead. St. Paul may be accorded, the having declined, but this election canhonor.
not take place until the national conBishop Farley's Chances.
vention in Boston in l'.'Ol. unless there
Farbe called a special meeting of the
It Is unquestioned that Bishop
ley is the choice of the priests of the house of bishops, which is altogether
archdiocese of New York as buccessor likely, owing to the strain upon Bishop
to the lute Aichbishop Coirigan, hut It Millspaugh, of Kansas, in caring for
The success of
would be against the policy of the pro- the large territory.
paganda to nominate an auxiliary bish- Bishop Brent, who has just sailed "or
op to the- vacant seo. This is never Manila, in getting $ro0,ooo in a lump
done unless the bishop has been made sum for the building of cathedral,
coadjutor, which carries with it the school' and bishop's house in Manila,
right of succession. Sev'eral names besides almost another $lou,no0 to enoi prlesis. all very deserving, have dow the episcopate, reverses the imbeen ment oned, but they also have pression obtaining among secretaries
little chance, oven if tueir names were of most missionary societies to the efsent to Rome, for very larely an ec- fect that the American public look
clesiastic without episcopal dignity is with little interest upon mission effort
selected at once to be the ruler of a in new territorial possessions. It was
'province. Bishop Spalding, of Peoria, at first thought the new work menhas been mentioned, but he will not be tioned would be popular as a
To the general surprise, it was
selected because in spite of other merits, he is a stranger to tne New York not so found. Now it would seem that
clergy. It is said that tho choice of the at least somebody takes interest. Bishholy see will fall on one of the suf- op Brent will reach Manila about July.
fragans of the province, and so far
Deaconess Home in Chicago.
Bishop McDonnell, of Brooklyn, has
The
United Norwegian Lutheran
acquainted
well
the best chance. He is
synod has just laid the corner stone of
has
ho
where
with the archdiocese;
its splendid Deaconess home in Chiworked for years. He has been suc- cago. The building is well advanced
cessful in Brooklyn, and is considered toward completion, the corner stone
with great favor by the Vatican, be- laying having been unduly delayed.
cause of his frequent visits to Rome, The modern revival of the New Testahis successful organization of pilgrim- ment dioconate. wliich originated
ages, and his generous gifts to Peter's among the Lutherans at Kalsersworth,
Pence on several occasions. Unless
has gained a strong lollow-insomething extraordinary happens Bish- Germany,
among
Lutherans. The
op McDonnell w ill be made archbishop impetus wasAmerican
given by the founding in
of New York as soon as the names se- Philadelphia by the late John D.
lected by the clergy of the archdiocese
Mary J. Drexel Deaconess
of
and the United States episcopate are home, thethe
finest and best equipped inreceived in Rome.
stitution of the kind in the world. AlLiberal Presbyterian Views.
ready there are large motherhouses In
Presbyterian leaders, of all schools Milwaukee, Pittsburg. Omaha, Baltiare pleased with the explantory state- more and Chicago. This second
ment, and with the declaratory one,
lor Chicago has back of it the
Just reported to the general assembly. United Norwegian Lutherans, a body
The views of such leaders in all parts of 135,000 communicants, or nearly
of the country have been ascertained. half a million souls. They are noted
There are a very few extreme men, for their liberality, having in the past
both lioeral and conservative, who are three years entirely rebuilt and refurnot satisfied, and there is no telling nished with modern buildings their colwhat presbyteries may do. But the re- lege at Minneapolis and their theologport of the revision committee is gen- ical seminary at St. Paul. The new
erally held to be in line with the Chris- buildings of motherhouse and hospital
tian thought of the day. It is admitted- will, when complete, cost about $100.- ly some distance from what some peo- 000. Agitation upon the subject of sople have thought Presbyterian doctrine cial organizations, secret and open, to
to be, and as such it seems to give the Christian church, Is also on among
Calvinism the blow that it was prom- Lutherans. Norwegian and other. If
ised not to give. Yet it is orthodox to possible, an organization for concerted
the last degree, with not a trace of the action among as many bodies of Luth
higher criticism in it. This Is erans as possible will be effected.
said by all leaders, who have been
Luther League of America.
heard from. Not only is it not the old
quick
A
decision of time and place
seems
to
confession diluted, but it
for the holding of the biennial conven
most Presbyterians to be reinforced. tion
of the Luther League of America
The new matter relating to missions has just
been made. The dates are
and the Holy Spirit gives satisfaction, July
8, 9 and 10, and the place St. Paul
and tne explanations about the elect, The decision,
while it leaves little time
character of the pope,
the
working up state interest, was
and the rest, are declared to have been for
made In order to get the reduced rates
always Preshyterian belief. The criti- already
granted by the railroads to the
cism received by the report on ine
association,
Educational
floor of the assembly does not repre- National
In Minneapolis on the same
sent the opinions generally expressed meetingThe
opening sessions are to be
by leaders outside that body, and the dates.
at the First Swedish church, St
criticism here is far less than was at held
Paul, and the business sessions in the
one time expected.
Memorial church of the same city
Rev. Campbell Mora an.
meetings are to be held In the
Other
Rev. G. Campbell Morgan, the evan- Lutheran churches of both cities, and
gelist and Northfleld representative, , a closing rally will be held on the final
will spend the eatire Bummer at
The
evening, place not yet chosen.
where he is Just now superintend- watchwords of the convention are
Alnew
house.
a
of
ing the erection
"Working and Praying Praying and
though planning to spend May and a Working." Lutherans are growing
Mr.
study,
and
part of June in rest
rapidly in numbers, especially In the
Morgan will fiequertly addiess the northwest, whore are so many new
Mt.
Hermon
students of Northfleld and
comers from northern Europe. The
Bthool during that time. His actual league holds the same place among
begin
at
the student Lutherans that Christian Endeavor
summer work will
conference which assembles June 26, does among some other religious
give
several plat- bodies, with the addition that these
and at which he will
form addresses. A course of lectures young Lutherans hope they may be In
on "Crises of the Christ" at the North-fiel- strumental, some time and somehow.
Summer Bible school is Ms next to bring American Lutheranism, divld
engagement. This will qccupy the en- ed as European is not, a little closer
tire month of July. At the general together.
leagues everywhere
toi.feienee of Christian workers. Au- are being urged by the central body to
gust to 17, in addition to numerous make up in quick work what there is
platform aduresses. he will give at this lacking In time for preparations lor an
time a scries of ttudUs in the minor event so far reac hing.
prophets. During the past winter the
Burns, cuts,
addresses which Mr. Morgan gave in
Monarch over pain.
many cities oi the west and south are sprains, stings. Instant relief. Dr.
regarded by the Northfleld manage- Thomas' Eclectric Oil. At any drug
ment as eminently successful, both store.
o
from the spiritual and the Northfleld
extension point of view.
H. J. Ramer. of Watrous. has gone
into the cattle business right. II has
Presbyterian Creed.
....V. n owl
tuFdli-ll.,r ford
f
Preshywho
steered
liberals
The
cows.
400
and
bulls
has
had
mind
in
the
revision
terian creed
Bending of the report just made to the
Of All Hot Weather Enemies
Presbyterian general assembly down
of humanity cholera is the worst.
to the presbyteries, not with the
of the higher body, as its Treatment to be effective must be
adoption in legal form would be, but prompt. When vomiting, purging and
with a reference, having for its pur- sweat announce that the disease is
pose the finding out how the presby- nresent, combat it with Pfrry Davis'
teries stand fill the Important matter. Painkiller. All bowel troubles, like
It was also the liberal party's plan to diarrhoea, cholera morbus and dysenhave the old committee reappointed, tery are overcome by Painkiller.
o
under the idea that there may appear
A jury in Des Moine?, Iowa, recently
certain changes that are eminently desirable. These changes may not be gave the Dorr Cattle company a Judgvital, but verbal only, and such as are ment of $18,000 damages against the
calculated to assist In the final adop- Des Moines National bank on acount
tion of the report. The secret of this of destroying its credit by a wrongful
arrangement lies in the belief on the attachment on a carload of cattle in
part of the liberals that their side Is (Chicago. The company had been dograining In strength. A failure this ing business with the bank and had

that the successor to Cardinal
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Happy Childhood Knows What's Best
Medicine that a child dislikes, will not do It much good. Sensible parents will give the little darlings medicine that tastes good and does good,
and don't grip or gripe; the kind they like themselves.
any remedy ttiat ha bcea
"I tiT
"I Tty pon Ominti ntlralf :1m looklnf
after onr ehlMrea."
ai r"od aa Oaicareta. Bvt to seep them b.d
H r. tu.n Harwell. Iffll DlTi.lon 8., SI tonll.
den from my little boy. aa he eate then Ilk
andy." Mr. Rob. O. ray. Goo. Ohio.

Td

Stand Like a Stone Wall
between your cnudren and the tortures
of itching and burning eczema, scald-heaor other skin diseases. How?
why. by using Bucklen's Arnica Falve,
eaun's greatest healer. Quickest cure
for ulcers, fever sores, salt rheum,
cuts, burns and bruises. Infallible for
plies. 25c at all druggists.

u

d

"My HMl boy tnraa rear old
InraMed
with MMdlni viih. ni le(ran to tire btro
ed takea on box, he
ia flforj n
wm oanJ and well.
W. A. Sobt.lOkmiUcM. I. T.
"My If Ml danrtter t owplntnsd of no fooling
well and beran to Tnmlt and became Terr nick.
A half Canraret tablet wan given
and In Ions
ehe n np as well as erer.
than
Caaeente an a honiehnld noneaaltT."
Thoa. U kloit. P.m., Trenton, Pa.
"Vy llMla arlrt waa rreatly troubled with
a.
worm, but after riving her a Be box of
the It entirely well." Mra. John F. Biler,
Burner Oft., uiouceater, jtaea.

br

HARRY HILLYER.
a Hard Time Preventing Clerks
From Looking Out the Windows.
The following from the San Bernar
dino Sun has reference to Harry Hlll-ye- r
and his "trials and tribulations."
As Harry formerly resided In this city.
the article will be read with pleasuie
by many friends:
Perhaps there Is no set of Santa he
employes In the local domain, either
among the offices or In the mechanical
departments. wh'.Oh is quite so well
satisfied with the present stretch of
cool weather as are the clerks which
go to make up the clerical force of the
office.
superintendents
mecfianieal
The whyfore Is as easily discernable
as a decapod on a day In June, when
it is stated that an order has beeri passed about in that department to the
effect that It shall be strictly against
tho law to raise a single window In
the office during either summer or
winter. With this edict, and a half
dozen thickly painted windows star
ing them in the face, and with no Inlet save a 2x4 transom and the key
hole, the men behind the guns are
wondering how long they will last.
Of course, as is ever the case, there
Is a story connected with the affair,
and here it is:
Some little time ago, when G. W.
Smith was still In power, his chief
clerk, Harry Hillyer, IrScame convinc
ed that the men at the desks were not
doing the work he expected of them,
and he made up his mind that some
thing was radically wrong. He questioned Clerk Welch, who has charge
of the northern side of the depot, as to

Has

the matter, that gentleman agreeing
to keep his eye open for causes. It
did not take long to discover the reason of it all, for upon two distinct occasions in one morning, one particular
clerk lifted his head from his work
end actually sat there rubbering out
of the window and during the course
of the day there were others who did
likewise.

Now it was very wrong In

drug-gUti-

1

Sciatic Kneumatism Cured After

S

teen Years of Suffering.
"I have been afflicted ' with sciatic
rheumatism for fourteen years," says
Josh Edgar, of Germantown, Cal. "I
was able to be around but constantly
suffered. I tried everything I could
hear of and at last was told to try
Chamberlain's Pain Palm, which I did
and was immediately relieved aiid ia a
short time cured, and I am happy to
say it has net sinco returned." Why
not use this liniment and get well? It
Is for sale by ail druggists.
c

Curtains! Curtainbl Curtains!!!
1

We are snowing up to date lace curtains in Brussels net, Irish point, Arabian net, Nottingham, r.obbinet end
muslin.
Albert Febar, 205 Railroad

avenue.

o

Subscribe for The Daily Citizen.

Among tne numerous effects of the
dry time In the southwest Is a great
migration of cattle from Texas and

The Mexican Central Railway Co.,' Limited
attention to the fact that:
the only Standard Guage Route from tho United States fron- tier to Mexioo City.
It Is the only line In Mexico that enn offer the traveling public
the conveniences and comforts of Standard Guage Pullman Drawing
Iloun Sleepers, lighted by Pintsch Gas.
It is the only line by which you can t.avel without change from
Kansas City, Mo., to Mexico City.
It Is the only line by which you can travel wlthou change from
St. Louis, Mo., to Mexico City.
The lines of the Mexican Central Railway pass through 15 of the
27 states of the Republic. Eight million of the thiteen million Inhabitants of Mexico are settled contiguous to them.
Tho principal mining regions receive their supplies and export
their products over It. Chihuahua, Sierra' Mojada. taplmt. Fresntllo,
Parral. Guanaeevi, Durango, Zacatecas, Guanajuato Sombrerete, Pach-uca- ,
etc., etc.
When You Travel for Business, Go Where Business Is Done.
There are only five cities of over 35,000 Inhabitants in the Republic of Mexico that are not reached by the Mexican Central line.
The following ten cities are reached enly by the Mexican Central
Railway:
Chihuahua 30.098 Inhabitants; Parral 16,382: Zacatecas 34,438;
0.iana1uato 40.R80: Leon G3.2M: Guadalajara 101,208: Queretaro
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Pearson Publishing

X5h

E. I9th

43-4- 3

St,

attit
Co.

X MEW YORK

12.F.33: Aeuascn llntes .17,816: Trapuato 19.640.
Zamor
San Luis Potosl
It also reaches the cities of Torreon 13,8-15- ;
CO.S'.R ; Tampioo (Mexican Gulf port) 16,ol3; Celay i 25,565; Pachnca
37.47; Citv of Mexico 368.777.
City,
Daily Pullmnn service between St. LorK Mo., and M-'- -o
also between Kansas City, Mo., and Mexico City, and vice versa.
C. R. HUDSON, G. F. & P. A.
W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A Mexico City
.
W. S. MEAD, Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texas.

The8TEVEICEBERG

J. A. SKINNER

LALLINS, Prop.

We handle the finest line of Liquor
and Cigars. AH patrons and frier .
cordially invited to ylslt tLe Iceberg.
109-11Eouth .acond street

N
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Deming water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
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Newcomer's Book Store !
We are going to change our location and consider it cheaper to sell
cheap than to move the goods. Glance over the list and be
5

convinced,

Photograph Albums

Ladies' Purses
PRICES WAY DOWN.

Purse at
$1.50 Purse at
$2.50 Purse at
$3.25 Purse at
$4.00 Purse at
$5.00 Purse at

A 50c
A

A
A
A
A

'.

$ .30
90
1.50
2.25
2.50
3.00

Gents' Purses
GENUINE

BUCKSKIN.

15c
Purse at
A 35c Purse at
20c
A 5c Purse at
35c
40c
A fioc Purse at
50c
A 75c Purse at
And other excellent values at
oc and inc.
i
A 25c

Card and Pass Cases
bTYLISH AND
$1.5J Card Cane at
$1.00
A $1.60 Card Case at
1.20
A $2.25 Card Case at
1.50
And other pood values at 15c
and 20c.
and various other Leather Goods
at Way Down rices!

$1.25
$2.25
$5.25
$5.85
$7.25
$7.85

at
at
at
at
ones at
ones at

ones
ones
ones
ones

$ .70
1.25
'
3.00
3.45
4.50
5.00

Don't fail to ask to see our Indian liaskets.
Our Hammoc ks are sure to

please as to quality and prices;
also. Tablets, Hox Paper, Dolls,
Toys, Candies, and Gum.
Ledgers, Day Hooks and Journals all sacrificed for the next
ten days.
Juvenile Hooks. Novels and
Histories at reniarkaldy low

A

morning.

For the first quarter of 1900 the
of five kinds of stock at the five
leading markets of the interior were
7.412,7u3 head; for the first quarter (V
l'Mil the receipts totaled 7.H10.S72 head
and for 1902 totaled 7.8:11.882 head.
The greatest percentage of gain among
the five classes of stock was made in
the receipts of calves.

Four-

M
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New Mexico to the Iiokatos and eastern Nebraska whlfh hnvo hopn rppplv.
ing plenty of rain and are well supplied
wun grass.

nigh.
But secret as the proceedings were,
it is stated that Superintendent of Motive Power Henderson has heard of
the affair, and that he will make an
investigation before leaving the west.
He is expected to arrive here this

o

in

or your money back. Sample and booklet fro. Address
Stcrliog Remedy Company, Chicago or New York.

d

.

rial.
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Medicine forced on the little ones loses half Its power. Nasty, sickening
medicine is an injustice to the dear little innocents who can't protect themselves, makes them peevish and afraid of the dose. When a child hates the
medicine, it will not be effective. Children like Cascarets Candy Cathartic,
ask for them and are kept healthy always and easily against the damages of
childhood's ailments.
,
Best for the Bowels. All
toe, jc, 50c, Nevnr olf la
bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to core

the clerks to do this, for they might
have known that !t was their duty to
figure up tho shortage in engine mile-- ,
aire anu tho thousand and one things
which they ,are hired to, instead of
roiling the signs on tho tourist box
cars or watching the switchmen "hop
At least Mr. Hillyer
Hie goats."
thought In this strain, for the next
morning a bulletin was passed around
from d"sk to desk. It read something
"I. Harry Hillyer. chief
like this:
clerk, have noticed that you are !n the
habit of looking out of the windows.
This must be stopped at once, as It Interferes with the work. Signed: &. &."
This order was taken about by Mr.
Welch with the request that all sign
it. in token that they agreed with Mr.
Hillyer. All did. with the exception
of one lone man. that individual telling the solicitor that he might do several things with the document, but
that he wanted none of It.
Here was a snag, and for a time a
remedy was despaired of. It was suggested to Mr. Smltn that the windows
be painted in order to obstruct the
view of the picture, but that official
did not see the reason of the suggestion and the matter was for the time
dropped. One day, however, the same
day that the Sun made the announcement, there came a telegram from the
east saying that Mr. Smith had tender-ehis resignation. There was, a hurried consultation between the powers,
in whicn the words "paint," "windows"
leaked
chance"
and "now's our
through the key hole in the front office.
It was finally decided that In the absence of Mr. Smith and before a new
man could be appointed to the high
chair of the master mechanic's office,
the windows looking out over the
yards should be given a handsoms coat
of paint. One of the best features of
the scheme was the custom of his pred
ecessor to have the panes thus adorn
ed, and in consequence be never the
wiser. "And he said let there be paint,
and there was paint."
But It came to pass when the warm
weather came on that the boys who
sat near the windows raised them, in
order to obtain air. In raising the
r.ash, however, they could not forbear.
as did Moses, cashing a glance over
the promised land. That was enough
to set the powers to working, and
shortly after came the orders that
hereafter no windows must be raised.
And that is the reason why the men
on the Inside are conjuring grave
doubts as to what their condition will
be before the autumn months draw

Won't Follow Advice After Paying
For It
In a reef nt article a prominent physician says: "It is next to Impossible
for the physician to get his patients to
carry out any prescribed course of hygiene or diet to the smallest extent:
he has but one resort left, namely, the
drug treatment." When medicines are
used for chronic constipation, the most
mild and gentle obtainable. Biich as
Chamberlain's Stomach & Liver Tablets, should le employed. Their use Is
not followed by constipation as they
leave the lowels in a natural- - and
healthy condition. For sale by all

hell
Ttf
be. without Oaaeareta.
htldren are alway delighted whea 1 dratneia
a portion of a tablet, and cry for mora. They
nave permanent place Irnnt nora.
Mlehlgaa City, Ind.
Oaeearot In onf family aad they
"Wt
ih children' friend.
Mr. Jamoe Uroonwood, Monaaha, Wis.
4
"I alway keen Caaearet la la hoaa for the
children a well aa myelf."
Mr. Chaa. Rook, Vi Loral a tU. Clereland, O.
"Tor month It har need Cfteeareta. mad By
little ones re 'in re no other mellclne.
Mr. O. K. Hammond, fcJ4t. St., MinaeapoUa.

Pictures
2'ic
oTe
4fic
fine

on.-at
cue.i at
ones at
on'H u

$ .10
20
20
25

75c ones at
85c ones at
$1.00 ones at
$1.50 ones at
$4.00 ones at
$6.00 ones at
$8.00 ones

45
50
75
1.00
2.50
4.00
6.50
8.50

.".

.

...

at...

.$10.00 ones at

Games
at....$

50c Crihbage Hoards
60c Crihbage Hoards at
$2.00 Cribhage Hoards at.

. .

.30

40
1.50

Game Boards
$2.75
$3.00
$3.50
$1.50
25c-

-

Play
ones
ones
ones
ones

50 to 10j Games.

at
at
at

$2.00
2.50
3.00
3.75

Games at

20c

at

3,.c Games at
4oc Games ut
5uc Gaines at

i 66'C C

J

i'S

25c
30c
35c
W3T

Fire and Water Proof Safes at $11.50 to $23
Just the thing for Valuable Papers, etc.
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Our New Stand will be One Door North of
The Postoffice.

S. E. Newcomer,

212 W. Railroad Avenue.
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boy:
"Who won the battle of New

leans?"

VWhy. Jim Cornett, of

the answer.

Or-

course," was

"How did that happen?" asked the
teacher, not placing Corbett's name
and thinking to set the boy right.
"He won," was the prompt reply,
"because he had more science than the
other guy." Boston Journal.
Talked Ten Dollars' Worth.
"I remember when Judge Austin was
trying a case In the criminal court."
Bald a Milwaukee lawyer, "that he bad
a fellow to defend who was evidently
guilty. When the time came for him
to plead be rose and said he was willing to let the case go to the jury at
once, believing that there was no
chance for acquittal.
"He was nudged by the defendant,
who said: 'For the Lord's sake say
something.'
"'ion know you are guilty and you
didn't pay me much anyway,' whispered the lawyer.
" 'I know that,' said the prisoner. 'I
only paid you $10, and for goodness
sake, talk ilO worth anyway.'
"Every one In the room heard that,
and Judge Austin talked his $10 worth.
He cleared his man, too." Chicago
Chronicle.
Particularly Out, Ma'am.
The old colored man had grown gray
in service. He had almost become the
custodian of the family secrets as he
was of the family silver.
The married daughter, who lived in
a distant town, had come home on a
visit. Callers were coming all day
long, and old Pompey was kept busy
opening the door and receiving the
visitors.
JDne bright morning the ladies of the
family went out for a drive. Just after
they ft ft the bell rang, and Pompey
recognized in the caller a former dear
girl friend of his young married mistress.
"Are the ladies in, Pompey?" said
the young lady.
"No ma'am, they'se out, ma'am,' replied the old retainer.
"I'm sorry I've missed them," replied the visitor, handing In her card.
"I particularly wanted to Bee Mrs.
Bell."
"Yes,

ma'am, thank ye, ma'am.
They'se all out, ma'am, and Mrs. Bell
Is particularly out, ma'am," was the reply that greeted her hearing as the
visitor opened the gate and the front
door ciosed. Uew York Herald.
The Joke on Them Both.
President John Henry Barrows, of
Oberlln college, in a recent interview,
tells how Mrs. Barrows had been convinced that insurance is something
more than a matter of paying premiums. Mrs. Barrows, the professor
said, had scoffed so frequently at the
Insurance business that he permitted
his insurance policies to lapse. One day
however, he was persuaded by an energetic agent to take out a new policy.
That very afternoon Oberlin was
thrown Into the greatest excitement
by the appearance of clouds of smoke
pouring from the windows of the presi
dent's residence. After the chemical
extinguishers had done their work It
as found that a whole closetful of
Mrs. Barrow's best gowns had fed the
fames started from an overheated
chafing dish. The loss was promptly
paid and Dr. Barrows said he got keen
enjoyment from Mrs. Barrows' change
1 heart. An additional twinkle came
..ato his heart when he read this let

ter:

John Henry Barrows,

D. D.,

President

Uberlin College:
Dear Sir Inclosed find draft for
$500. We note that this policy went
Into effect at noon and the fire did not
occur till 4 o'clock. Why this delay?
New YorK Mail and Express.

1902

BADARACCO'S SUMMER GARDEN
Just North of the City Limits.
Open day and night. Bar supplied
with best of liquors and cigars and Ice
cold Jwttled beer. Ball and concert
every Saturday evening, and concert
every Sunday afternoon. Bowling alley

GOOD SHORT STORIES
Learning In the Hub.
Frrsldent Henry Smith Prltchott. of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who responded to the toast.
"Science," at the Columbia aluranl dinner on Saturday night at Sherry's, illustrated his subject with one incident
that was very much appreciated.
"Science," he said Is now a word to
conjure with. In a Boston school th
other day a teacher said to a small
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land engineer, was married to Miur free to visitors. Lunches served. GarJ'slle Stephenson, of Capltan. They den has swings and nice shade trees.
took the night train to Indianapolis, Everybody invited and good order
Indiana, where they will spend their
honeymoon among his people. Alamo-gordDemlng ships over 100,000 head of
will be their home when they recattle annually; la the center of the
turn.
Cards are out announcing the mar- greatest breeding region In the southriage of C. D. St. Clair, the El Paso-Roc- west and cattle men all know this.
Island operator at Capltan, to
We make the best door and. window
Miss norma Richards on the 24th of screens. They are far superior to any
this month. Miss Richards is a sister made in the east at the same price.
to Mrs. Gibson.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
Brakeman T. S. Anderson of the El T. Telephone No. 463.
Paso-KooIsland has also announced
to his friends that he will be married
Investments in Demlng lots rill
on -e Fourth of July to Miss Edith double and treble In one year.
Gray, of Capltan.
IT WILL BE TIME WELL INThese are only a few, others are to
follow the most excellent example set VESTED TO READ OUR ADVERROSEN WALD BROS.
TISEMENT.
by the Rock Island boys.
o
Demlng!
Don't overlook It' if you
Traveling la Dangerous.
are looking for a sale and paying
Constant motion Jars the kidneys
body
which are kept In place in the
by delicate attachments. This is the
utTARANTEED SILK GLOVES, 50
reason that travelers, trainmen, street CENTS PER PAIR. ROSENWALD
car men, teamsteis and all who drive BROS.
very much suffer from kidney disease
in some foim. Foley's Kidney Cure
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cent3.
strengthens the kidneys and cures all
MONUMENTS.
forms of kHney and bladier disease.
George H. Hausan, locomotive enginAll kinds of stone and liable work.
eer. Lima, Ohio, writes: "Constant vi Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
bration of the engine caused me a great ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
deal of trouble with my kidneys, and I
H. Q. MAURINO.
got no relief until I used Foley's Kidi
Demlng will be tne great smelter
ney Cure." Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
center. Two large plants will be Installed within the year.
LITTLE BREECHES.

WHAT

o

k

into town with some turnips.
And my little Gabe came along
in the country
No
Could beat him for pretty and strong.
Peart and chipper and sassy,
Always ready to swear and fight
And I'd larnt him to chaw terbacker
white.
Jest to keep his

Not That Kind.
We never try to be sensational and
only know one way of doing business,
and that is the legitimate way. Our
price reductions on clothing are made
because we are overstocked. Only this
and nothing more. Simon Stern, the
Railroad Avenue Clothier.

I came

milk-teet-

h

The snow came down like a blanket
As I passed by Taggart's store;
I went in for a jug of molasses .
And left the team at the door.
They scared at something and started.
I heard one little squall,
hell-to-spl- it

of course.
Do away with your tuba and suds
,

avonue.

Statehood cigars, two for

at home. It isn't pleasant,

you know that. Send your washing to us we have an
Laundry plant fully equipped and are turning
s
out strictly
work. Will you join us.
up-to-da-

te

first-clas-

Imperial Laundry Co.

25 cents.

READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ROSENWALD BROS.
o

We are sole agent for Wheeler &
Wilson sewing machines, the best ou
the market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad

over the prairie
Went team, Little Breeches and all. avenue.
o
Demlng has just been incorporated.
over the prairie!
I was almost froze with skeer;
Overshot the Mark.
But we rousted up some torches,
In buying our spring and summer
And searched for em far and near.
good 8 this year we went too Jar and
At last we struck horses and wagon.
overbought. In order not to have too
Snowed under a soft white mound.
many
we have made material
Upsot, dead beat but of little Gabe
price concessions, as indicated on the
No hide ner hair was found.
price tags in our big window. Simon
Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
And here all hope soured on me,
aid
Just received a large shipment of
Of my
jest flopped down on my marrow Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
bones
Crotch deep in. the snow and prayed.
Keep your nye on Demlng. t
o
FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
hundred, at the Citizen office.
By this, the torches was played out.
And me and Isrul Parr
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Went off for some wood to a sheepfold
a
That he said was somewhat thar.
res
In Santa Fe, eat at
taurant
We found it at last, and a little shed
Ruppe's drug store open all night.
Where they shut up the lambs at
every night
night;
We look in to see them huddled thar,
Your parcels and baggage delivered
So warm and sleepy and white;
Parcel Delivery to any part of
Thar sat Little Breeches and chirped, by toe
the city. Office 206 West Gold avenue.
As pert as ever you see,
Automatic phone No. 202.
"I want a chaw of terbacker
o
And that's what the matter of me."
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen
How did he get thar? Angels.
We are showing the most extensive
He could never have walked in that line of men's and boys'
r
storm.
clothes between Denver and Los AnThey just scooped down and toted him geles. Simon Stern, the Railroad AveTo wharlt was safe and warm.
nue Clothier.
And I think that saving a little child.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
And bringing him to his own.
Is a derned sight better business
MINING ENGINEER.
Than loafing around the throne.
John Hay.
V. V. CLARK,
And

The Imperial Laundry,

o

The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
In the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
orders, 5 cents up, 111 North First
street.
Mexican drawn work in endless va
riety at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad

free-wil-

Is the Best Laundry
in the west?

Notice.

don't go much on religion,
I never ain't had no show;
But I've got a middlln' tight grip, sir,
On the handful o' things I know.
I don't pan out on the prophets
l
And
and that sort o' thing
But I b'lieve in God and the angels.
Ever since one night last spring.

I

A

213 West Silver Avenue.
Albuquerque,

Hell-to-spl-

left-over-

-

-

-

-

-

New Mexico,

x

s

fellow-critter- s

Will Cure Consumption.
A. A. Merreu. rlnch. Ark., writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
Tied the Wrong String.
A handsomely dressed lady, riding preparation for coughs, colds and lung
trouble. I know that it has cured con
recently in a crowded Amsterdam
nue car, was fortunate enough to have sumption in the first stages." Alvarado
a Beat, but when nearing her destlna Pharmacy.
lion she noticed that the lacing of her
The Name's Significance.
Oxford tie was unfastened. It was but
J. Pierpont Morgan, Charles M
the work of a moment, but a very Schwab
and several friends were at
warm and trying moment, to stoop
down and knot it securely. When this Mr. Morgan's kennels looking over
was accomplinshed, her hat and veil some of the prize hunting dogs recent
adjusted, and her veil once more care- ly before the first named gentleman
fully put on, it was time to signal the sailed for Europe, Mr. Schwarb fell
pointer and
conductor. This she did, and after two in love with a fine looking
vain attempts to rise looked around in fell in love with the dog s name.
"That dog's name is Russell Sage,'
dignantly to find the cause of her re
Morgan.
tarded movements. She came face to said Mr. why
"And
do wu call him Russell
face with a very irate gentleman, who
Sage?" asked Mn Schwab.
had been sitting next to her.
"Because." said the great financier
"Madame, Madame, where are you
"he never loses a scent." New York
trying to take me?" he demanded.
Times.
"I you," she stammered.
"Yes look there!" He pointed to
Curtains I Curtains! I Curtains! II
the floor and in an inntant she had
We are snowing up to date lace cur
grasped the situation. By mistake, in tains in Brussels net. Irish point, Ara
groping, she had found the lacing of blan net, Nottingham, Bobblnet and
his shoe, which she had fed to the muslin. Albert Febar. 205 Railroad
other end of her u n, and had fastened avenue.
them so carefully together that it took
o
the gentleman oulto Ave minutes to
Tin, palvanized
iron and coppeieffect a release, under the amused work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
glances of the other occupants of the ny.
car, which hail traveled twice that
number of Mocks before the lady was
Bring In your tinware and have U
ready to give another signal. New epalred. Albuquerque Hardware com
York Times.
pany.

Bon-To-

00s000--

s

n

H.

Westerfeld & Bro.
Cigar Manufacturers

ready-to-wea-

Have secured a Case of Porto Rico Tobacco.

Mining- - and metallurgical engineer. 106
West Uold avenue, t.ouquerque, N. M.
Specialties--Repor- t,
survey and maps:
plana and reduction works; mine and
mining investments; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.
OSTEOPATHY.

pORTO RICO Tobacco is principally

Dr. Conner.
Port graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
of Osteopathy, Klrkville, Mo. Lung- - trouble and all chronic diseases a specialty.
Office, Whiting; building, rooms 21 and
23; Automatic telephone, 164.

it has a rich aroma. This fine filler will hereafter
be used in the Albuquerque, Speckled Trout and
Five cent cigars. This will unquestionably make
them the best Five cent cigars sold in this market,
livery box of these cigars also bear the Cigar Makers'
Union Label, which certifies that they are made by'
La-Ro-

DENTISTS
E. J. Alger, D. D. S.
BLOCK, over llfold Brothers.
hours: 8 a. m. to 12 p. m.; 1:30 p. m.
to 6 n. m. Automatic telephone No. itii
Appointments made by mall.
ARMIJO

Office

LAWYERS

good workmen and clean hands.

Bernard 8. Rodey

Albuquerque. N
M. Prompt attention given to all business
pertaining to the profession. Will practice In all courts of the territory and before the United States land office.
ATTOR.fcJT-AT-LA-

-

a. M.

used for fillers.

sa

All cigars not bear-

Label are either made by Chinese or
'
Tenement House Labor.
ing the Blue

-

Bond

42 F street, N.
Pensions, lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent, trade marks, claims.

ATTORN
W., Washington, P. C.

s

Outside Orders Respectfully Solicited.

William D. Lee
ATTORNEY-AT-uAOffice, room t
N. T. Armljo building. Will practice It
all the courts of the territory.
R. W. D.

Bryfn

Albuquerque, N.
First National Bank, bulldlnr
Frank W. Clancy
ATTORNET-Ai-LArooms I and 1
o
building, Albuquerque, N.M
N.
Armljo
T.
MEN
MARRIED
GET
RAILROAD
Demlng water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
E. W. Dobcon
Capitan Girls Getting Married to Jelly
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, Crom
Railroad Men.
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
rell
YOUR
SHOES
INTO
SHAKE
Caiitan is in the midst of a matriJohn H. Stingle,
monial boom and if it don't stop all the
Allen's Foot Ease, a powder, it cures
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell block
the Capitan girls wil be married, says painful, smarting, nervous feet and in Albuquerque, N. M.
growing nails, and Instantly takes the
the Alamojrordo News.
PHYSICIAN;:
Last Friday Engineer Robert Gibson sting out of corns and bunions. It's the
of the El Paso Rock Island, went up greatest comfort discovery of the age,
Dr. J. E. Bronson
to Capitan and surprised all the boys Allen's Foot Ease makes tight or new
by getting married to Miss Sarah Rich- shoes feel easy. It is a certain cure Room 17. Homeopathic PhyBlcJan,
Whiting Blocs,
ards, one of Capltan's charming belles. for sweating, callous and hot, tired,
DR. 1. SAYLIN.
No sooner had the ceremony been said aching feet. Try it today. Sold by all
Physician and Surgeon.
than they returned to Alarnonordo. drug stores and shoe stores. Don't
.
Fe Pacific hospital,
where they will make their future accept any substitute. By mall for 25c Office, Santa
N. M. Private hmirn I tn 1 n. m
AdIn stamps. Trial package free.
home.
Iloxpltal 'phones: Automatic, 117; old
Is- - dress Allen S. OlmBtead, Le Roy, N. Y.
John Cody, another El Paso-Rocphone, SL.
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

M.

Office.

Albu-iuTiiue-

H. WESTERFELD

&

BRO.

Cigar Manufacturers,
V

V

t

207 West Railroad Avenue,

Albuquerque, New Mexico,

t I

